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Opening address

Dr. L.B.J. Stuyt
President of the Organization for Applied Scientific Research in the Netherlands TNO
The Hagu.e
The Netherlands

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I feel greatly privileged in welcoming you on behalf of the Central Organization for
Applied Scientific Research in the Netherlands to this 11th International TNO Con-
ference,

Before leaving the rostrum to the experts ltd like in a few minutes to explain why this
conference is being held, what its subject has got to do with TNO.

The theme of this year's conference is:
Consumer Interest and Manu-facturing Considerations: a Dialogue between Industry,
Govemment and Society.

I think the choice of this theme requires some ex¡rlanation. After all TNO is an organ-
ization which is mainly concerned with applied scientific research. In other years this
has always been expressed erçlicitly in the Conference announcements. Does the
present departure from this custom mean TNO is repudiating its nâture and origins ? I
do not think so. ù the contrary: What is happening now is a consequence of the fact
that TNO, firmly anchored in Dutch society, is seeking to translate the sigaals from
this society to apply them to its own situation. This means among other things that we
are more than ever aware that tecbnology must never be a goal in itself, but should be
seen as a means to an improvement of life. The real problems confronting us as a rule
are not actually technological. I¡ our western culture, however, many believe that
technology and science are the sole instruments capable of producing acceptable
solutions. The subject which we are going to study today and tomorrow likewise covers
the entire tecb.nological machinery which keeps our social and consumption systems
going. There we have, although implicitly, a mâjor connection tptween the conference
theme and the activities of TNO. Behaviour and developments in society are increasing-
ly beilg determined þ tecbaologically charged problems in the fields of energy, en-
vironment, overpopulation, food and health. If TNO is to continue providing optimum
support, it must evolve with the times. I:r doing so it will have to pay increasirg atten-
tion to tJre problems of all such social sectors as cannot be si-Fly put into the
categories of goverrrment and entrepreneurs.

thÍs evolution is more or less reflected in the trend marked by the themes of the
various TNO conferences. The themes of the two previous meetings were tRisk Analys-
isr and 'the Energy Accounting of Materials, Products, Processes and Seryices', both
of which represented aspects of our consumer society which are linked immediately to
the marginal conditions imposed þ nature on an acceptable quality of human life all
over the globe and of tåe life of which Man is the custodian.

Ihere is no doubú that in the field of tension between producers, government and con-
sumers, the last category bas caused the greatest stir in the last few years. Only a
quarter of a cenürry ago the notions consumer, consumerism, consumption and con-
sumer policy were still obscure or had not even been invented, Even the Treaty of Rome
of L957 hardly mentions consumers.

Having started in tJre USA, the process of growing consciousness and organised protec-
tion of interests has spread and developed fast, though no faster than all kind of other
remarkable social changes.



The origins of such processes are often hard to trace, but, not being an e>çert in this
field, I would call these developments a historical necessity. úr a strongly expanding
free market-economy the supply of products and services is growing fus¿. Qempetition
is gettilg fiercer. The actual value and make-up of all kinds of products are increas-
ingly hard to judge, often as a result of the use of sophisticated technologies. The llnk
between price and quality is growing ever more tenuous and the consumer is losing
confidence in the producer. The producers on their part are losing sight of their
relationshlp with the consumers. Their ex¡panding enterprises are increasing the gap
separating them from the consumers, and the production process is claiming their
fulI attention. Safety, reliability and durability are suffering to an increasing extent.

The narrowing of the producersr vision sooner or later causes a reaction in the form
of a common consumer front seeking to redress the balance. Meanwhile the govern-
ment is involved in the problem which has already assumed a clearly polarised
character.

This quite primitive picürre will no doub be made more specific these days, or be
waved away as nonsense. However, the fact remains that the consumers and their or-
gaaizations are become an important factor of our society in which the producers and
the government control the other points. The question remains whether the time has
come to regard consumer and producer again as equal partners.

EC Commissioner Richard Burke has found that this is by no means the case yet. His
finding is not to the liking of mary producers who have voiced strong doubts as to the
Suality of the research on which it was based. But Burke is getting support from the
USA where surveys show increasing consumer concern about the attitude of the
producers. lMany feel that they are worse off as consumers today than they were 10
years ago. As a rezult, the consumers are adopting a tougher attitude which is not
helping trade and industry at all. UnJortunately, we hear from colleagues that many
nanagers are still unawâre of what e><actly is going on. Consequently, healthy consul-
tations are often frustrated. Major opportunftles to deal with these problems on the
basis of new vision on enteryrise within our society are left unused. I have to add,
however, that the industrial organizations in the Netherlands seem to me to be well
aware that enteryrise too, is a sociâl activity and must evolve along with eociety.

The point is m¡de in respect of consumer and consumption policy in a recent brochure
published by the Federation of Netherlands Industry and the Netherlands Federation of
Christian Employers. The chief starting point is admittedly the consumersr freedom
of choice and the firms' freedom of movement to satisfy demand, but this is in no way
put forward as a plea for unbridled freedom. It is stated clearly tlÞt both consumers
and producers must be aware of ttre effects of their behaviour in the field of social
scarcity. Furthermore, the consumerst wishes as to gu.ldance, safet¡1, service and the
handling of complaints should be seen as an integral part of the ente4rrise climate. All
ir all the brochure calls for a positive, active attitude towards general social develop-
ments in the field of consumer interests.

The position of the government as regards these problems is bardly enviable at this
moment. It seeks to create a certain order and protection by laws and rules among
other things. Maly producers see this as a curb on their freedom of movement, hám-
pering management flexibility. The consumer organizations on the other hand com-
plain that the government turns a dea-f ear to their grievances, according them a low
priority rating as compared with emplo5rment and export promotion.

The question arises what shape the conJrontation between the three parties is going to
assume, now that a new economic order is presenting itself, prosperity seems to be
declining and disposable incomes have ceased to grow, and saturation symptoms are
appeTing in consumption for various reasons. It may be possible to trace interesting
parallels between the lines of development of consumer organizations and trade unions.
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I¡ conclusion I wish to make some observations about the role of TNO in this field. From
its independent position TNO wÍsles to serve aII three groups. Ir addition, TNO has a
responsibility of its own where the use of tecbnology in the field of consumptien is eon-
cerned. This means it has to pay great attention to so-called aspects research.
An impressive e:<ample was the completion of a book of methods last year, which is
concemed chiefly with chemical pollution of the marine environment.

Ladles and Gentlemen, thls e><ample illustrates only a part of the work of TNO. Thls
Conference will give us more information about the different aspeets of the theme:
rOonsumer Interests and Ma¡uJactu¡in,g Considerationsr, which we shall be discussing
the next two days. I hope to meet you again at the conference dÍ¡Der tonight.
And now I declare this conference open and would like to ask Prof. Van der Kerk to
start the proceédings.



The Private and Public Sectors - Improving Communications

Mr. E.Q. Daddario
President of tåe American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAA$,
former Director of the Office of Tecbnology Assessment (OTA)
Washington
U. S.A.

When, early in his presidency, John F. Kennedy invited a group of our most distin-
guished scientists to the White House, he opened the discussion by pointing out that
there had never been such intelligence gathered there at one time si¡ce President
Iltomas Jefferson, our third president, dined there alone. Thomas Jefferson happened
to be, in keeping with the times in which he lived, an outstanding correspondent. His
letters, on almost every conceivable subject, are thoughtful and timely despite tåe
passage of years. On Jrrne 2, 1792, he wrote to Peter Cârr as follows:
rrHence we might argue in Virginia that though the cutting down of forests in Virginia
is, in our husbandry, rather an improvement generally, yet it is not so always, and
therefore, it is safer never to admit it. t'

That is quite a remarkable statement. Remember that the United States, only recently
detached from England, and clinging to a narrovr/ stretch of land along the Atlantic
coastliae, faced westward towards thousands of miles of dense forest. So vast and so
inviting was ttris land that Americans, moving to fulfill a seemingly pre-ordained des-
tiny, developed a phflosophy that was somewhat naturally tied to the use of apparently
endless resources. As a result, a traditional belief spontaneously develqred that
gronth was a good thing, and as our population gre\ry, lile assumed that growth was
necessary to maintain a decent life. That philosophy was based for the most part on
the elçloitation of resources, t'he production of tbings, and their quick consumption to
complete the cycle of demand so that the economy would not lag.

Today, as our numbers have grown, as our resources have diminished, as our environ-
ment has eroded, we have come to consider economic matters without automatically
assuming that growth, by itself, is a good thing. That we have not learned to live with-
out growth, and the contÍnually increasing importation of oil, gas, and a host of
minerals over the past few years when it has been our policy to move away from such
dqrendence, indicates that although we are trying hard, longterm attitudes cannot be
quickly reversed. As we seek to substitute other ideas, interests or services for
thirgs which now dominate our economic design, we are struggling ln some rational
way to preserye a material stard^ard of living at a level sufficient to m¡intain our
Nationrs social foundation -- before the eventual o<haustion or misuse of our physical
assets takes random and irrational effect. That this conflict is not ultimately avoidable
is apparent in the great effort we are making, ¡þs implicit difficulties in bringing it to
hand, and the controversy among the various interests, both public and private, which
must adjust themselves to an ever-changrng and complor set of circumstances and in-
dis cernible consequences.

IVIay I try to analyze that for a moment ? The prime elements of the physical and social
equation which we must solve -- and within the time span of only a few decades -- are
these: the discovery, oçloitation and use of this planet's remâirúng resources; the
potential advantage and disadvantage to be er,cpected from such use; the qualities of man
himself, his numbers, his crowding, his indecisiveness in reaching national and inter-
nation^al long-range goals; m¡rrrs relationship with other men and with other forms of
animal life; and finally, the great u¡lcrown which I must assume bothers all of you
here, the appropriate role of govemment in seeking solutions to the major issues con-
fronting contemporary society. And regarding that, I do believe tåat the question is not
whether government must assume the prime responsibility, or even how much respons-
ibility, but rather the manner in which government will act so as to support a frame-
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ìryork ivithin which all levels of society can responsibly participate.

I need not tell you that all societies have their own peculiar characteristics and I would
approach this subject with greater üemerity if I did not perceice that common threads,
with which ìüe are more or less famlliar, weave themselves through parliamentary
democracies. The private sector likes to be left alone. If the government must regulate,
it should do so sparingly. The least amou¡t of gove:nment is the best government.
\ühenever its members have to deal with government, they do so gingerly, if not with
some degree of fear and trepidation. As a result, communications are most often so
guarded that there is bred a high level of suspicion and a low level of understanding.

In government the cliche goes t¡at the parliament proposes and the executive disposes.
I-r my country, where there is a constitutional separation of powers as well as a con-
gressional obltgation to formulate and promote policy, the Congress feels itself under
no obligation to support the enecutive, even when it is of the same political persuasion
as the majority. Úr your parliamentary societies, where the political stnrctures are
somewhat different, I find similar constraints as well as fervent desires on the part of
parliamentary members to have more information than the executive wants to give. The
conclusion one comes to, therefore, is the need for an environment in which aII parties
are better informed, where urderstandable lines of communication are established
within an atmosphere of friendly negotiation -- conviviality is asking too much. For,
most certainly, broad involvement and intelligent participation are kin to mutual res-
pect.

To create the right tone and balance will entail the most pmdent application of common
sense and judgment iJ we are to properly determine those areas in which regulations
may be required and those where rnarket forces strould prevail. T'he problems associat-
ed with poor regulations r¡¡ill diminish somewhat as we seek solutions to that dilemma.
They ca:raot ¡¿ oemFletely solved because the goals of each are somewhat different,
however. The private sector is constantly seeking to improve its understanding of the
future brsi¡ess environment in order to produce the most advantageous options for its
decision måkers. The govenrment, in carryrng out its regulatory responsibility in a
socially responsible way, is concerned with understanding and anticipating future
events so t}ãt the introduction of new technologies will not cause adverse secondary
side effects. It is so easy to get off on different tracts, considerÍng the objectives of
each, and there may be different versions as to the social costs that are themselves
not generally included in the normal operations of the market place. To bridge that
gap is vltal to the improvement of the relationship, for it may very well involve assur-
anèes that all competition would take the same social costs into consideration so as to
overcome the competitive advantage to those who did not'

I¡r the middle 1960ts, while holding hearings en ffus ttfsshnical Adequacy of the u' s' to
Meet the Problems of Pollutiont' I, as well as other members of my committee, came
to cert¿tn logical conclusions. Simply stated, we determined that the present ¡tate of^

technology súould be examined and règulations established in keeping with_the |evel o_f

available tecbnology. opment programs should be developed to rais,e
the level of our teõLn in those pertinent areas and as that occurred,
to immediately raise ons accordingly' We were convinced at that
time that imFioved levels of understanding between the private and public sectors
would develop as technological and regulatory advances kept pace with each other. It
may be that ite were all le-aning on ou? hope that the democratic process works best
when a high level of public educatiou precedes the time when that same public must
choose fróm severaf altenøtives. At any rate, another element of democracy was
simulta¡eously underway -- the famous hearings in the U. S. Senate on automobile
safety. the priblic outciy that developed from those hearings madg it politically con-
veni;nt, p""itapu even nðcessary, to regulate beyond our technical capabilities. As a
consequence, we are still wrestling wittr the effects of that legislation -- and who is to

"ay 
bot that ive are further a-head than we would have been if we had followed the other,



more logical, step by step position?

I would like now to use as an example a pilot pubtic participation activity of the U. S.
Congress to bring some of these thoughts into focus. Irr the early 19?0's both President
Nixon and President Ford indicated that they would open up the coastal areas along our
eastern seaboard for the drilling of oil and gas. The office of Technology Assessment
was called upon to oramine the effects of such action and as part of a study entltled
"Coastal Effects of Off-Shore Energy Sydtems - An Assessm-ent of Otl and Gas Systems,
Deepwater Ports and Nuclear Power Plants Off the Coast of New Jersey and Delawaretl
a program of public involvement was initiated. Ttrat program, initÍally intended as a
workshop experiment to develop public participation methodologies and techniques,
kindled such a wide body of substantive ir¡formation that it had to be included in the
report itself. That should not have come hs a suryrise since the public in those areas
was naturally concerned about their coastline which they used for so mâny recreational
and commercial purposes. What we were not at all sure of was oujr ability to get the
people constructively and objectively involved during a period when there was a high
level of suspicion about any govemment activity -- especially when tåat affected the
natural environment. Yet, the congress, to legislate properly, needed to lsrow how the
people felt they would be affected and to do that, both the Congress and the public
needed to discuss openly the various technologies to be applied and to better educate
themselves as to the advantages and disadvantages of each.

At present, 1 out of every 2 Americans live and work along a coastline. By the year
2000 that figure may very well rise to 8 out of 10. Despite this, there has been very
Iittle research into the effects of such growth. Although we have come to know that
marshes, estuaries, and tidal basins along the coast are crucial to sustaining marine
life, we have much to learn about the human effects of intensive land use for housing,
iadustry, commerce, energy facilities, resort communities and transportation net-
works. The three energy systems:
1) OiI and natural gas in the Mid-Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf,
2l Installation of a deepwater port to accommodate supertankers in the Mid-Attanttc

and,
3) Construction of at least two floating nuclear power plants
i'npose on the Congress the need to study the likely consequences of those systems on
the coastal, ocean, economic, institutional and social environments.

The public participation aspects of that activity were facilitated by these factors:
1) The limited size of the region involved and,
2\ The existence of actual proposals for the three systems already mentioned.

The process of identifying and reaching potential participants was, by design, an
evolutionary one. Individuals with special interests, either because of their publicly
held positions or privately expressed opinions, were contacted separately. These
initial meetings provided additional names. Lists of potential participants were then
built from that base. As other persons and organizations became involved, briefing
papers were circulated. Workshops 1ryere then held around these groups and the general
public. Congressional staff was m¡de available for these workshops and for meetings
sponsored by interested groups gathering on their own initiative. This activity was
followed by the publication of a pamphlet on the subject which was mailed and distribut-
ed to over 15,000 people in the area. From this, some 25,000 responses were receiv-
ed. As the discussion base grew in depth, interwiews were conducted by the Congress-
ional staff and they, in turn, elicited correspondence and position papers from the
people themselves. It was, perhaps, because of ttre gradual growth of the activity and
the sincerity of its person to person relationships that press coverage was both wide-
spread and favorable, Most imFortant of all was the indication that the government was
honestly concerned about the opinions of the people who were to be affected. They were
being consulted before the fact and at a time where the programs were being formulat-
ed and their opinions could be useful. Dissemination of inform¿tion to the public was
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most certainly a major step towards encouraging citizen involvement. Accomplishing
that in a simple and low cost way tvas also ¿¡¡ important ingredient.

It became obvious at an early stage that the people had something to say once they were
convinced that someone was listening. They wanted the government to know that they
were primarily interestedineconomic benefits and losses, and soclal and environmental
advantages and disadvantages, possible changes in their way of life, and the possible
risk of major accidents with the three energy systems or their alternatives.

Witfi regard to the current system of information gathering and decision-mal<ing, the
cltizen was concerned that the local govemment and the public affected lacked an ef-
fectlve parbrership role with the central government and that the roles and activities
of each were not su-fficiently coordinated and understood.

Repeatedly, and as this last year has made clear, their wisdom has become even more
apparent. Although they were particularly concerned about their own region, they
recop.ized the importance of relating their own energy needs to a national policy in
which each energy system which affected them could be evaluated and serious research
and funding could be given to the determination of conservation measures, identifyÍng
alternative sources of clean and renewable energy, and the development of i¡novative
energ'y systems.

The involvement of the public during the plaruring process can imFrove commu¡icatlons
by highlighting the concerns of all of the affected parties. Letrs see if I can show how it
worked in this particular instance by citing a few examples.

PublicE¡qpressions -- The problem of disposine of nuclear wastes has not been solved,

Government Response -- An examination of the waste proposal plan for the floating
nuclear plant was undertaken.

Conclusion -- Fuel and waste handling systems and the decommissÍoning procedures

problems have not received the necessary attention.

Public Expressions -- There is a possibilÍty NRC is not seriously investigating the
risks of a major nuclear accident and its consequences,

Government Response -- The work of NRC on the subject of accidents was reviewed
and some special studies were initiated.

Conclusion -- The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is not evaluating the risks from

-acci¿enæ 

in floating nuclear plants comprehensively enough to permit either a generic
comparison of the relative risks from land based and floating nuclear plants, or an
assessment of the specific risks from deploying floating plants off New Jersey,

Public Expressions -- The potential adverse impacts of off-shore oil development have
social as well as economic dimensions. That is, increased industrialization of the
coastal zone with the consequent increases in population, transportation congestion,
air pollution and noise would make the area less desirable for residents and tourists.

Government Response -- An examination of the types of facilities that would be requir-
ed onshore for a range of estimates of recoverable oil and gas was conducted, but it
was found that e><isting data dtd not permit a precise prediction of secondary land use
and other imFacts.

Public Expressions -- Some thought the nuclear powerplant would make more energy
avallable and that therefore costs of electricity would go down. Others thought the high



capital costs of the floating nuclear powerplant could have the effect of raising energy
pnces.

Government Response -- An investigation of nuclear powerplant costs was conducted
and a¡ ex¡lloration of the uncertai.nties involved in predicting the final cost of a floating
nuclear plant.

Conclusion -- While the cost adva-ntage of the Atlantic Generating Station over a la¡d-
based facility 6f ssmFarable generati-ng capacity fs small, in the long nrn the ftoating
nuclear powe4llant concept mny provide a method of controlling the escalatiag costs of
nuclear powerplants.

Public Expressions -- The major advantage of offshore energy development may be in-
creased energ'y availability for the region and lower energy costs.

-- Ttte study of the regional energy supply and demand situation
was

Conclusion -- Most supply networks and prices are determined on a nationwide basis
and little change in regional supply or prices can be expected. Lower transportation
costs might give New Jersey and Delaware a price advantage compared with some
other region of the country, but future prices would depend, in part, on oil and gas
price-control policies and on world prices. Transportation of imported crude oil þ
supertanker to deepwater ports would similarly not create important price cuts. For
the floating nuclear plaat, it was found tl¡at cost and price changes could not be predict-
ed.

These ex¡rressions and their direct relationship to the problems involved show that
rellable information on how citizens feel tåey will be affected by the application of new
tecbaologies can best be obtained by direct contact with the people themselves. Every
community has a way of developing expert opinion about how changes will affect them.
Opinion makers develop almost automatically from i¡dividuals who have expert ties to
those issues which will affect them and their neighbors. If their opinions aie given an
opportunity to air themselves, they will add a measure of judgment and stability to
mrcst proceedings. If they are not given that opportunity, they will ultimately express
themselves -- and usually adversely and emotionally -- after tJre government and
industry positions have been taken. I believe ft is fair to say that in this instance the
people of New Jersey and Delaware, while remaining skeptical about the injection of
such new activities in their region, have indicated that they would not be hostile to such
changes, provided it could be shown that these changes would be considered carefully
as agalnst the courage and the sacrifice that the rest of the uation would be making in
the area of energy supply.
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Harmony and Conflict of Írterests between Producer and Consumer

Mr. R. F. M. Lubbers
Member of Parliament, former Minister of Economic Affairs
The Hague
The Netherlands

For a brief consideration of the governmentrs role on behalf of the consumer ard in
corurection with consumption, it is useful to start with the two terms ttproducer and
consumerrl. But simply placing the producer opposite the consumer in this way can
easily, though erroneously, suggest that there are no opposing interests within the
groups of producers and consumers. Such conflicts of interest naturally do exÍst.
An obvious example is the case of producers competing with each other either with the
same type of good, or at varigus points in the production chain of a certain good, or
merely because they are struggling to win the favour of the same consumerst purchas-
ing power.
But conJlict of interest can also be seen among consumers. A simple example is that of
the consumer producing noise, either by his portable radio of his motor vehicle,
against the consumer seeking peace and silence; an example of consr¡mers with indirect-
ly conflicting interests is that of those persons on the one ha:rd able to buy more cheap-
ly in the out-of-town shopping centres and on the other those less mobile consumers
who appreciate the greater expense of home delivery or the shop on the corner, or wtro
simply have no choice.

Nevertheless, the distinction between producer and consumer very definitely underlÍnes
th;e fact that in the course of centuries, or more accurately in the cor¡rse of the process
of rising prosperity, the gap between the two has widened enormously. Formerly, in
the pre-capitalist phase, the making of a good coÍncided with its use, or it was made
within a limited structure (family, commune, village, small toum). The division of
la.bour and increase in prosperity, however, have driven the producer and consumer
further and further apart and thereby introduced a considerable element of anonimity
(alienation).
The producer and consumer no longer meet; with all the choices it offers to the indÍvidu-
al consumer, the package of goods and services is just an existing fact. Of course ìMe

see, as a countercurrent, a certain revival of small-scaleness, appreciation by the
conaumer for specialized shops with personal service as well as do-Ít-yourself activi-
ties. Those elements are importa-nt, although they are exceptions to the trend of a
greatly widened gap between producer and consuÍrer. It is precisely that gap, and the
problems in which it has resulted, which have given rise to consumerism. Underlining
the necêssÍty and the importance of consumerism tends naturally to suggest the idea
that the way things have gone has made the consumer into a kÍnd of victim. This, how-
ever, would be a misrepresentation of the situation.

On the contrary, I wish to state with emphasis that the very fact of the far advanced
division of labour, the increase of labour productivity, the ftmctioning of the market
mechanism and the development of increasingly large markets have also largely reflect-
ed, and still reflect, harmÒny between the interest of producers and consumers'
Through investments and the concomita¡t better education and organisation, techno-
logical progress and improved productivity have led to a great increase in industrial
output, which has made possible a substantial increase in purchasÍng power for the con-
sumer. It was in the interests of producers/suppliers of goods and services that wage
increases took place and purchasing poì,ver grew. Likewise, through the mutual com-
petition which it generated the market mechanism not only served the efficiency of
production but in general it also led to a large degree of pluriformity in supply. This
gave, and continues to give, the consumer a far wider range of choice. That wide
range of choice, moreover, can often be utilized in a way which allows a greater range
of development. Consumption can also act in a lcrowledge-increasing way, and provide,
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both literally arrd figuratively, a wider field of vision. To be able to apply greater pur-
chasing power in many directions enlarges in principle the liberty of the individual
consumer and of all consumers together, that is to say society. In fact, properly
ftlnctioning market mechanism is therefore the basis and condition of parallelism in
interests between producers ald consumers.

At the same time, however, we have to note the paradox that it is precisely the greatly
widened gap between producer and consumer, and the imperfect functioning of thè
market mechanism - both important features of the growth of prosperity - which bave
made consumerism necessary. An inevitable and necessary side symptom of our great
prosperity.
[î 1962 President Kennedy stated the five basic rights of the consumer, and that could
be regarded as the beginning of a defined policy on consumer a-ffairs. In fact, what is
meant is a policy designed to permit really the consumer to function optimally as the
demanding party on the goods and services market; because what has to count is the
proper application of this purchasing power, the satisfaction of his needs. This covers
a wide range of measures such as protection against u¡sa.fe products, proper consumer
information on product quality on a comparative basis or otherwise, the suppression of
improper trade practices, measures to promote economic competition, etc. etc.
On 14th April 1975 the Council of Ministers of the EEC established rtthe initial EEC
programme towards a policy on consumer protection and informationrt. This title
speaks volumes about the contents of the envisaged poticy onrrconsumer protection and
in-formationtt.
Two years later, the responsible EEC Commissioner wished to begin talking about the
broader framework of rrpromotion of consumer interestsrt. One of lhe argurnents ad-
vanced for this broader case is ttthe necessity to obtain the highest possible level of
well-being and the highest possible degree of satisfaction in consumption subject how-
ever to acceptance of restrictions of an economic and social nature, and with-ffiË-
pect to the highest requirements of envirpnmental conservationtt. This development has
been seen in The Netherlands also.
Four annua.I reports in government policy with regard to consumer affairs have now
been issued, and besides the actual work carried out in matters of in_formation, protec-
tion, product safety, surveying of needs, etc., all those reports have paid attentlon to
consumption policy as a more far-reaching objective than consumer policy, although
the boundaries often cannot be drawn distinctly. A government memorandum on this
subject has already been painted in political primes and is now awaiting only the rtfinal
top-coatingrrfrom the new coalition government. It is obvious for me to disòuss a few
aspects of that broader problematique but before doing so I wish to repeat in all clear-
ness that what is known as traditional consumer policy is of the utmost importance.
In fact that policy amounts to a reinforcement of the consumerrs position in the market
place. And the producer must be forced to observe the rules of tlie game in information,
packaging, marketing method, follow-up service, etc. ; measures which provide a-
better guarantee for a state of equilibrium on the market. All these are measures
which are based on the principle that it is not the sale (retailing) of goods or services
which is the ultimate objective, but the optimum s-atisfaction of needl by means of those
goods and services in conformity with the expectation aroused.
It is of the utmost importance to bear in mind that guaranteeing a well-informed con-
sumer is of essential importance for the proper frurctioning of our economic system in
the matter of consumption; essential for the real satisfaction of needs, and th;t it is
above all this approach which must ensure a constantly evolving, sufficiently pluriform
supply.
h fact this policy, the endeavour to give substa¡ce to the previously mentioned five
basic rights, is a very tough and careful job on the part of governments, requiring
many years. This work must be done largely in co-operation with alarge numberìf
ministries and this alone makes it a difficult and tedious job. Often it is juridically
complicated and that also creates problems. Finally there is the EEC with all Íts 

-

regulations and in particular its intended regulations, which take up a great deal of
time of the limited number of specialists and which all too often seive as the alibi for
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a delay in national measures.
This is not the time or place to enter into the various details of this package of measur-
es to protect the consumer and to improve his position in the market. But is must be
stressed that this type of measures is indeed very important. To equip a concious con-
sumer suitably is at the heart of consumerism.

An area of the rrtraditiona-I" consumer policy which tends to remain underexposed is
consumer research. Of course, certain enterprises have gradually begun to devote
rather more attention to consumer panels in order to find out what people really want.
This is a good thing. In the light of the criticism that consumers have no real choice
because they have to choose from what the producer offers, there is nevertheless room
for supplementary research aimed at defining systematically what needs exist outside
the market, and whether those needs are capable of satisfaction.
In the Netherlands, the government has supported the initiative to set up a Foundation
for Scientific Research on Consumer Affairs, and this Foundation will have to play a
certain role in the area which I have just mentioned. Given the degree in which needs
are satisfied within our economy, we must realize that in our society the govemment
in fact determines and provldes for a considerable number of needs ttfor its own ac-
count and riskrr. I¡-some cases that is done directly by means of really collective
provisions, and in other cases indirectly, because the governnent in fact determines
a certain sub-market in monopolistÍc co-operation with the social group concerned. An
example of this is medical care. It is precisely in these areas that it may be equally
useful to call attention to the consumer, because he can so easily become snowed under,
reduced to an object of care, and become just about the opposite of a critical, aware,
well-informed eonsumer. This may be an extreme and exaggerated example, but it is
nevertheless a good thing to draw the conclusion that lrneed surveyingttis not only
necessary as a complement to the market economy, but equally, a.nd possibly more so,
as complement to a political, and therefore equally often a priori decision-making with
regard to collective provisions or services which in faú t.ake place monopolistically
under government supervision.

S¡zstematic surveying of needs wÍIl not be a sÍmple matter and it will of course be won-
dered where and what interesting points may be yielded. But this again is largely un-
known country. I would nevertheless líke to point to just one syrnptom which manifests
itself in various forms-
The growth of our prosperity has gone hand in hand with changing relative costs, in
particular between labour per unit of time and produced goods a.nd services. The rÍse
in prosperity is translated into a higher remuneration per unit of time for the labour
factor. Labour, ever better equipped as it Ís wÍth capital goods and ever higher-grade
through education and organisation, continues to produce more and more. I:r the one
sector, however, there is a far hþher productivity growth tha¡ in the other, in par-
ticular because of the presence or absence of the possibility of applying capital and new
techniques. This means that in highly developed societies labour is relatively expensive.
Moreover, the growth in productivity just mentioned is generally only possible with a
large and expanding market. These two factors together mean that a continuous shift
takes place in the range of goods and services supplied, whereas a certain specific
supply rapidly dries up as soon as demand diminishes. Such processes are changing
cost strucbures and consequent disappearance of supply, even though there may still be
limited groups of interested customers, can be seen for example in the case of public
transport, and also in home delivery, the local shop, the tailor, etc.
Although not always, it is mostly those persons who have less purchasing power (the
elderly and weak) who suffer from this kind of development. With all the growth in
prosperity, it is sometimes good to pause for a moment and take account of these
secondary s5rmptoms, and ask ourselves what cal be done about it.
úr general, however, it is not an easy task to do anything about it. Of course, we can
attempt to slow down certain processes, and the fanaticism with which mi¡imum prices
have been defended in the Netherlaads during the past few years (even to the extent that
we have now run into difficulties at European Community level) was largely inspired by
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the desire to maintain a measure of (personal) service. But putting the clock back a-
regards these changes is of course impossible. We can and we must ask ourselves,
however, whether, in that situation, the large group with the high purchasing power can
a¡d should be burdened in favour of a smaller, unfortunate group. A specific area
where this example can be developed is that of private transport, in particular the car,
in relation to public transport.

The changes in cost distribution as well as the high cost of labour together n'ith the
great increase in leisure time have led to an enormous growth in the do-it-yourself
field. A turnover in excess of two thousand million guilders in this do-it-yourself mar-
ket represents only part of the need satisfaction which has in fact been created in this
way. Ûr general a very positive trend, also from the viewpoint of self development and
stimulation of creativity. At the same time, however, this development bas also
brought disadvantages with regard to the elderly and handicapped, who encounter the
same high labour costs but are less able to ttescapert them. In our societ¡l the costs of
labour - partly due to the system of imputation - just are very high. The terrific growth
of the do-it-yourself market ca¡not be interpreted solely in terms of leisure activities.
It is a definite expression of the fact that many needs still exist. That there is still a
great deal of work, labour, to be done, but that just as often there is not the money to
have it done professionally. f:r certain cases, Íncidentally, this trend may speed up the
disappearance of the supply of certain goods and services at a reasonable price. The
adverse impact of that disappearance is certainly not the same on all groups of citizens.
The relatively high level of labour costs tend occasionally to lead to illegal practices to
avoid social and fiscal taxes. If certain kinds of service are infected by this, it leads to
accelerated impoverishment of this particular service.

The examples just given which show that changes in relative costs ard market develop
ments ca:r often be the gource not only of a positive effect on growing prosperib¡r and
need satisfaction but can also generate problems, provide a specific example of the
general phenomenon that various kinds of consumption have important exteraal effects.
These may be positive, such as in the case of education, but they can also be clearly
negative. Where the effects are really unacceptable on the basis of danger or nuisance
the matter is relatively simple. Mandatory provisions or prohibitions are then requir-
ed. Things get more difficult if it is only desired to influence or modify developments.
In that case other Ínstn¡ments such as information or the introduction of inhibiting
ler¡ies are indicated.
In the Netherlands, the concept of the guided market economy has taken shape in recent
years. In fact, this amounts to correcting the growth of prosperity according to a nt¡m-
ber of selected social criteria, such as environmental and physical planning problerns,
natural reaources and energy problems, the international division of labour and develop
ment co-operation, and finally the elements of smallscaleness and the human scale. It
would take too much time to discuss in extenso here the concept of selective growth as
it has developed in the Netherlands in recent years. [r brief, its central theme is that,
given the creativit5r of citizens and enterprises leading to ever sþanging production
techniques and products, and given the open state of our economy and the positive value
to be attributed to individual libert5r, it is not meaningful to bring about systematic
production aad consumption, Ín the sense of a planning process, but that, considering
the important effects in the fields which I have just mentioned, it Ís nevertheless very
important and meaningful to exert some influence on the way in which production takes
place, Precisely in view of the dSmamism of technology and of organisationa-l forms, it
must be possible to bring the results of the national economy into barmony vrith therrquality standards't which we require of our society, and to keep them there. These
problems have been described in the Memorandum on the Structure of the Dutch Econ-
omy. Primarily, the memorandum compared these criteria against the production side,
but there is, of course, every reason to do so on the consumption side. trr fact the in-
strtrments are the same mandatory provisions and prohibitions, information, subsidies
and levies.
The 'rexternal?t or trsecondarytt efÏects of consumption can incidental.ly also be substan-
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tial in other areas. A simple and obvious example is the relation between the maximum
speed for cars and the costs of the medical care for traffic victims. Many other exaln-
ples can of course be given. For those reasons the character and composition of the
consumption package can and must be influenced by society and government. By this
of course I do not mean the blue-print for consumption, but âdding the conscious society
to the conscious consumer.

lrstruments which I have already mentioned for that desired correction chosen on ac-
count of their external effect on certain kinds of consumption, are the mandatory prov-
isions and prohibitions, information and levies or subsidies. The latter instrument we
know, and have lsrown for a very long time, in the case of merit and demerit goods.
These are goods to which societ5r wishes to attribute a higher or lower value, which in
the market economy appears from the purchasing power becoming autonomously avail-
able for those goods. The use of these goods and services is then in principle stimuLat.
ed or discouraged by the government by means of financial stimuli. ¡ msa¿iening thisrrprice Ínstrumenilr it must be noted that, where it inhibits consumption, it can hit the
man of limited means harder than the man with greater purcbasing power. trr that sense
an indirect tax is not neutral in terms of income policy. Likewise, a subsidy for a
merit good used only or largely by the middle or high incomes cqn also have a¡ extra-
ordinary effect in terms of income policy. Some recent studies have demonstrated this.
Nevertheless I feel that having due regard for these two restrictions and takÍng them as
far as possible into accolmt, it is worthwhile for the govenlment to make morè active
use of the instn¡ment of levies, i.e. in fact the instruments of Índirect ¡¿¡çss. lshind
us lies a period in which truly all the spotlþhts seemed to be turned on income policy
and the corresponding direct taxes. I believe that as a result the regulatory function of
indirect tar<es has become excessively impoverished. This must be reconsidered, not
in the last place because the towering stack of direct taxes and burden of social con-
tributions is already becoming a problem for full emplo¡rment, which is encumbered
with labour which is artÍficially too ex¡rensive; in our system of imputation, a Er.ea;t
deal perhaps too much - is translated into labour costs.
There is of course much more to be said about this. Subjects such as di.fferent imputa-
tion of the social insurence charges, however, are beyond the scope of to-dayts sub-
ject. Tbat is not the case with the desirability of providing fiscal encouragement for
repairs and recycling, which is the reason why I e>çressly mention that example.

I have just stated that a shift from direct to indirect taxes is desirable for two reasons.
Partly in order to affect the pattenr of consumption, a:rd partly in order to make a con-
tribution towards a sotmd macro-economic situation by meaas of greater restraint in
direct taxes. 'I'his brings me to another theme. That is the necessity to be cautious in
the general increase of the level of consumption. This forms a complement to the
necessity to pay greaÍ.er attention to the qualitative aspects of consumption, as I have
already advocated. But this does not take away the fact that, for some time at least, we
are going to have to mark time in our economy, and ühe possibility certainly exists that
wÍth a view to the third world this will have to be done on a more structural basis.
This brings me for a moment to the function of advertising. Advertising has a very use-
ful informational function, and in addition it concentrates demand backed by high pur-
cbasíng power in such a way that the supply of a good or service can be made at ar a;c-
ceptable price. A reasonable price cânnot be charged without a reasonably large
volume. So far, so god. And the supervision of qualitatively good advertising ca:r have
a further improving effect. But nevertheless there is a hair Ín this soup. After all,
advertising not only concentrates purchasing power but it also stimulates need. In other
words, there is not only a substitution effect (buy this product do not buy a.nother
product) but there is also an expansion effect (just wanting to buy more). Now the latter
may be a reason for putting a slight brake on advertisÍng as such; this could be done
for example by means of a levy on advertising.
From the overall point of view, it may be a good thing to influence the marketing mix
by making advertising relatively more expensive through a levy. However, the close
link between the world of advertÍsing and that of the mass media will not make this a¡
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easy task. Moreover it is advisable to make detailed studies of the price elasticity of
advertising.

Ir discussing the relation between the policy on consumption a-nd macro-economic ob-
jectives I have a-lready poÍnted to the heavy stress which with the increase of prosperity
has been laid on incomes policy in the past few decades. There seems occasion to
devote more attention to the development of consumption, both Íts patterns and its dis-
tribution among the various social or age groups. Considered from this angle, the
enormous rise of the old-aged pensions for example take on a quite different significal-
ce from that of the minimum youth wage.
Looking at things from the point of view of consumption can also throw more light on
typical lifetime problems, when we face a relatively tight or a relatively comfortable
purchasing power situation. How should we consÍder the sometimes relatively high
stable-value pensions, a.nd by whom and when are and should the contributions for these
pensions be paid. h our society enormous chaages have taken place in the structure of
the famÍly. The average family is not only smaller but the children also leave it sooner.
Far fewer parents who no longer work have to be supported by their children. O¡r the
other hand, the spending potential of the young employed persons have enlarged their
own needs and thereby also those of the unemployed young persons, For some income
groups this again results in relatively high costs per child for a number of years,
These are merely examples, but they do show that thinking about income distribution
must remain d¡mamic, and even assuming a per{ectly equitable division of earned in-
come, where differences in income would only exist on the basis of objective factors,
even then a large number of important questions remain with respect to fair and balanc-
ed patterns of consumption.

I.r my paper I have summed up a number of reference points for government policy
which I wanted to put forward in addition to the so necessary consumer policy in the
traditional sense. Ilr conclusion, I should like just to mention the apparently self-
evident fact that consumption and consumer policy are so important right now because
the level of consumption has risen to such an enormous height.

It sometimes seems as if the huge increase in the collective burden in terms of taxes
and social insurance has kept the citizen short in terms of his own consumption. But
that is not the case. I¡ fact, within the collective sector the total amount of transfer
expenditure has grown enormously, to such an extent that the private consumption ratio
has risen to what is historically an exceptionally high level. True collective consuml>
tion a¡d investments are relatively limited. If we consider the latter as measures for
future-dÍrected thinking (in the case of investments) or politically conscious choices
(collective choices) then we are living in more of a middle-class than a heroic society.
All the more reason not to hesitate in getting the welfare socÍety to ft¡nctÍon optimally,
in the sense that we must have ¡Mell-informed, conscious and critical consumers, that
we must always evaluate the adequacy of the range of goods and services available, also
aad in particular for the weaker and the small and forgotten groups, and that in con-
clusion we must also not hesitate to influence the nature of consumption in such a way
that the overall results are compatible with the objectives of guided growth.
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The Role of Industry

Mr. H. F. van den Hoven
Chairm¡n of the Board of Unilever N. V.
Rotterdam
The Netherlands

Over the past 10-20 years a great deal has been said and written about consumers,
their needs and the role of iadustry in supplying them, This is one of those rare oc-
casions where all the varÍous interest groups are meeting to exchange yiews in this
field, and I must applaud the TNO Board for their initiative.

However, I may not entirely agree with tbe introduction in the ConJerence Programme
which says that the position of the consumer has changed considerably d¿¡ing the
last few decades and that this change is largely due to activi.ties initiated by con-
sumer groups. While I do not deny their positive lnfluence I would hope to make lt
clear that industry has a great deal to do with thÍs change. But industry in turn could
not have m¡de its contribution if for e>rample the distribution network, the wholesale
and retail trade had not changed considerably as well.
fire government too has made its ÍmFact felt. And last but not least the consumer him-
self or hersel-f is much different from 20 years ago. All I am sayrng is that under the
influence of the various Ínterest groups society as a whole is constantly changing and
that industry - as part of that society - is itself a nraÍn contributor to this process.

Industryrs raison d'etre is to produce and market products which fulfil the consumer's
needs. This can best be achieved in our mixed market economy where the consumer
has freedom of cl¡oice and tbe entrepreneur or maru-facturer provides that choice as
efficiently as possible and in competition with others. This of course takes place with-
i:r a set of rules and regulations laid down by the government and in certain areas also
by industry itself.

Tl¡e debate in a number of countries i¡ Western society concerns whether we should
maint¿in tl¡e market economy or whether we should move towards much more govertr-
mental intervention. With regard to the consumer, growing governmental influence
might lead to a position whereby products are being considered whether or not they are
in the public interest - as seen of course through the eyes of a particular govenrmental
body. I-n a speech he gave to the European lVlanagement Forum in Davos the former
Dutch prime mini ster spoke about tl¡e need for government to expand its role consider-
ably as private eder?rlse was no longer fuIfilling its role in the present economic
conditions and in view of the problems still alead of us.

You will not be surprised tbat I do not share these views since it is my belief that priv-
ate enterprise is and will continue to be the driving force behind economic progress.
'We cannot do without its initiatve, creativity and inrovation resulting in technologÍcal
progress and in new products which answer the challenge of the consumerrs changing
needs. I do accept that government has a¡ important task to fulfil in creating a frame-
work in todayts compler< economic and social structure. Ihrt it cannot take over the
essential role of private enterprise and we may wonder whether in certain countries
the hand of gwerrrment is not becoming too heavy.

In our market economy, tl¡e demand determines supply. The entrepreneur may possess
as much technical a¡d scientific ingenuity as he likes, he may have the best employees,
may have access to an ample capital market, and may spend a great deal on marketing
and advertising, but this will still not ensure his success. Whether or not he succeeds
depends primarily on his knowledge of the market, on his ability to "sense" existing or
potential consumer demand and when he has got the right product, on his ability to
meet the demand quickly, efficiently, and at the right price. If he has got all these fac-
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tors and his communication with the consumer right, he wiII find the proof in the
successful and profitable sale of his products. Production is not an end in itself.

Let us look at this market which industry serves. The market, or rather, the con-
sumers have very different needs. They differ of course as individuals, but there are
also regional and national differences in consumer behaviour and attitudes. The pattern
of consumption and the need for convenience vary considerably between countries. For
example in the U. S. A. frozen food consumption was 40 kg per head in L977, in Sweden
21 kg and in the Netherlands a mere 10 kg. The best selling soup in Belgium cannot be
sold even as little as 50 miles away, across the border in the Netherlands.

There are also changes in the way of living and working which are more generally
Icrown: the increasing participation of m¡rried women in the labour process, the drang-
ing family relationships, the higher standard of education, more leisure time, the
rapid growth of recreation and, above all, the much greater purchasing power.

These changes are cont-ouous and have all to do with the fundamental question: How do
we see the consumer?Industry sees him as an lncreasingly educated one whose needs
are chalging and is quite capable to make up his own mind. He must not base his produc-
tion philosophy on the principle that he who has the youth has the future - only to be sud-
denly surprised by the discovery that the market in which he is operating is rapidly
becoming one of older people. As an example: in the U. S. the number of people of 65 a¡rd
over has grown from ISVo of. the population in 1955 to 23To today. Similarly as a result of
the post-war baby boom the percentage of 25-44 year olds grew from 47Vo in L955 to 547a
in 1975 and will reach 73To by 1985. The needs of the various age groups are very differ-
ent and the shifts in population structure can be quite dramatic in fairly brief periods.
These shifts often will go together with a change in habits, fashions or simply attitudes.

Let us take ¿a e:r¿mFle from the detergents market in the U. K. Here are some changes
that took place between 1961 and 1975, a period of only 15 years. At the start of that
period 90Vo of all shirts were made of cotton, By 19?5 this percentage had fallen to 23,
whilst the remainder consisted wholly or partly of s1'nthetic fibres. At the start of the
period one in every five shirts sold was coloured, but fashion trends had reversed this
ratio by 1975. Around the start of the same period over half the households had to do
without a washing machine, whilst by 1975 three-quarters of all families owned a
machine, most of which were of the modern t¡pe. You do not need much imagination to
realize what this meant for the manu-facturers of detergents; their products today are
as different as their market.

The businessman must be able to foresee what effect the increasing standard of educat-
ion will have on consumer behaviour. He must take note of matters of an ideological
nature, new ideas in the welfare or health fields. Such factors mâke their influence felt
fairly rapidly and the producer must be standing in readiness to meet the changing
demand,

It is not of course true that the consumer's wishes are clearly formulated and access-
ible to anyone who seeks them. The producer with his specifÍc lcrowledge of his part of
the market does not have a passive role in this respect, but endeavours himself to put
into words and, later on, to give shape to that which the individual consumer wants.
Besides anticipating such changes, he can to a certain extent undoubtedly tnfluence
them or speed them up. Since the development of new tecbnologies and new products
may take many years, research activities must be managed with these long term
changes in mind.

Are not then articles frequently made or recommended by the producer for which the
consumer has no need? The answer is yes, this occurs regularly. Such articles, how-
ever, disappear again thanks to the corrective power of the market fn which consumer
dema¡d is decisive. I¡rdeed this could be seen as waste, but a certain amount of waste
is unavoidable, whatever the economic system.
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Moreover, a failure and the costs Ít involves should not simply be looked upon as a
Ioss to community. It is part of the irurovatory process without which today we would
not have numerous products which we consider useful or even indispensable.

One of our sibsidiaries once worked out that, of every 100 ideas for product innovation,
90 has already fallen by the wayside in the preliminary stage of product development.
And, of the remaining 10 which were given a try-out on the market, more permanent
success was only set aside for three at most.

'Whenever a new product is launched it means a risk for the entrepreneur. Risk-taking
is an essential element of business life. But even after a successful launch, he knows
that rurless there is a constant innovation and updating of his product, the product can
lose its appeal, as it does not adapt to the development of the market.
As an exarnple I would like to mention Cup-a-soup in the United States. For
years now Lipton has been merket leader for dried soups - as disti.nct from canned
soups. However, the demand has become static and new varieties had only moderate
success. Then suddenly there was Cup-a-soup which rvithin a few years sþenged the
dried soups market completely. First there was the idea: could we produce a soup
which could be conzumed iu the form of an instant tasty beverage by adding hot water
to the contents in a cup. Then there was the technological breakthrough to rnake the
dehydrated ingredients instantly consumable instead of requiríng the normal 4 minutesl
cooking time. It was followed by the marketing innovation to present the product as an
alternative drink, say, for a coffee-break. This required ir¡ovative advertising, pack-
aging in single portions and, finally, the choice of an acceptable price-setting. The
r€sponse of the consumer was electric ald within three years the stagnant dried soups
market had doubled in value.

The continual urge for innovation, fa¡ned on by the urge to keep one step ahead of com-
petitors-and competition is a vital element in our economy-has led in the prosperous
countries to avery wide diversity of products. Some people ask:does this really have to
be ? All those brands packed differently but hardly differing from one another ? The pro-
ducerrs answer is: Yes, each one of them will appeal to a different group of consumers
and if there is a sufficiently big group of consumers who want this and provided it is
economically justified, we will make it and supply it. This forms part of the consumer's
fundamental freedom of choice.

However, the producer bears a heavy responsibility for the products he supplies. If he
makes a bad, defective or harmful product, the entrepreneur will never be able to seek
refuge behind the excuse that this is what the public wants. I am not claiming tbat
entrqrreneurs never act against ttre public interest; there are black sheep in all walks
of life. But I do say that the entrepreneur who thinks over the longer term will, also in
his own interests, ensure that his activities and products do not conflict with the public
interest.

I-n Unilever some 15% of our research costs are spent on standards, on safety-testing
and on general environmental problems. At all stages Ín the production process there is
painstaking control a¡d ar extensive cleararce system which is strictly observed despite
the fact that this may cause lengthy delays before a new product or a new ingredient is
cleared for use on the market and it may go way beyond what the law prescribes.

Sometimes the self-interest may be hidden away in the background or may hardly be
visible, One e>rample of this is the development of our health margarines. It is now as
Iong as a quarter of a century ago that scientific research into oils and fats in our
laboratories - especially in this courtry, in Vlaardingen - pointed towards the impor-
tance of poly-unsaturated fatty acids in human nutrition. Beacuse this invloved sub-
stantial interests in the field of public health, we did not keep this lorowledge jealously
and e:<clusively to ourselves, but published it widely in the scientific world.

From a commercial viewpoint, the use of this knowledge in our products - above all in
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m4rgarine - was far from attractive at that time, I am now talking about the 1950s when
tàe link between human nutrition and health was still by no means receiving the atten-
tion it does today. \ühile we were devoting large resources to this research the medic-
aI professlon was still doubtfuI about any link between the use of certain fats and heart
dlsease and the consumer was not interested.

And yet we did start production: We called the product rtBece|t and sold it in tins via
chemlsts, but for a long time it made little contribution, if any, to our operating
results. Perhaps our action may have created a certâin amou¡rt of goodwill in medical
circles, but we felt that it was our responsibilÍty to act as we did. Today, over twenty
years later, consumer preference is changing drastically and health mârgarines are in
fact the very products which make a handsome contribution to the results of our oils
and fats product group. Social responsibility and self-interest are here obviously com-
plementary.

The question has been asked: \ühy does Unilever continue with the production and sale
of the "ordlnary" m4rgarines, and edible oils if it is an established fact that the
varieties with a substantial poly-unsaturated fatty acid content are so much better for
human health in our rvay of living as we krrow it in Western Society.

Once again, the answer is that the consumer decides. Irr the market a decisice role is
played by difference in flavour, in possible uses and, above all, in price. We believe
that we give sufficient inJormation via suitable channels and that it is not the producer's
job to be patronising towards the consumer but rather, to offer him a choice.

A great deal of the successful Becel development depended on getting the right message
to the consumer and to the medical profession. While I do not want to say too much to-
day about advertising I would like to state that Ít does play an essential role and without
it we could not market mass-produced goods efficiently to a mâss-audience. It is also
a field where clearly industry has a high degree of self-regulation and self-discipline
as distinct from government regulations.

Most of what I have said thus far relates to the situation in the prosperous parts of the
world. The chairman of this conference asked me if I would also speak about our er<-
perience in other continents. However much the economic circumstances and technical
possibilities in many developing countries may differ from those in our part of the
world, the basic principle - that the producer can only succeed, at least over the
longer term, if he is guided by the consumer's wishes and not vlce versa - still applies
unabated in those countries as weII.

In developing countries - more so than in our part of tåe world - a far-reaching adap-
tation is required to existing customs and tastes and to locally available raw materials
and labour. Detergents, for Ínstance, have experienced a tremendous technological
development in the industrialised countries: from houshold soap, via soap powderi,
to modern synthetic detergents. Household soap factories have all but disappeared. To-
day therefore, our bþgest factories in this field are located in the developing coqntries,
And as far as modern detergents are concerned, we are making them too. But in some
countries we produce bars instead of powders for washing fabrics which we produce
nowhere else. The bar is simply an adaption of an existing product to make it suitabte
for doing the washing in a stream of run:ring cold water. And in India, after many years
of work, our research laboratories have enabled our factories to use local raw mâter-
ials which previously were wasted as no-one lgrew how to use them.

lhrough their activities in such countries, the international comp4nies definitely domzke an additional contrlbution, not only to the consumer markei, but at the same
time via the transfer of technology in the widest sense. This confãrence, at which the
focus is on the entrepreneurts responsibility towards the consumer, is not the time or
place to deal in more depttr with the development problem.
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But I would like to say just this: The need for quality products efficienfly produced,
distributed and sold is just as great in the third world as it is anywherg else. The'
products may initially be more basic daily necessities, they may be produced on less
sophistÍcated machines since there is more labour available. And industry may not be
able to sell to every consumer and perhaps reach only some of them. But it is also a
fact that a number of developing countries are growing more quickly tha:r Europe in
tleras of GNP per head of population. we find that sales of our products in many
developing countries are growing much faster than GNp as morè people are brought
into tåe cash economy. This would not be possible lf we were not meeting real neãds
there. For Unilever this means that we are investing relatfvely large resources in
buildings and plant, in malagement and manpower in order to 

-be 
able to serve the con-

sumer of tomorrow. And on tåe whole we do not find it difficult to do this within the
fram.ework of the long term social and economic goals of the government of a particular
couatry.

I would now like to return to the two forces which industry encounters within present-
day society when he enters the market: the consumer organizations a¡d the góvern-
ment. These will, by the way, themselves have ample opportunity to put forward their
views at this conference.

I have talked about the consumerrs freedom of choice and the power tåat it gives him.
I also said that he is now much better educated and quite capable of taking care of him-
self. But he can still do with some help as ln today's affluent market with its abundant
choice the consumer sometimes may lose his way and may thus start to feel overwhelm-
ed. An additional factor is that the advisory function of the retailer changed through the
growth of self-service in huge supermarkets.

Tlris is certai.nly the origin of the growth of the consumer organizations which now
occupy ¿a lmfortant position in so many countries. One of the first tasks that such or-
ganizations concentrated on was helping the consumer find his way in what they called
the ttmarket mÞ,ze". Comparative product tests can undoubedly help to clarify dif-
ferences in quality and can help the consumer in making his choice. The wise entre-
preneur understands this and will be willing to co-operate in such tests, provided they
meet certain agreed standards and allowance is made that the consumerts choice is not
always rational but can be subjective.

But today there is much more to consumer-organizations than just product tests. They
concern themselves with safety, with labelling, advertising, prices etc. and, some-
times also wittt politics. But they could go too far and risk alienating themselves from
the very consumer which they serve.

.Apart from the specific consumer organizations, other institutes also arose which felt
the need to make thelr voice heard on the consumer market and to champion the in-
terests of the consumer. When I have finished speaking, Mr. Kok will be putting for-
ward his view that the promotion of consumer interests is also part of the task of the
trade unions. And, as consumerism becomes more social, economic and even ldeolog-
ical in nature, the organizations, movements and viewpoints that the entrepreneur en-
counters on his way will i¡crease in number and intensity. This trend and most of
these organizations are now part and parcel of our society.

Another factor that has to be considered more profoundly is the cost of complying with
such demå¡ds as it is the consumer who ulitmately has to pay this. This fact is often
overlooked and whlle governments, unions and consumers worry about inllation and its
negative effect on the growth of the economy ttrey should also bear in mind that these
increasing dema¡ds without any reference to cost are likewise pushing up prices. You
ca¡¡ot have your cake and eat it - a lactthat is easily forgotten nowadays.

But when all is said and done the producer must certainly pay serious attention to the



opinions expressed by the consumer organizations. For him they are signals from
society, influencing economic actions as well as buying habits.

FinaIIy a few words now about the role of government, which since time immemorial
has considered it to be its task to supervise the quality of products and to keep a watch
on market relations. This is understandable a¡d necessary, especially in order to com-
bat less scrupulous practices and the abuse of market positions. By the way, it is my
opinion that-apart from the producerts oìvn responsibility-the strongly increased in-
fluence of mass-media today also constitutes a protection for the consumer against
harmful practices.

There is a clearly noticeable tendency for the government, both nationally arrd inter-
nationally, to extend fur[her its interventions in the consumerrs market. In part, this
is occurring under pressure from consumer organlzations rühich feel that hrsiness is
not devoting sufficient attention to their wishes. It also fits withi¡ the changing view of
the governmentrs role as regards the entire economic and social system.

The latest E.C. dra-ft directive on marketing and advertising is a case inpoint. It com-
pletely ignores the fact that industry in the member states has already developed a
most effective system of self-regulation. Often this was achieved within the basic legal
framework built up by the governments. I¡stead of regulating everything by law, it
would be better and more effective to combine legislation witJr self-imposed codes.
Certainly in advertising, industry is discharging its responsibility very well.

I.n the light of these developments I would like to wam against one-sided decision-
making and m¿ke a plea for ongoing constructive consultation between producer, con-
sumer and government, The producer will have to retain sufficient latitude to enable
him to experiment a¡d invest so as to ensure the continual innovation of products and
processes. If these safeguards are given, it will in fact be the consumer who will
benefit most.
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the Responsibility of the Trade Union Movement in the Field of Consumer Policy

Mr. W. Kok
Chairman of the Confederation Netherlands Trade Union Movement (FNV)
Amsterdam
The Netherlands

Consumption: a means or an end?

tllf steps are ever taken to put a consumption policy into practice, their echoes will be
heard in the field of employment policy. Any social programme will then become a
subtle game, the balancing of one force against another. I'

These words, Iadies and gentlemen, were written þ a Belgial professor, Dr. E. J.
Leemans i:e the memorial brochure 'lMovement within the Movementtr, produced for
one of ttre Netberlands trade union centres in 1969; and that was in a period when the
Ídea of a consumer policy was hardly considered.
Policy was confined, at least in the majority of West European cou:rtries, to the narrow
aim of consumer protection, and any sort of systematic approach to this topic was aI-
most u¡heard of.
He a:rticipated a development of which the signs were first seen in Western Europe at
the time of the energy crisis of 1973.
Up till that time, almost evely form of consumer movement was based on the growing
need to give the consumer better protection.
Even the basic rtghts of tJre consumer, formulated þ President Keruredy in his
trMessage to Congress on Protecti.ng Consumers' interest'r, \ryere concerned only witlt
safety, free choice, information and legal protection.

I would like to stress from the start the development from consumer protection to con-
sumer policy, because it contains an extra argument for the labour movement to in-
tensify its involvement in that consumer policy.
Ilr the first part of my address, I would like to deal with the often-heard opinion, con-
tested þ me, that the trade union movement is in Íact an organization concerned solely
with production and, as such, can never represent the interests of the consumer.
TLre theme of this TNO-Congress, ladies and gentlemen, leads me to make myself ab-
solutely clear.
Since there is talk of a trDialogue between Úrdustry, Government and Society't, you will
undoubtedly wish to know which of those three points of view I rqrresent at this Con-
gress.
Some of you may well believe tbat my role as speaker must have a dualistic character.
I hope to make it clear to you that such a dualism is inevitably associated with the
complicated structure ofour society, in which many areas of policy frùrge on each other
and influence each other, whilst the objectives of the trade union movement force it to
assume that tåis dualism is a social reality.
That the trade union movement should make a clear choice for the interests of the con-
sumer is for me a natural course, taking into account the objectives of the trade trnion
movement.

The trade union movements in different countries have not all been cast in the same
mould.
I am not referring to the difÏering positions of the trade union organizations within vary-
ing political systems, but to the differing aims of those organi zaT,ioîs in their different
cotrntries.
In view of the international composÍtion of the company present here, I shall try in a
few sentences to do justice to the objectives of the trade wrion orga:rizations in a num-
ber of West European countries - The Netherlands included - and to the fields of policy
in which they operate.
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For thÍs pu4)ose I must m¿ke a distinction between a trade union and a federation of
umons.
A trade union always q)erates within an industry or an industrial sector and concen-
trates its activities primarily on labour relations and labour representation within t"he
industrial sector concerned; in addition, it involves itself with matters of a wider
social n¿ture. Trade unions, which are in mâny cases members of a co-ordinating
federation, often delega.te so to speak activities of a broader nature to that federaiion.
This is invariably the case with the promotion of the welfare and well-being of smploy-
ees and their families, an objective which is also statutory.
In these broad fÍelds of activity, the member unions are directly involved in both policy
preparation and decision making.
The activitÍes of trade unions and trade u¡ion federations are thus interconnected and
also overlap.
It will be clear to you that a trade union movement which is to make real contributions
to the improvement of individual welfare, cannot confine itself to the factors of income
development and incomes distribution.
The material weLfare of the individual is inevitably and in great measure determined
by the purchasing power of his income.
IJ the trade union movement is to meet its objectives, it must act at all three points of
the triangle formed by income development, incomes distribution arrd purchasing power.
There are some people who believe ttrat the roles of the employee and of the consumer
ca¡not be combined,
h his study "The age of discontinuitSzrt, Peter F. Drucker even goes so far as to plead
for a large number of specialised organizations within the community, each of which
would further a specific interest of the community or of groups within it.
He bases this philosophy on the pluriformity of the community and has named it rrneo-
pluralism".
Such an approach, in my opinion, ig'nores two realities.
In the first place it is crystal clear that every employee is also a consumer, and that
therefore the idea of t'combining the rolest'never enters tfie question since these roles
ca¡rot ever be sqrarated. It is not only the community which is pluriform; the
individual, who has varlous social roles, is also pluriform.
[rdeed, social roles may come into conflict with each other, even within a single
individual.
This conflict presents the individual with a choice; a choice which he will make on the
basis of his own preferences.
The trade union movement can also be confronted with similar problems of choice in
the wider aspects of its tasks.
Ït is precisely because the trade union movement must take into account many Ínterests
that it offers large sections of the community the most appropriate framework, a
framework in which the diversified sectional interests can be considered in a respons-
ible ma¡ner. The trade union movement, with its plurÍform tasks, thus direcly mat-
ches the pluriform nature of the individual in his various social roles.
An organization based on the neo-pluralistic model will always tend to put its own nar-
row interest before aII else, without any consideration of the possible ñegative effects
this may have on other sectors of policy. In itself, this need not be objectionable in
view of the fact that such organizations usually define their objectives very clearly.

Tne second remark I would like to mal<e concerning the philosophy of neo-pluralism
relates to the development trends which we have been able to observe since the energ.y
crisis of 1973.
There is a constant and strong necessity for a special approach to consumers in the
fÍeld of socio-economic affairs. This growing need is a logical consequence of the in-
creasing structural complexity of the industrially-productive society, in which not
consumFtion but production is the keynote.
More than 200 years ago, Adam smith warned against this in his ,An lrquiry into the
Nature and Causes of the 'vVealth of Nations". I¡ tåis work he stated: I'The interests of
the producer deserye attention only in so far as they are necessary to further the in-
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terests of the consumer'r.
It is cheering to note ttrat this littte-known statement of Adam Smith is becoming more
often quoted, particularly since his policy of "Iaissez fairerr is even now still used in
mâny countries as the fundamental justification for policies devoted entirely to the in-
terests of the producer.
A consumer policy which goes furtåer than measures concerning information, safety,
freedom of choice and legal protection, and which is forcefully put forward þ the trade
union movement, must of necessity be formed within a broad economic and social
framework. Such an approach to policy would make it impossible not to take into ac-
count the secondary effects of both production and consumFtion. I have in mind here
the demands on limited space, capital equipment, raw materials and energy, and the
effects upon our environment.
At the same time, however, a well-considered choice must be made between indiyidual
and collectiv" 

"qasumFtion;between 
the possibilities of consumption now and in the

future.
In addition, the world distribution of consumer goods must really be reckoned among
our communal responsibilities.
I¡r the Netherlands we describe this broad approach as an 'tintegrated" consumer policy.
Such a policy will have many facets which will touch other areas of policy in which the
trade union movement is active.
I¡ the case of traditional consumer policy, the work of the trade union movement could
be restricted to a supporting role; if the integrated consumer policy is worked out fur-
ther, then the trade turion movement will have to participate actively, since its fun-
damental policies will be affected.
I¡ this m.anner, a contrib¡tion could be made to a policy of selective growth as well.

Apart from my opposition to the theory of neo-pluralism, there is more than ample
reason for the trade union movement to occupy itself with improving tfie position of the
consumer.
Surveys in England, the Netherlands and elsewhere have shown tåat it is primarily in-
dividuals with a secondary or higher education who feel themselves attracted to specif-
ic consumer organizations, and this frnding is easy to explain.
The main activity of such organizations has always been the provision of inforrnation
and guidaace, based on research, and the groups mentioned above are exceptionally
capable of using the i¡formation provided to form their own judgements.
You will understand that the trade union movement, which also represents large groups
of the community who have a lower level of education, will work towards a drastic im-
provement in the situation of precisely these groups as consumers.
This is all the 6s1's importart since these groups enjoy only modest incomes, and a
bad buy of any importarce ca.n very easily reduce the quality of their living staadards.
In this respect, I will refer to the growth of hire-purchase loans in the Netherlands,
The virtual compulsion to buy, stimulated by some advertising compaigns and selling
techrriques; the so-called simple methods of borrowing money; the glossing-over of the
real costs of hire-purchase credit - all these appear too often.
The lack of knowledge of budgetting and the power{ul position of the banks and insurance
companies as providers of cash, lead many thousands of families in the Netherlands to
total bankruptcy every year.
It is obvious that those with the lowest levels of education are often the victims of this
complicated and obscure þusiness activity.
The trade union movement considers that part of its work is to protect them so far as
this is possible.

Before I develop my theme further, I must once again try to give you an idea of the
situation in the Netherlands; a situation which appears with local variations elsewhere
in Western Europe,
I have already suggested that, within the scope of traditional consumer policy, the role
of the trade union movement is one of support, Ttris could be taken to mean that the
trade union movement sees the traditional policy as of minor importance.
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Nothing could be further from the truth,l

In the Netherlands, the trade union movement is an importa.nt partner in the Institute
for Consumer Contact, a fuIl-blooded consumer organization, one which is moreover
strongly oriented towards the less fortunately educated levels of the population.
I ca¡ tell you that reaching and gaining the interest of this group is no easy matter.
Ír addition, the consumer programme recently publÍshed by the European Trade Union
Confederation, is evidence of the rapidly increasÍng importance given to a wide range
of consumer questions by the European trade u¡ion movement.
I shall not trouble you with a list of all the points for action contained in this program-
me, but I can assure you that the whole of traditional consumer poltcy is embodied in it,

Now, Iadies and gentlemen, I come logically to the second part of my introduction, the
part to which I have glven as title the somewhat rhetorical question: rrOonsumption: a
means or an end?r'.
At fÍrst sight, the answer to this question appears obvious. Consumptlon, which is
really synonym for the satisfaction of needs, is inescapably the ultimate purpose of all
economic activities or, rather, of all sa¡e economic activities.
I stress the word "sanerr, because all too often production is pursued senselessly, and
this ls most clearly revealed when consumers refuse to buy the products offered.

As a demonstration of how successfully the market mechanism really works in our
communit¡r, industrialists and businessmen point out that eight of every ten new
products fail to sell.
The Federation of Netherlandst Industry (VNO) and the Nettrerlands Federation of
Christian Employers (NCW) state Ín their brochure on consumers and consumption
policy: rllt is primarily the market mechanism which provides an undertaking with in-
formation on the preferences of consumers, so that the undertaking can deploy its
production capacity to meet those preferencestr.
lhese two producerst organizations continue: ttBy means of this relationship the buyer,
as a private citizen, expresses his decision whether or not to buy the goods offered. In
this respect the mechanism of the productive system must be seen in principle as an
instrument þ means of whictr the consumer is given the opportunity for collaboration
and trial, at the shop counter so to speaktt.
I will merely touch upon the internal contradiction in these two passages: it is said in
the first that the producer sets up his manuJacturíng process only after he has learned
the preferences of ttre consumer, while in the second 1t is stated that the manufacturing
process is set up first a:rd the marketability or otl¡erwise of the product is then deter-
mined from sales.
I shall not go into the effects of the permissible, and sometimes impermissible,
methods of fogging the buyer, of advertising and sales techniques etc.
AII the same, f must make it clear +hat the free-market mechanÍsm, so highly-praised
in some quarters, leads to an immeasurable waste of inventiveness, hunran effort, raw
materials and energy.
You will not hear me claim that such waste could be avoided under a different economic
system.
I am, however, of ttre opinion that the i¡troduction of a well-considered, multi-faceted
policy, which would take into account the already-mentioned secondary effects of prod-
uction and consumption, combined with consultation and information, could lead to
broad-based social planning which would lead to a better restriction of this waste.
I will not, however, anticipate the conclusions too much, and will keep for the moment
to the current situation.
It has been established that there is a clearly growing concern for the interests of the
consumer.
Since the formulation of the constitutional rights of the consumer by the late President
Kennedy, cited earlier by me, governments in Western Europe have also tumed tbeir
attention to consumer c¡uestions; in some countries more than others.
I would like to refer also to the resolution of ttre Council of the European Community
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dated 14th April 1975, concerning a primary programme for the protection and infor-
mation of the consumer; and to the resolution "on the consumer policy of the Communi-
tyrt, passed þ the European Parliament on 14 September 1977.
I¡ the Netherlands also, the i¡terest in consumer affairs has been taken up by the
govemment, although it is disappointing to note that, in spite of the pressures exerted
by consumer organizations and by the trade union movement, the Netherlands are not in
the forefront of European countries, so far as the support of consumer interests is
concerned.
Sadly enough, I must admit that in the Netherla¡ds the government still lacks any view
on consumer policy.
Certainly, there has been some improvement in the area of consumer protection over
the last few years, and a broad consumer policy is under study.
The absolute lack af adequate manpower and resources leads nonetheless to unaccept-
able delay.
The development of a view on an integrated consumer policy and the building up of
machinery which is adequate for transforming the view into a concrete policy deserve,
in my opinion, a high priority.
In this corurection it is proper to ask whether the Netherlands should not have, at least,
an Under-Secretary of State responsible for this field of policy alone; a field which fur-
thermore cannot be conJined to consumer protection only.
Once agala, this traditionâl consumer policy - the protection and information of the
consumer - is clearly important, but a much wider policy framework is necessary if a
practical and integrated congumer policy is wanted, a policy in which consumption -
meaning the optimum ful-filment of needs - is accepted as a primary objective of social
and economlc politics.
In the light of this, it is incomprehensible that the Minister of Economic Affairs in the
last Netherlands Cabi¡et omitted consumption completely from his extensive paper on
the structural policy to be introduced.
That was in 1976.
It has been promised, however, to add an additional paragraph on consumer policy.
The [rterdepartemental Committee on Consumer Affairs, in its Ar¡rual Report:
"Government Policy - Consumer Affairs during 1976 - 1977t' stated:
I'Consumpüon pollcy - regarded by us as a:r integrated consumer policy since con-
sumers and consumption pollcy belong to a single area of policy - aims at establishing
conditions which will further the optimum fuIfilment of needs, by means of and as a
result of the purchase and use of goods and services, in conjunction wlth the objectives
of socio-economic a¡d multifaceted policies".
Such a definition has my complete approval, but a government which formulates such a
definite poltcy should also give it form.

I am drawn to the proposals of President Carter, by whlch he intends to reduce the
amount of energy used by motor vehicles.
In ttre Netherlands, where there is also a difficult energy problem, measures have been

taken which fail completely to take into account the corresponding consequences for the
consumer.

- The price of natural gas has been increased, on the grounds that this increase will
reduõe private consumption, ignoring the fact that the relation between price and

demand is nearly inelastic.

- Ttre value-added tax (VAÐ on natural gâs is to be raised from the low rate of. Voto
the high râte of 1870, which contradicts the principle of the VAT-rate-structure,
whichleserves the low rate to products which are necessities of life.

- The subsidy for the thermal insulation of existing dwellings has been reduced from
33Voto 22Vo.

- So far as energy-consuming products are concerned, the government (and this ap-
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plies to other European countries) conflnes itself to striving towards provisions for
the voluntary introduction of energy labelling by manufactuiers; a voluntary action
from which I expect very little.

Ladles and gentlemen, with these examFles from the Netåerlands I warrt only to indicate
how greatly working policy sometimes dlffers from the policy objectives laid down on
paper.
Such differences are not confined to the Netherlands.
There are many other measures which could be taken, and which would certainly be
more effective, and which would moreover take better account of the interests of the
user.

To name only a few:
- Better use of building regu.lations concerning the insulation of dwellings,
- Higher subsidies and more information concerning the insulation of existing dwell-

ings, Íncluding rented dwellings.
- Regulations affecting the efficiency of energy-consuming products.
- Regulations for the compulsory indication of the energy çeasllmption of these prod-

ucts, combined with effective explanatory inform¿tion for the user.
- Ttre encouragement of and possible participation in projects for the development of

alternative energy sources, such as wind and sun energy.

I cannot escape the impression that an integrated consumer policy is currently regard-
ed too much as an instrument for achieving alms which, although important, ãre not
the final one - the fulfilment of needs, to which insufficient attention is paid.

It is not my intention, ladies and gentlement, and it is not in my power, to show you a
blueprint for an integrated consumer policy, and the reason for this is ttrat such â
broad field of policy touches upon so many others,
As examples only, I c¿rrr name public health, housing, town and couatry plaruring, the
environment and energy policies, but I would like to add to these employment põiicy;
naturally a tender area for the trade union movement.
without doubt, you will all linown of the arguments, originated in the usA and sfnce
carried over into Europe, concerning aerosol spray cans; an argument which will cer-
tainly have some effects upon employment opportunities in the pioduct sector con-
cerned.

These e<amples are intended only to indicate the complexities of an integrated con-
sumption policy.
The continuing lack of a policy plan must not be taken as the justitfication for the ab-
sence of a policy.
I believe ttrat a consumFtion plan can in fact be introduced by any government which,
by its policy decÍsions, recogîises consumption as an end and takés it firmly into
accou¡t,
It appears to me that this is primarily a question of mental attitude of politically res-
ponsible officials.
The actual political climate in the Netherlands gives little cause for optimism.
The official declaration of the cabinet of Mr. Van Agt gave us not a single sign that any-
thing is to be done with regard to an integrated consumer policy.
Moreover, I am of the opinion that the proper co-ordination of such a policy demands a
governmental officlal, and one who has available adequate authority, m¡chinery and
manpower.

It will not surprise you, Iadies and gentlemen, that some developments and claims
concerning consumer pollcy have been viewed witå great suspicion from the producers'
side.
Richard Bu1k9, the European Commissioner for consumer questions, declared before
a meeting of the European League for Economic Co-operation:
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rrSo far as consumer policy is concerned, we are simply trying to take all measures to
change the balance of the market in such a way that the consumer regains his lawful
precedence in the economic systemrt.

Superficially, this statement seems to confine itself to tradition¿l consumer policy, but
Mr. Burke will certainly have realised that, for the consumer to receive his lar{ul
precedence, many measures will be required, and more radical than mere ÍmFrove-
ments in consumer information and legal protection.

It seeTs apparent, from the policy documents of the Netherlands producerst organizat-
ions I have already cited, that producers are also thoroughly aware of this develop-
ment.
Moreover, altåough I have mâny objections to that document, I would like to express
my appreciation of the fact that producers are also involving themselves in consumer
questions.
Unfortunately, unconditional belief in the mechanism of the free market and in
producer-consumer relationships based on voluatary regulation are the foundations of
this vision, which itself includes the idea that 'þroducers and consumers must be
aware, above all else, of the effect of their behaviour in the sphere of social scarci-
tiesrr.
My question at this point is: "How can the consumer help to combat further pollution of
surface waters by phosphates, vrhen phosphate-free detergents are almost or complete-
ly unavailable ?
By SrvinC up washing ?"
Of course the consumer has his own responsibilities, but one must bear in mind that
the consumption pattem of the individual is very largely determined by what is produc-
ed.
The levers of an integrated consumer policy are more often to be on the machinery of
production than on that of consumption, particularly where scarcities and environment-
al effects are concerned.
It is too often thought or suggested that the introduction of an integrated consumer
policy would lead to a restriction of consumers' freedom.
Quite recently, Mr. Bons, Chairman of alarge retail organizatiorL, stated: 'rlf con-
sumption is to be judged against other forms of policy, and is to be evaluated in terms
of undesirable social effects, the criteria used cannot be other tåan coloured by ideolog-
ical or political attitudestt.
Such a blunt proposition ignores, for example, the effects which continuing waste and
pollution will have upon the future possibilities for consumption.
I consider it unacceptable that the welfare and well-being of future generations should
be sacrificed upon ttre altar of our absolute freedom to consume - a freedom which, in
any case, exists only in theory.
If thorough consideration shows that a restriction of current consumption is necessary
in order to guarantee reasonable welfare in the future, then we should accept this as a
part of our responsÍbility towards coming generations.
Some control of production - in its extent and its nature - does not ín any way mean
that gover'nment would decide what was ugly or beautiful, useful or useless, or needed
or unneeded, in the way that Mr. Bons and others would have us believe.
Such statements are intended only to oppose the development of some degree of social
responsibility in the production process.
the changes in the package of goods and services offered and which would result from
an integrated consumer policy are by no means new and concern only those restric-
tions which arise from the secondary effects of production and consumption,

The ltmited availability of production capacity has always determined the composition
and tbe volume of goods and services, but has never properly taken into account the
interests of the consumer.
Si¡ce the limits of e)q)ansion can be seen with increasing clarity; since shortages of
fuel and other raw materials threaten us; since living conditions are threatened by un-
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aeceptable pressures, and slnce the unequal distribution of welfare over the world
becomes more painful, the need for socially-responsible production, as I see it, be-
comes more and more real.

What is wanted is the optimum ful-filment of needs, and not the maximum fuLfilment of
needs.
To ignore the economic and social context of productÍon and consumption shows the ab-
sence of a sense of reality.
the trade union movement does not want an integrated consumer policy which pursues
the restriction of consumer freedom as an end in itself. Anyone who can suggest that
is caricaturising our ideas on societSr and the means of governing it.

14/ith that, ladies and gentlemen, I will round off my address.
I have pointed out some symptoms of an increasing interest in the position of the con-
sumer and in the position and significance of consumption.
I have, however, up till now omitted one s¡nnptom and to continue to do so would be
discourteous to our hosts.
The fact ttrat the Central Organization for Applied Scientific Research has organised a
conference on the theme: rtConsumer Interest and lManufacturing Considerationstr also
indicates this increasing attention.
I believe that it ts of great imporÞnce that independent laboratories should also involve
themselves more actively in consumer affairs, precisely because organizations such
as TNO ]nave a wealth of lsrow-how and lnventiveness available.
In this respect I have listened with attention and pleasure to the thoughts Dr. Stuyt
developed on this subject in his opening address.

I think I have said more than enough about the role of the trade rurion movement in con-
sumer policy.
Recognising that the trade union movement has not always given the highest priority to
traditional consumer policy, I can assure you that in the last few years it has paid in-
creased attentfon to both traditional and integrated policies.
Naturally, the trade union movement remains an organization of employees, and con-
centrates its attention on the role of the employee, b,tt since social roles cannot be
mutually isolated withi¡ a broad-based trade union movement, the latter must make
consumer policy a more integral part of its total employee policy, so that it can con-
tribute to the maintenance, and indeed the betterment, of individual welfare, now and
i.n the future.
The fields of interest which the Confederation of the Netherlands Trade Union Move-
ment FNV wish to put foremost in the development of an integrated consumer policy
correspond (naturally) with the principles laid down by the consumers' organization
Konsumenten Kontakt in its programme of action for 1977; lor the trade union move-
ment is parttcipating in tåis organization.

I cite some pofnts of interest:
- fire consideration of the whole package of social provisions, goods as well as ser-

vices, in ttre light of the possible sacrifies they would demand in terms of labour
and natural resources.

- The division of the resulting package between collective and private consumption.
- The distribution of available income over the various items of expenditure.
- The opacity of the market, which makes it impossible for the consumer to mâke a

true cholce on the basis of product comparlson.
- The extremely weak position of the consumer, in which his fundamental right to

equality with the producer has become a fiction.

It will not surprise you that I view the role of government, both nationally and within
the framework of the EEC, as extremely lmFortant with regard to an integrated con-
sumer policy.
Certainly with respect to the points of interest I have mentioned.
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It is government which must frame such a policy and give it weight via laws and policy
measures.
T'his supposes an active policy, and in the Netherlands a start has been mâde, even
though it is still hesitant; a policy moreover, which cannot rernâin eutirely in the hands
of the Ministry of Economic Affairs.
My thoughts on the reE)onsibility of politics towards consumer policy are already laxown
to you.
I believe also, that one of the tasks of government Ís the stimulation of some activities.
This occurs incidentally, with research into alternative sources of energy, for o<ample.
A systematic policy, ho\ilever, is often lacking.
A government carurot remain satisfied with research conclusions, that Citrex S 5, for
example, is preferable to phosphates in detergents from the point of view of toxicity
and ease of decomposition; government must add its own conclusion and stimulate the
replacement of phosphates,
If this step does not produce results, legal measures can be introduced.
Ihave deliberately simplifiedthis example; its meaning is that a change in mental at-
titude is required, and I have said this before.
One condition is that goverrrment, when preparing policy, must ensure adequate con-
sultation with the various groups involved and, mindfuI of the words of Richard Burke
I have quoted, particularly those representing the consumersr side.

The manufacturers, collectively, are concerned with such policy preparation, as are
the consumers, collectively.
But - as I have already st¿ted - government policy up to now has been for the far
greater part directed towards the interests of the producers, and ignored those of the
consumeÍs.
In a recent article Hans A. Pesbalozzi, Head of the Gottlieb-Duttweiler llstitute,
Rüschlikon, Switzerland, speculated "whether industry is really prepared to come to
an understanding with the new user, or critical consumer, and to support and activate
him in the interests of the well-being and happiness of us all".
Ia my opinion, Pestalozzírightly draws attention to the need for a dialogue, which must
be started between producer and consumer, and in which industry should be willing to
yield for a while the privileged position it has unjustly been given.
In addition, the ttgolden calf't of industrialised society - the principle of the competitive
economy - must be displaced because, as Pest¿lozzi rightly suggests, as soon as self-
interest passes a certain.IimÍt the consequences for the common interest become dis-
astrous.
[rdustry must realise that ttre critical consumer does exist - if still on a modest scale,
I have already mentioned some signs of this.
Any backing away from this reality wiII only aggravate the argument which is becoming
inevitable.
In spite of the sub-title of this Congress, it will suryrise neither you nor me that there
wilt be hardly any practical, preparatory policy dialogue.

\ühat I am sure of - and I acknowledge the hand of the organisers in this - is that this
conference will offer the opportunity for the exchange of ideas and views, and this ex-
change could form the basis for further dialogue.

It is therefore particularly cheering that the TNO Central Organization has offered the
trade union movement opportunity to declare its support for the consumer.
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The Role of Consumers Organizations in Europe - Past and Future
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The Hague
The Netherlands

The role of being a consumer is an indispensable one for all human beings. I:r order to
survive and to maintain a certain degree of physical, mental and social well-being we
consume goods, services, information, energ'y and environment. Manufacturers,
politiciaas and scientists are consumers too, although we may assume that this common
and primary role is not always regarded by them as their most characterizing social
label.

This more than just playing with words. Already two centuries ago Adam Smith stated:
lrConsumption is the sole end and purpose of all production't. Notwithstanding the long
tradition of this insight and although the predominant place of the consumers role is so
obvious, it seems necessary to devote an international conference to problems con-
cerning harmonization between consumers and manufacturers and to a dialogue between
several parties to solve these.

As long as individual consumers or households can produce directly and satisfactorily
for their own needs, it is natural that some harmony between production and consump-
tion results. h societies, where the division of labour and diversification of roles has
not yet reached our level of complexity, this indeed seems to be the case, Cooperation
on large scale and specialization enable us, however, to improve our standards of
Iiving and the population to attain numbers of billions,
Never before in history in our Northatlantic community so many people have lived a
better life than these days, have consumed goods and services of the present high
quality and broad diversity. This satisfying remark does, however, not apply to all
groups of our society, neither to all goods and services; this statement does not imply
either that not much more has to be improved. It is on the contrary salient that the
presence and near future require all our efforts and creativity to change our course,
lest production a¡d consumption will destroy our culture, peace and environment.

Basic to our actual wealth and to the problems how to maintain ii, is this harmony in
the long run between consumption and production. In our society we try, at least
theoretically, to uphold the balance by mechanisms, through which manufacturers lsrow
what consumers need and serve them accordir¡gly. On a free market an exchange of in-
formation about needs and goods can take place. On a scale beyond the small market of
the village this exchange becomes, however, more a¡d more complicated. The flow of
information tends even to be chaotic; the role of the consumer is not simple anJrrnore.
Manufacturers produce for anon¡rmous masses a¡d on the market appears a large
variety of goods and services, offerÍng abroad possible choice, serving a multiformity
of functions, from essential to marginal ones, exhibiting in fact an unsurveyable abun-
dance. It needs almost an expert to survey the market, to find the items needed and to
judge and compare the qualities.
Due to packaging, stylÍng and technical complexity, an average consumer is, if un-
assisted, hardly capable of weighing the relation between price and quality, e.g. per-
formance, reliability and lifetime.

The published results of comparative testing, þsing the main products of consumers
organizations, therefore play an essential complementary role for consumers.
The impression could be that each of the items, trndergoing comparative testing and
publication, is only a minor part in the total of assets and serviões, that an average
family buys and uses. Orie should not forget, however, that the items investigatedãre
meant to be an unex¡rected sample out of all products and services and serve the pur-
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pose of guarding the quallty and price on the entire market. F\rrthermore all these
of leading a reasonable life, varying as they
to daily comfort, up to sheer luxury. They
g, they also absorb the largest part of the

Another wrong impression could be that these assets, which are very often small and
simple, if compared with large investments in business, are hardly relevant for our
industry and economy. All the family budgets, however, do not only zmoulìt to a sub_
stantial share of our economy, it is also true that the bulk of indusiry, beginning with
raw materials and ending in consumer durables and non_durables, serveslhe final
smithian consumption. consumer interests form a core of our social system.
Nevertheless, the balance will only be made on the market, if the consumer chooses as
a wise and critical consumer, for himself and for his social surrounding, for the
moment and for the future. The system can only work, if ma¡ufacturerJ a:rd suppliers
meet on the market well-i¡-formed and ablebodied consumers, which make manifest
which course the economy should follow. To enha¡ce the well-being in our complex
society, to make more efficient use of our technologies, energy anã materials, thefirst requirement is the appearaace of a conscious consumer.-Also governments need
him badly.

Because of these shortcomings in efficiency aad satisfaction, it is logical that govern-
ment, commerce and industry and consumers reacted. The first mainry by adjusting
legislation and by creating new frames to protect and sometimes to restrict the free-
dom on the market. If this freedom, for instance in a certain sector, results in the
death of competltion, in unsaJe products, or unreasonable prices, then govemmental
legi'sl¿¡¡oo a:rd agencies shoutd restore the balance. Commerce and industry reacted by
professionalizing trademanship and by making marketing more scientific arrd more
socially oriented. The third party involved, namely the consumers, reacted bygetting
organized. Orga:rization in r¡nions follows the model of labour unions and alsolJsomð
degree of employers organizations and seems to be an effective way to enhance i¡fluen-
ce and power. For a harmony a-nd a balance a countervailing power proved to be neces-
sary. Needed was an organization of conscious and critical consumers, which try to
fill the gaps of tuformation by publishing, judging, negotiating and educating ana-wnicn
try to restore and strengthen the independence of the consumers market-poiition.

With the growth of these consumers organizations, maÍnly in Western Europe with their
actual functions and policies and with some probable trends to the future, I will deal in
some more detail. The past period we have in mind covers roughly the last 25 years.
Another important feature of the picture is that Western Europe hás been hardly a melt-
ing pot of consumer culture and governmental traditions, but rather a mosaic of many
different processes and bala¡ces. Consumers organizations therefore tend to appearin
many different forms, also within the same country, and start at different moments.
This mosaic of organizations, to defend consumers interests also changed substantial-
ly in this period and is stÍll a d¡'namic one. Nevertheless, some common traits can be
disti::guished.

The development of the consumers movement evolved along three lines: Consumers
Unions, Federations of Housewives, Labour Unions.

Consumer Unions have been in most cor¡ntries the first to start a consumers movement.
These unions were strictly dependent on contributions of members or subscribers a¡d
followed the American pioneering example of giving comparative buying information,
based as much as possible on objective and independent investigations.-h the beginning
these investigations were sometimes primitive, because of shortage of financial-and -
technical means and also because experience had to be accumulated slowly in this new
area. After these 25 years, however, the body of lmowledge a¡d of methodswith regard
to comparative testing of goods a¡d services has matured and begins to be recognizéd
as a full-grown branch of applied research. From the onset the objective of gathering
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ald publishing this i¡.formation was to cot¡nteract deceiving advertising, unsurveyable
product differentiation and unsafe or low-quality products.
- The pioneeri.ng example was the AmerÍcan Consumer Union, fou¡rded more tha¡ 40

years ago in 1936. The main criterion for the size and influence of such a union, is
the number of subscribing households, At the moment this is about 2 million, mean-
ing a penetration of one out of 25 households in the U. S. A.

- The Dutch Consumers Union followed in Europe ilt 1953, having now nearly half a
million of subscribing families, meaning a penetration of one out of 10.

- The British consumers Association started in 1957, has now about 660,000 mem-
bers, serving one out of 20 households.

- The Belgian Consumers Union started in the same year as the British, has 270,000
members; one out of 10 households.

- On the opposite side of the globe in 1959 the Australian Consumers Association came
into existence, rmiting now about 150,000 members, being a penetration of one out
of 20 households.

- The Arnerican a¡d Australiar were mentioned too, because these together with the
three Western European organizations began in 1960 the International Organization
of Consumers Unions. The goat of this IOCU is to promote consumer movements all
over the world and exchange internationally experiences and lanowledge and to support
each other mutually. The first objective has been rather successful, Ín view of the
fact ttrat now more than 100 consumers organizations from 44 countries all over the
world came into being and joined the IOCU.

- Because of more pronounced common interests, namely the common market, the
EEC cormtries founded the Bureau of the European unions: Bureau Euro¡r,éen des
Unions de Consommateurs. This bureau resides in Bn¡ssels and defends the con-
sumers interests on the EEC governmental level.

- In Western Europe a special place is being taken by the German for¡rdation for com-
parative testing, the Stiftung Warentest, founded in 1964 at Berlin. This fotmdation
was created by the German govemment and was initially amply subsidized. Now its
magazine ttTesilr is the largest in Europe; with about 800,000 readers it reaches
one out of 18 households in the federal republic.
The number of households, regularly i¡formed by these unions artd often receiving
other services too, is still increasing.
Also a steady growth ca.n be seen in their supraaational coordination and i¡fluence.

The second line of the consumers evolution is that of the federations of housewives.
These were established firstly in the Sca¡dinavian countries. Denmark for instance has
since 1947 Forbrugerr9det. They have a federated structure and emphasize education,
formation and haldling of complaints.
As can be ex¡rected, they developed care labels for textile and other products and their
information service mainly concerned relatively simple household appliaaces and the
work of housewives. Other examples in Europe are the Belgian UFIDEC' Union Femi-
nine pour lrlnformation et la Defense du Consommateur, in being since 1959. In Holland
the IIfVA exists since 1926, an i¡stitute for consultancy concerning home economics
and home technology, being a bureau of the Dutch Association of Housewives and lcrown
by their marks of approval on many products. [r this line we can include the movement
of the Cooperatives. I:r France, for instance, the FNCC: Fédération Nationale des Co-
operatives de Consummateurs, works since 1912.

The third line of evolution developed through activities of the Labour Unions. Not in all
Western European countries the Labour Unions were concerned with consumers ùrter-
ests to such a degree that they formed separate organizations for this purpose. In most
countries, however, some stable connections can be found between them and organiza-
tions from the first or the second group mentioned before. I:r France, for example, the
so called ORGECO: Organisation Générale des Consommateurs, was founded in 1959;
in Holland we have the Stichting Konsumenten Kontakt.
Although Ít can be assumed that for Labour Unions the defence of consumers interests
is only a derivation of their main objective and is, consequently, of a secondary im-
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portance, the power they have gained could contribute to the countervailing power of
consumers. This is only true so far as both types of interests coincide, which is not
always the case. Afewyears ago, for instance, we had the conflicting issue of opening
hours of shops during evenÍngs, where the Consumers Union began an action for more
hours and the Labour Unions opposed it. Another issue of controversy is minimum
prices, rejected by Consumers and pursued by Labour Unions. Real conflicts, how-
ever, are very exceptional, though it should be stressed that the roles in our economic
order must be clearly distinguished.

During the last ten years it can be seen that the differences between the three groups in
the consumers movement eventually fade away. Each of lhe organizations has broaden-
ed its working area. The Consr¡mers Unions begal to spend much effort in handling
complaints, in addition to their testihg. The second and third group have also begun
comparative testing, at least publishing its results and also work these days on giving
indÍvidual information. The scope of comparative testing has been broadened too. Not
only do rve see that services begin to be as important as goods, but also that a shift
occurs in the direction of services offered by government of health care, of environ-
mental and enerry problems. Long term effects of mass consu:nption are moving to-
wards their centre of interest.
Consumer representatives can now be found everSrwhere in several National Councils
arrd in many consultative, negotiating or coordÍnating corrmittees of the government,
commerce or industry. The stereot¡pe, that the consumers movement consists of
small units for advising on the best buy only, does not hold anSrmore.

This picture of the development of organizations in the consumers field is incomplete,
if we omit a fourth group: that of the local or regional Consumer groups. Ir most of the
Northatlantic countries these can be found. They mostly form some mutual association
within each country, or have orga.nizational ties with a Consumers Union. In the U. S. A.
theyunite through the America¡ Council on Consumers Interests; in Great Britain is a
National Federation of Consr¡mer Groups and in France the Union Féderale de Consom-
mateurs. These local groups vary substantially in many respects; in general they tend
to be subsidizedby local or regional governments and their tasks are mainly giving in-
formation and handling complaints.

The foregoing sketch of the necessity and right of existence of consumers orgânizations,
of their growth ald beginning international coo.rdination, could easily be followed by
many examples of minor or major shortcomÍngs on the market and of publications'and
actions by the countervailing power, some of them failures much more successes.

It seems better, however, to analyze the general strategy of the consumers movement.
If the objective is to support wise consumers and to strengthen their position on the
market, which then are the principal types of solutions to reach that goal? The follow-
ing three tJ4)es can be distinguished:

1. To create a frame of behavioural patterns, agreements, standards and laws for
commerce and industry, for consumers and for the government, which enable each
to play their appropriate, mutual economic roles in a safe and effective way.
An example is the voluntary code that the advertising branch follows in several
countries. trr the Netherlands such a code exists for printed advertisements and its
implementation is being checked by a mutual committee of profession and consumers.
Another example is the growing participation of consumers organizations in national
or intemational committees for sta¡dardization of goods and procedures.
Marks of approval a-lso constitute a kind of agreement between commerce a¡d in-
dustry and consumers. The mark guarantees that specific requirements have been
met.
Another type of agreement is the standardized buying contract, as these have been
developed in several branches.
Some have been made by commerce, others by consumers organizations to counter



the one-sideness of the former or in order to normalize sales in new areas. Some-
times the consumers organizations made these standards to stimulate and precede
official legislation in this branch. With reasonable success several consumers
standard contracts were made in France, Belgium and the Netherlands.
The most important area is, however, legislation. It is commonly accepted that
laws are necessary for matters of safety ard health and, although considerable dif-
ferences occur between cou¡tries in this respect, much legislation can be found in
all. Legislation should, however, cover more and the EEC is a slowly but steadily
workirg body to redesign, harmonize a¡d elaborate this area. It should not be for-
gotten that at least a fair protection of the consumers position is wanted in our com-
plex society. Legislation should direct, but of course not ruin the manufacturing
opportrmities. It is good to lsrow that in history new legislation has often proven to
be a major instigator of industrial and commercial innovations.
(Legislation on energ'y and materials saving will r¡ndoubtedly do the same).

2. The second t¡pe of solution, in addition to the preceding frame of agreements, is the
development of improved information systems. In order to establish some balance
between consumption and production, two flows of information should be present.
The first flows to consumers, informing them about price and performance of spec-
ific goods and services; the other flows to producers in order to tell them what the
needs are and how sold utilities satisfy. Thorelli has published a model of, what he
calls, the pluralist market communication system, in which it can be seen that a

. large variety of media and messages exist.

It has been repeatedly assessed that most advertisements, not only by their number
and abundance, but also by their contents, convey insufficient information on the
functional qualities of goods. They draw sometimes attention, but give seldom ade-
quate information on which a wise choice and effective use could be based or anticip-
ated.
Packaging and labeling is another means for sending a message to consumers. If the
message is restricted to vague claims of health, happines or social status, it is dif-
ficult for a consumer to lgrow what the product is really like.
Informative labeling - as if a label should do otherwise - is, fortunately, growing in
such sectors like foods, drugs, textiles and other.
It should not be underestimated that many other cha¡nels exist for this directÍon of
information flow. Praise aad explanation by sellers in the shop, after sales service
and printed instructions for use, can be mentioned. It is apparent that the diffusion
of a product mainly goes through imitation in the immediate social surror¡ndings,
notwithsta¡ding all the ex¡rensively elaborated other cha¡:rels. It is therefore that
Thorelli stresses the central function of the so called trinformation seekerstt, being
the 10 to 20 per cent of the population, mainly from middle class and with more than
average education, which pioneer, criticize and set trends. This category also con-
stitutes the core of the consumers movement.
Because of the inadequacy of the advertisement channels and of the subjectivÍty of the
imitation cha:rnel, the consumers movement try to add firnctional and objective in-
formation themselves or to influence others to do so: Which needs a product can
satisfy, which the main ftmctions and characteristics are, how it looks like, which
bra¡ds and tJæes can be bought on the market and where, what the prices are etc.
Because of its methods, comparatlve testing is limited to goods and services,
produced in large series in a standardized and identifiable form and which appear on
the market during sufficient time to test them and to. make judgements applicable for
some duration. It is, however, obvious that ex¡lerience in judging these types of
standard utilities will irradiate to non-standard uaique ones. A learning process will
take place, which will make true that tti¡.formed consumers are protected consumers'r.

The other direction of information flow runs from consumers to producers and dis-
tributors. The main cha¡nel here is marketing. Market investigations by observat-
ion, interviews, comparison of competitive products etc. try to diminish the un-
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certainty whether or not to design, produce and offer a new product on a specific
segment of the market. Basically this is consumer research, be Ít from the view-
point of the businessmen. Economically successful products are often also good
products from the consumers viewpoint. Many products, however, are not well
predicted, or are just a trial, and ma:ry are failures. Analyses of sales or of repair
or complaints can yield important information too.

For some it may be a surprising discovery that the messages, sent by consumer or-
ga:rizations, belong to the very same family of inJormation flow as marketing does.
The publications of comparative tests and complaints, the demands put forward by
these organizations, by direct contact w'ith commerce and industry or by lawsuits,
all form indications that the entrepreneurial consideralions could be changed. It
goes beyonddoubt that this information is indeed being used, both to the advantage
of commerce and industry and of consumers. There are examples that publications
by consumer organizations almost eliminated a specific market. More nunerous are
the examples that so calles trbest buystrwon and that designs of new products were
adjusted. This feed-back, however, is rather concealed, which is reasonable a¡d
acceptable, if only because consumers organizations do not a-llow advertisements of
the kind: rrdesigned according to standards of the Consumers Uniontl. The role of the
critical, organized consumer and that of the innovating entrepreneur should be clear-
ly separated.

3. The third type of principle solution, followed by consumers organizations is that of
consumer education. If the objective is not only to unite and support wise consumers,
but also to increase their nr¡mber, it is logical that the diffusion of information
should reach the whole population.

As told before, we can assume that regu.lar readers of consumer magazines undergo
a learning process to trconsumption wisdomtt. Subscription to this kind of rliragazirre,
reading and implementing it is, however, notprobable behaviour of all groups in the
population. For the less educated other media should be used in addition. This is
also necessary, because in some respects the less educated consumer is the most
in need of being protected and informed. All investþatÍons, ar;ralyztng membership
of consumers unions, indicate that the highest penetration is to be foqnd in the
socio-economic middle and upper class, although the so called lower class is no-
where completely absent. It is therefore a natural consequence that in m:LnJ¡ coun-
tries the consumers movements are beginning to try to make consumer education
part of regular teaching programmes on schools. Knowing what a¡d how to buy and
how to use it in adult life could be very valuable for the younger generation. It the
U. S. A. this course has been followed in many schools in a satisfying way. In Ger-
many and in the Scandinavian cormtries we can see promising ex¡reriments; in \ües-
tern Europe it is yet nowhere part of the normal curriculum. It should be admitted
that one of the problems proves to be the lack of adequately developed lessons and
of a good system to coach teachers.

Each of these three types of solutions cover a broad area of possible activities. It
should be emphasized that consumers orgaaizations ca¡not be, and actually are not, the
only ones to work in this way and direction. Consumer organizations tend not to mono-
polize; as a good social movement they even try to become superfluous. They realize
fully that they depend on cooperation, of course of members, but also of commerce,
industry aad government. This also implies that it sometimes can be a good alternative
if some of their tasks are taken over by government or even by commerce and industry.
Irr Sweden, for instance, much of their tasks went from a kind of private organizations
to government. It will naturally depend on the economic and political situation, whether
this should happen or not. IJ a consumers union can be carried by a large fraction of
the population, this can be regarded as being a graceful democratic entity.

It is anyhow obvious that succes of a consumers movement is considerably determined
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by the degree of its political recognition. Because of its broad social objective con-
sumers unions tend in general to have a middle or neutral position with regard to party
politics, trying not to be connected systematically with one sfde of the political spec-
trum joining, but only in specific issues, those who favour them. Thls wise policy has
gained them ln most countries a general, but sometimes only weak, support. It is
more important for the movement to receive governmental support, financial or i¡-
stitutional. For example, Sweden has since Lg77 a Consumers Ombudsman, who in-
vestigates and negotÍates independently on how the rather liberal leglslation of com-
mercial practice is being observed. In Great Britain a Fair Trading Act came into be-
ing ln 1973 and with it a Director General of Fair Trading with similar authority; in
this country consumers even have their own Ministry. In France, for instance, is a
special Secretary of St¿te for Consumer Affairs. On the other side of the Northatlantic
we have a Canadian Consumer Department.

As has been said before, the consumers movement is internationa,lízing. Therefore
international recognition is important too. The EEC accepted in 1975 a resolution, im-
plying the intention to develop a policy for the protection of health, safety and economic
i¡terests of the consumer. A programma has been assessed of which the basic con-
sumer rights are part.

Since 19?3 the EEC possesses a separate Advisory Consumer Committee. A few
months ago, in August L977, t}ne Economic and Social Council of the United Nations
decided that also in developing countries measures should be taken for the protection
of consumers; the Secretary General was instructed to investigate the necessft¡r of co-
operation and support accordingly. Today the BEUC, the European Consumers Organ-
izatlon publishes a new programme and offers this to the European Parliament in view
of the approaching European elections.

Ttris conference is dealing with consumers interests and manufacurlng conslderations.
It is evident that the fact, that the European consumers indeed became organized and
recognized ttrts last quarter of a century, means a fortunate evolution for our economic
system, for government and for commerce and industry. It contrib¡tes to a balance, it
offers guidelines for legislation and standards, Ít yrelds feed back and adjusted con-
siderations for business. It is also evident that this should grow in number and exper-
tise and that consumers organlzations ought to be loyally accepted as beltg the fourth
party in the economic system, next to Labour Unions, Employers Organization and
Government. Without these consumers organizations the governments would have to
spend much more effort and money in getting to lcrow what consumers want and need,
not in the least concerning the growing quantity of collective services and goods that
they offer. Also marketing for commerce and industry would have to be much more
extensive and ex¡rensive. If the second title of this conference is tta dialogue between
industry, goverament and societytr the interpretation cannot be otherwise than that tttis
also refers to a dialogue between industry, government and consumers organizations.

The political and economic mosaic in Western Europe has produced a pluriformity of
organizations, that protect, inform and educate the consumers. It is probable that in
the remaining years of the century this pluriformity will slowly diminish. Contrary to
expectations of some, the decrease of the affluence in our society and our coping witJr
problems of energy, materials, environment and employment will only add to the
growth of the consumers movement in quality and quantity. After having now gained
some momentum, it can play tts appropriate role and can contribute to findilg and im-
plementing solutions. More can be told about the future of the Western European con-
sumers organizations than this general e.rçectatÍons. I expect that the following eight
issues, or questions, will be predominant in the next few decades:

1. Should the consumers organizations emphasize standardization and legislation, or
lnformation on goods a"nd services, or more especially education ? Worklng in aII of
these three areas will be necessary, but some choice is inevitable. Giving tnfor-
mation on utilitles was the cradle of the movement. Wiil the preventive approach of
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you¡ger generations by education be more efficient in the long run ? It seems any-
how that another preventive approach is very feasible too, namely stressing the
standardization of products and procedures. Cooperation wtth standardization on
European level has hardly begu,n, but can be very fruitful; on natioúal level many
consumers organizations have already some oq)erience.

\ilhich divtsion of tasks and responsibilities is appropriate between consumers or-
ganizations, government, and commerce and industry? Is it possible and reason-
able that the organized conzumer will carry the growing burden of lnvestigations of
increaslng semplexity, of informing ever larger groups, of participating tn the
preparation of laws and standards ?
Or should the example be followed of some Western European countries, where
government fully subsidizes, or even incorporates, some or most of these consumer
activities ? To which extent can a soclal marketing, or having a consumers nranager
or a complaiats handling department, be part of the common strategy of business ?

Local consumer groups can have several advantages compared with one national,
oentral bureau and union. They may have a more direct contact with consumers and
they can handle speclfic local problems. In the U. K. , for instance, local consumer
groups have been quite successful. It seems, however, that a vast network of these
decentralized organizations is not a com¡rlete substitute for a centralized one. A
central bureau is necessary for complex testing, for legislation etc. Some balance
between theee two solutions will be found, determined þ local enthousiasm, by t.l.e
flnancial means and by the availability of communlcation systems, enabling to serve
local pu4loses out of a national centre.

the Western European cooperation and coordi¡ation of the many national consumers
orgardzations is slo'wly improviag, An informal European Testing Group came into
being and the number of intelrrational projects to test products, for instance cars,
is increasing. It can be e>çected that tl¡is development will follow, or sometimes
precede, the politicat and economic process of Europea-n unification.

It will be a question of growing importance how far the consumers movement will go
in dealing with effects of mass consumption on national problems of envlronmental
pollutton or energy and materials saving. The question is not whether consumers
organizations consider these aspects as important criteria for their activities,
because they have more or less always taken these into account and a growing con-
cern can be read in thelr publications. The question, however, is how far to go
beyond objective causal relations, when investigating products and utilitles; also
the doubts where to leave the field to other, more specialized organizations. These
problems will undoubtedly remain to have high priorities in the movement, because
the responsibilities in this respect of individual consumers are obvious. The same
applies to their interests; in the Netherlands, for instance, publications on traffic
noise are regularly publistred in the Consumenten Gids; pollution of beaches ln
France etc.

magazines, but are definitely in want of tmproving their position as a consumer;
furthermore they ca:r transmit more dynamic information on the use of products, on
example-like e>cperiences of other consumers etc. , and they are very suitable for
educational and attitude forming programmes. In a later future two-way commrul-
lcatfon can come between consumers and a bureau ln order to ha¡dle complaints or
to consult on buys and use hdividually.

4.

5.

6.
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7. The activities of consumers organizations will become more professionalized.
Universities and research organizations have begun to pay attention to relevant ft¡n-
damental problems of technological, judiclal, economic or social-psychologic
nature. A growing body of lanowledge and methods is being applied and an increasing
number of academic speciallsts are entering the field.
The scientific research comprises both fr¡ndamental and more applied projects. úl
Belgium in 1976 an independent Research frstitute was fou¡ded for this purpose. In
the U. K. , for example, is the l¡stitute for Consumer Ergonomf cs at Loughborough
and in Holland we expect that in short time a new Fou¡dation for scientific consumer
research will appear.

8. The lagt issue to be mentioned concerns the questlon whether consumers orgarliza-
tions shouldbe more active in prescribing demands for new products; in other words:
wlll try to contribute to design an lnnovation. Altfiough it is evident that this would
require new expertise and that the role of a manufacturing entrepreneur should be
avoided by them (such a 'consumer desiga.t cannot be guaranteed to be an economÍc
success, can it ?), it is clear that this is the next logical step after critic¿l analysis
and evaluation of existing products. Some developments i¡ this directlon are not
sempletely impossible in the years to come.

As a last statement it is justified to say that the role of the consumers organizations in
Western Europe is not a negligible one in our socio-economic development. After a
hesitatiag and diversified start 25 years ago, the picture emerges of an imFortant and
mature movement, with a promising future. Apparently consumers orgarrizations are
capable and willi:rg to share more responsibilitles and are ready for new dialogues
with government, commerce and industry.



The Role of the Europea¡ CommunÍties with regard to Product Liability

Dr. H. C. Ficker * ,<*

Directorate-general of the lrrtemal Market and hdustrial Affairs of the Commission of
the European Communities
Brussels
Belgium

Differences between the laws of the EEC countries, in sectors which have a direct efÏect
on the Common Market, hinder its development. Therefore the Treaty, establishing the
European Economic Community, lays down in sub-paragraph h of article 3, that ttthe

activities of the Commtmitytr shall include in addition to the traditional direct means of
establishing such a Market mentioned previously in this article, i. e. the elimination of
customs duties a¡d the establishment of a coûrnon customs tariff in respect of third
countries, rtthe approximation of laws of Member States to the extent required for the
proper functioning of the Common Marketr'. And article 100, a general provision in-
troducing the chapter tApproximation of Legislationt lays down that "the Council shall
acting unanimously on a proposal from the Commission, issue directives for the ap-
proximation of such provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in
Member States, as directly affect the establishment or functioning of the Common Mar-
ketrr.
A directive, a Community legal instrument instituted under the Treaty, is a legal order
to member states. It does not therefore apply directly to Community citizens in the
same way as a regulation. It is binding as to the result to be achieved. The choice of
means - law, implementing order or decree - to implement what has been agreed in
common is left to the Member States. Therefore it may be said that the directive is a
type of framework law, the details of which are left to Member States. As regards in
particular a directive implementing an approximation of laws, it is not normally in-
tended to introduce comprehensive and conclusive rules. Member States are obliged to
amend their laws where they are not in accordance with the directive. Where the direc-
tive contains no rules, national law continues to apply.

rvVhat is the present legal situation as far as product liability is concerned within the
nine EC member states? Irr France, Belgium and Luxemburg the courts have developed
on the basis of the provisions laid down in the 'Code Civilr concer¡ing the law of sales,
a degree of liability which you may call strict liability. When the 'Code Civil' holds
liable the vendor, who is in bad faith, because he lmew the defect in his product, the
courts however presume that bad faith every time the vendor is a professional vendor
and this includes the dealer and the producer as well, and do not allow him to rebutthis
presumption, then this liability has become a strict liability.
The law in The Netherla¡ds has also moved in practice towards a reversal of the burden
of proof. A draft of a new article 6.3.13 proposes legal rules governing product liability
through a reversal of the burden of proof.
Italian law, on the contrary, is still based on the clasic principle of fault, with the
traditional distribution of the burden of proof. There are no signs of a change in the
direction of consumer protection in this corurection.
As far as the United Kingdom is concerned I have to mention the warra:rty glven by the
vendor in favour of the buyer - a liability without fault - part which is protecting only
the contractual partner, and an action based on tort, on tnegligencet, a liability for
fault. Courts try to help the victim often by applying the rule rRes ipsa loquitur' tthe

circumstances speak for themselvesr. The Law Commission and the Scottish Law Com-

* The opinions expressed Ín this paper are the personal views of the author and bi¡d
ín no way the Commission of the European Commu¡ities.

** @ Copyr€htH.C. Ficker, 1978, Brussels.
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mission have recently submitted a report on product liability, suggesting legal reforms.
The law of lreland is the same as that of the United Kingdom. A Law Reform Cornrnis-
sion has put product liability on the agenda.
I¡r Denmark the courts assume a great degree of freedom with regard to both the dis-
tribution of the burden of proof and the presumption of fautt on the part of the producer.
I¡ German law finally there has been a remarkable change in the last few years. The
application of the traditional fault principle in product liability with the burden of proof
on the injured plaintiff became the subject of increasing critisÍsm. Not r¡ninfluenced by
this development the tBundesgerÍchtshof? relieved i¡r the rchicken pestt case of 1968 the
plaintiff of the burden of proof. It is not for the injured party to prove a fault on the
part of the producer, but for the latter to free himself from the presumption thus found-
ed that the defect arose from a fault on his part. Since that time the Supreme Court of
Germany has tightened the requÍrements for discharging such burden. Last year the
rBundestagt adopted the Pharmaceutical Reform Act, which lays down that the producer
of pharmaceutical products is liable irrespective of far¡lt for all ûrjurous effects of that
product. However, it limits liability to 200 million DM for the totat flemage and to
500.000 DM in individual cases. The law entered into force on January 1st of this year.

As regards the effects of these differences Ín product liabÍlity laws described above,
the following observation must be made. Laws relating to liability differing in severity
affecting a person who has produced a defective product, lead to differences in costs
for producers in the individual Member States of the European Communit5r. They are
therefore subject to unequal conditions of competition, a situation which is incompatÍble
with the principles of the Common Market. Liability laws of different severity can dis-
rupt the free movement of goods between the Member States. Finally, liability rules of
differing severity lead to differÍng degrees of consumer protection, which is Ínadequate
in some Member States, and lacking completely in others. It was decided attlnLe 1972
Paris Summit Meeting of Heads of State and Governments of the Member States that
adequate and uniform consumer protection should be established. In implementing this
decision, the Council of Ministers adopted in April 19?5 the Preliminary Programme
for a consumer protection and information policy, mentioned alreadyby Mr. Lubbers,
in which it is expressly stated that one aim of Community consumer policy is to protect
the health, safety aad economic interests of the consumer thror:gh an approximation of
the laws on product liability.

In Juli 1976 the Commission of the European Communities unanimously adopted a pro-
posal for a directive and submitted it to the Council of Ministers. (The text is given at
the end of this paper.) Irr the Commissionts view this proposal represents apossible
compromise between the confl.ictÍng interests involved a:rd offers an acceptable solution
to the problems raised in the field of product liability. At the moment this proposal is
discussed in the European Parliament and in the Economic a:rd SocÍal Committee. The
opinion of both CommunÍty institutions in particular that of Parliament, whlch Ís to ac-
quÍre increased powers, give a democratic for¡ndation to these attempts of approxima-
tion, since before the Cot¡ncil decides whether to adopt the directive the Commission
will, as it has always done, probably adapt the draft to Parliamenils w.ishes. The
Council will then commence its work.

In the draft the commission proposes the following system. Article 1 lays down the
principle of liability irrespective of fault, as is clear from tñilflnal clause of the first
paragraph. h doing so the Commission made clear that a private law solution should be
sought and that a general collectivisation of damage will not be considered. This means
that the solution should be fotmd within the traditional liberal system of law and not try
by taking product liabÍlity out of the law system and solving the problems by incorporãt-
ing these in the social security system. This is a political decision obviously. I a.m.
however of the opinion that we should find a solution under private law in all ]\¡Iember
States and that we are fully capable to do so, even though this or that legal consequence
may appear harsh. To collectivise the damage caused by defective products would pro-
vide an excellent argument for also collectivising the pleasant aspects of productioñ,
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namely profits, subjecting the producer to strict supervision and perhaps even includ-
ing him, if he is a large undertaking, in the collectivisation process.
But wtry a liability irrespective of fault? Can a balance of interests involved not be
found on the basis of the traditional fault principle? To be able to answer this questÍon
we must first recall the four groups of cases which Ít has become customary to estab-
lish. First we can distinguish design defects, that means the whole production ltne is
defective. Second: defects in instruction: the instructions are insulficient a.nd make
therefore the product da:rgerous in the hand of anÍnadverteduser. Third: manufacturing
defects, defects of indivldual pieces in a serÍes which is otherwise free from defects,
the so-called tescapersr. And finally there are defects which although existing, could
not have been recognized, as such, given the state of scientific and technological loow-
ledge at the tÍme when they were put into circulation. This is certainly the most proÞ
lematical type of defect.
The problem of design defect and defects in instructions could perhaps be solved on the
basis of the fault principle, albeit with the aid of reversal of the burden of proof, if
stringent requirements are placed on the producer to take all reasonable care. An en-
gineer who produces a faulty design for a product or a person who gives unsufficient
operation instructions which do not make adequate reference to dangerous properties
of the product put into circulation, could be subject to a claim for breach of his obliga-
tion to take reasonable care. The crash of the Turkeyrs Airlinest DC 10 in Paris in
March 1974 was, if I am correctly informed, caused by the fact that the rear baggage
compartment door could not be closed properly, certainly â design defect. The door
which was obviously not properly closed, opened after take-off. The pressure equalisa-
tion bent the guide sleeves containing the rods operating the elevator and rudder, and
the now uncontrollable aircraft crashed a:lrd 374 people were kÍlled.
Ir the case of manufacturing defects, and in the last group of cases, which we may call
development risks, there is however no personal con¡ection between the producer and
the defect causing the damage, whichcould be used as abasis for assessment, i.e. as
a basis for claiming fault on the part of the producer because there is no fault. Where
a piece of steel is used whose technically unavoidable material wealqress can not be
discovered at all or can be discovered only by extremely high costs or where a pharma-
ceutical product is put on in the market whose therapeutic effects and apparently ac-
ceptable side-effects are believed to be fully known, because all neoessary tests have
been made, one can no longer say that the producer failed to take precautions which
could have revealed the defectiveness of the product and prevented the consequences.
Nor does the remedy of the reversal of the burden of proof alone help, since it is easy
to prove that no fault was involved.
This leads to the question of who should bear the consequences of such unavoidable
defects of modern mass production. The individual to whom the effect of the defective
product is like an u¡Jortunate stroke of fate, in legal terms an act of God? If the prin-
ciple of fault is adopted as a basis, one can come to no other conclusion. However, I
belleve that this result is much more than just rrunsatisfactory from a hu¡r.an point of
viewtt. I consider it unjust, for when the advantages of modern mass production and
technological and scientific progress benefit everybody, why should the unavoidable
disadvaatages be borne by the individual alone? When fireworks explode on the ground,
television sets burn out, cable cars crash and car brakes fail, it is the price which un-
fortunately has to be paid, for carnival fun, television entertainment every night,
pleasantholidays and houses in the suburbs - normally an increasingly small price.
If, however, the individual is not to bear the damage, but it is also intended not to
place the burden on the general public but to seek a way out with private law means,
ihen the only solution is to spread this damage over all consumers of that range of
products. When in a series of 10,000 bicycles only one had a defect which could not be
ãiscovered, it is in my view fair that the other 9, 999 purchasers of bicycles which are
free from defects, should together bear the damage suffered by the u::fortt¡nate Índivi-
dual.
How is it possible to catch this identifyable group of consumers which from a¡ economic
point of view is ultimately to bear the costs of a damage? The means available is to
pass the costs of damage of the individual provisionally on to the producer. I deliberate-
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ly describe thÍs passing on of damage as provisional, since the producer who has to
pay damages and âlso a ma¡ufacturer who takes the precaution of insuring himself and
pays premiums for this purpose rvill include the pa¡rments in the general production
costs, a:rd by incorporatÍng them in the prices will normally be able to spread them
uniformly over the group of consumers mentioned.
The legal means to achieve this solution is necessaryly to introduce a liability of the
producer irrespective of fault, because this is'the only way of initially passing on the
damage to him. It is true that this consequence at first appears alarming. I would how-
ever consider it as regrettable if the purely technical nature of such a solution were to
be affected by emotional arguments.
The same considerations must apply in all cases of development risks, since here too
the consumer should not have to bear the risk of products which have not been perfect-
ed and here too I can see no other way of apportioning the damage equally if it is not to
be left on the shoulders of the injured person as an act of God. One should certainly not
overlook the fact that the dispersal effect of a defect that is recognized too late, can a-f-
fect a great number of consumers. I am however of the opinion that this should not be
used as an excuse for a general collectivisation of damage.
Disasters with thousands of victims will aJways require help from the state. The typical
product liability case involves a firework exploding on the ground, not the Thalidomide
disaster. But it is just the typical case that should be used as a basis for a general
solution to the problem of product liability. Therefore the second paragraph of Article 1

makes it clear that the producer is also liable in respect of development risks.
The facts establishing liability it, i. e. the damage, the defect and the causal connec-
tion between the two, have to be proved by the plaintiff. This rule should protect indus-
try. It has been vigourously attacked by the consumersr associations, because in marry
cases Ít is very difficult to establish a causal li¡k between the damage and the defect.

Article 2 defines the term rproducert. This definition is verybroad. Not only the pro-
Fucer of the finished product, but also the suppliers should be liaþle. The sa-me aiplies
in respect of raw materials. Liability applies in respect of all products irrespective of
whether they are industrial, handicraft or agricultural. Úr principle the dealer is not
lÍable, unless he represents himself as a producer or does not reveal the origin of the
product sold anonymously (first a¡d second paragraph of article 2).
A person who imports into the community goods from a non-member cowrtry shall be
liable (thÍrd paragraph of article 2). This is a consequence of the need for consumer
protection. Persuing legal action outside the Community - goods coming from Taiwan
for example - is almost impossible. Such liability is moreover reasonable, since the
importer can always have his supplier in a non-member country free him from liability.
He has the power to do so when concluding his contract. Such a liability of the importer
is not permissible in trade within the Community, nor it is necessary. It is not neces-
sary, since the bringing of proceedings within the Commtnity is adequately guaranteed
through the Community Convention on the Jurisdiction and the EnJorcement of Judge-
ment which is in force between the six original Member States and will be soon in force
between all the Nine.

Article 4 defines what is meant by defectiveness. In any national law relating to sale of
goods we have developed a definition of defectiveness which is based on whether the ar-
ticle purchased ca.n be used for the agreed purpose. 'rVe speak of merchantability. This
definition forms a basÍs for the bala:rce of interests which is intended to achieve through
the rules of law relating to the sales of goods. In the case of product liability howeverl
the important thing is not whether the user can use the article in the way he aaticipateÁ,
but whether it is made in such a way that in use it damages neither his health, nof his
property. In other words, it is not the merchantability, but the safety of the article
which is a decisive factor. Anyone attempting to light a firework will rightly have re-
source to the vendor of the touch paper will not burn. He demands of the producer,
however again rþhtly, an insuraace that if he carefully observes the safety instruc-
tions, the setting off of the firework will damage neither his health, nor his property,
The difficulty lies in the question of what degree of safety the consumer is entitled to
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expect. This will depend firstly on the nature of the product and secondly on the con-
sumer himself , i. e. on the particular circurrstalces of the individual case. For this
reason the degree of safety which may reasonably be expected ca¡ not be laid down by
legislation. This must be left to the courts. This is moreover in keeping with the legal
trends in all industrial nations. Normally courts pay little attention to the definition of
defectiveness as a criterion for establishing liability. Where damage has arisen thon,
viewed after the advent, the article was defective for this very reason, whereas the
contrary approach of aclalowledgement of the defect before the event is certainly logic-
ally the more appropriate.
Connected with this is the problem of how the further development of safety standards
should be faced. This question has nothing to do withrdevelopment risks?. In such
cases the defect exists objectively, but no one is able to discover it. When the defect
is generally recogrrized we all agree that the defective article should no longer be sold,
The further development of safety standards and the fact that the producer has put an
improved product on the market, involves the question of whether an article which con-
forms to all the technical requirements when it was put into circulation, becomes de-
fective merely because those requirements are tightened up. The answer to this ques-
tion is that it depends on the circumstances of the individual case. Normally there will
be no liability, because the consumer, the user, is not entitled to expect the same
degree of safety from older products as from those that are new.

Article 6 defines the damage. As regards possible types of damage a distinction can be
ñãã-e between personal injuries as an impairment of bodily integrity, and damage to
property. With regard to injuries, the identity of the person injured by the defective
article, the capacity in which the injured person was using the article, or the occasion
on which the injury occured is of little consequence. Anyone who suffers an injury
whether the user or the i¡nocent bystander, when a firework is conectly lit, any wor-
ker in a factory who was injured when a machine explodes, any businessman who suffers
personal injury in some way from goods he acquired for resale, should be protected.
In the case of personal injury we all are tconsumerst.
Úr the case of damage to property the conflicting interests should be weighed up differ-
ently. A dÍstinction can be made in this connection between damage suffered by a per-
son for whose private use the defective article was intended and damage arising in re-
lationship between producers, persons carrying on a business, and dealers. Adequate
tcompengationt in the first mentioned case, that of the consumer, is favoured by the
general social considerations of consumer protection which in themselves point to the
fact that limitless damage is scarcely to be feared.
The position is different in the commercÍal sector. If a bolt snaps in the jib of a cra.ne,
which then breaks as a result, the crane which is an essential piece of equipment in,
for example, an aircraft factory is damaged. There may however been suspended from
the crane jib an aircraft engine which, in falling, badly damages the wing of the aircraft
under construction. Delivery of the finished aircraft is delayed for weeks, profit is lost
and there is a threat of a contractual penalty. We now find ourselves in the midst of the
interests of the law of contracts and its balanced rules on hindera¡ce to performers.
Article 6 defines the damage as personal injury and damage to property, but restricts
the latter to damage to property which was objectively and subjectively for private use.
Darnageinthecommercialsector, i.e. damagetothecrane, totheengine, tothenew
aircraft in the example just mentioned, does not come withùr the scope of the proposed
directive. The payment of compensation for pain and suffering and for non-material
damage is governed by national law.
Liability irrespective of fault and the inclusion of development risks, are in my opinion
acceptable only if the lÍability imposed on the producer is restricted in two ways: in
amount and in time. The amotmt of liability must be restricted in order to avoid the
danger of losing all proportion. If liability is limited, a.ny claim against the producer
becomes calculable and then becomes insurable, since definite limits are drawn to the
individual agreement between producer and insurer. [r limiting the amount of damage
that has to be paid, a distinction can be made between aglobal limit, which covers all
damages caused by the same defect in identical products, a¡d a limit to the obligation



of indernnification in individual cases.
I consider it necessary to limit the duration of liability, first to keep development risk
within reasonable limits, second to take accor¡nt of the fact that the safety of technical
products constantly increases in the course of time.
The decisive factors in both limitations are of course the amount of liability a¡d the
period of time for which it applies. The mechanism is clear. The greater the maximum
amount and the longer the period of liability, the greater is the protection of the con-
sumer; the smaller the maximum amount and the shorter the period the lesser is the
Iiability of the producer. It is a political decision as to where the limits are set. It is
obvious that the consumers ask for an unlimited liabiliby, unlimited as to amormt, and
unlÍmited as to time, whereas industry asks for limitation with a low global limit and a
short tÍme.
The draft directive proposes a limitation of liability. To leave this question to the
Member States would mean renounsing an approximation of laws on a very important
point.

Article 7 proposes maximum limits to liability. The proposal merely lays down an
overall limit of 25 million European Units of Account - this is approximately 70 million
guilders - in the case of personal injury, with no limits in individual cases. h effect
this means unlimited liability in individual cases and this is a decisive factor from the
point of view of protection of the consumer. Moreover, with the amowrt of compenÊa-
tion normally awarded Ín the nine Member States cases of smaller mass damages can
be covered to large extent.
Úr the case of damage to property, however, there is only a restriction in individual
cases and no global limitation. The figures in guilders are 40,000 guilders in the first
case and 130,000 in the second.
The general defences available to the producers, such as contributory negligence or
act of God, remain unaJfected. The fact that the directive does not mention them should
not be taken to mea.n that they are not available to the producer against wtrom a claim is
lodged. Since these defences exist in the same \ryay in the general law of all Member
States, there is no reason to consider an approximation of laws on this point. Naturally
a producer against whom a claim is lodged can therefore plead act of God or contribu-
tory negligence in accordance with the rules of his national law.
To avoid misunderstandings I should like to point out once again that the dÍrective does
not represent a cohesive system in itself, but is intended to modify national laws only
where such modifications appear necessary. One could of course mention this in the
directive, but to do so seems superfluous. But perhaps it would clarÍfy the situation.
However, contributory negligence would thereby become a term of Community law,
which would then be subject to the interpretation of the European Court of Justice in
Luxemburg, We restricted ourselves to the absolute necessary, since we do not wish to
lay ourselves open to the accusation repeatedly made in certain quarters, that we in
Brussels are taking the approximation of legislation too far.

Article 9 proposes that liability would be limited to a period of ten years. Fixing such
a limit is certainly a political decision.

Article 10 lays down that liability is not subject to freedom of contract. Otherwise it
be a complete failure.
Io concluding my paper, please allow the lawyer to make some remarks about the
economic aspects of the legal system the Commission is proposing. Since the very be-
ginning we have been in close contact with the European Committee of Insurers who
represent the European insurance industry, because it would be nonsense to propose a
legal system which leads to the result that the person to be held liable cannot insure his
risk. When we discussed the proposal of the directive in its final form with European
insurers, I put the direct question to them, whether this legal system is insurable or
not. The answer was ryesr, if you provide expressly for the defence of contributory
begligence.
As far as the achral costs are concerned, the amount of premiums, it is obviously very
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difficult to evaluate already today precisely the risk in every case. However, an esti-
mation reveals an increase of the actual insurance charges of 0.7 per thousand to 0. 9
per thousand of the tumover. Two cents of ten guilders. I think these charges are
supportable.
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Draft directive of the Commission of the European Commrmities

Article 1

The producer of an artÍcle shall be liable for damage caused by a defect in the article,
rvhether or not he lcrew or could have loown of the defect.

The producer shall be liable even if the article could not have been regarded as defec-
tive in the lþht of the scienti-fÍc and technological development at the time u,rhen he put
the article into circulation.

Article 2

rProducert means the producer of the finished article, the producer of any material or
component, and any person who, by putting his name, trademark, or other distinglish-
ing feature on the article, represents himself as its producer.

Where the producer of the article ca¡not be identified, each supplier of the article
shall be treated as its producer unless he informs the injured person, within a
reasonable time, of the identity of the producer or of the person who supplÍed
him with the article.

Any person who imports into the European Community an artÍcle for resale or similar
purpose shall be treated as its producer.

Article 3

\ühere two or more persons are liable in respect of the same damage, they shall be
liable jointly and severally.

Article 4

A product is defective when it does not provide for persons or property the safety which
a person is entitled to expect.

Article 5

The producer shall not be liable if he proves that he did not put the article into circula-
tion or that Ít was not defective when he put it into circulation.

Article 6

For the purpose of Article 1 ldamage? me¿urs:
a) death or personal injuries;
b) damage or destruction of any item of property other than the defective article itself

where the item of property
i) is of a type ordinarily acquired for private use or consumption; and
ii) was not acquired or used by the claimant for the purpose of his trade, business

or profession.

Article 7

The total liability of the producer provided for in this directive for all personal injuries
caused by identical articles having the same defect shall be limited to 25 million Euro-
pean units of account (EUA).

The liability of the producer provided for by this directive in respect of damage toproperty shall be limited per capita
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- i¡r the case of moveable property to 15 000 EUA, and
- in the case of immovea.ble property to 50 000 EUA.

The European untt of account (EUA) is as defined by commission Decision g2\g/75/
ECSC of 18 December 1975.

The equivalent in national currency shall be determined by applying the conversion rate
prevalli:rg on the day Preceding the date on which the amormt-õf coi.Fensation is finally
fixed.

The Cormcil shall, on a proposal from the Commission, re¡¡ise the amounts specifÍed
in EUA Ín this ArtÍcle, having regard to economic and monetary movement in the
Community.

A¡ticle 8

A limitation period of three years sharl apply to proceedings for the recovery of
damages as provided for in this directive. The limitation period shall begin lo r11n on
the day the injured person became aware, or should reasonably have becõme aware of
the damage, the defect and the identity of the producer.

The laws of Member States regulating suspension or interruption of the period shall not
be affected by this directive.

Article 9

The liability of a producer shall be extinguished upon the expiry of ten years from the
end of the calendar year in which the defective article was put into circulation by the
producer, unless the injured person has in the meantime instituted proceedings against
the producer.

Article 10

Liability as provided for in this directive may not be excluded or limited.

Arttcle 11

Claims in respect of injury or damage caused by defective articles based on grotmds
other than that provided for in this directive shall not be affected.

Article 12

This dlrective does not apply to injury or damage arising from nuclear accidents,

Article 13

Member States shall 6¡rng into force the provlsions necessary to comply with this
directive withln etgtheen months and shall forthwith inform the Commission thereof.

Article 14

trlþmber States shall commr¡nicate to the Commission the text of the main provisions of
Ínternal law which they subsequently adopt in the field covered by this directive.

Article 15

Thls directive is addressed to the Member States.
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Food Additives - Technological Need and the Consumer Interest

Dr. B. C. L. Weedon
Vice-Chancellor, The University of Nottingham
Nottilgham
U. K.

I¡troduction

Members of the general public are often surprised to learn that sm¡ll amounts of
various chemicals may be added to food for reasons that are not directly related to the
improvement of nutritional value. There is nothing new in this practice. Thousands of
years ago the chinese used ethylene and propylene, produced bt the combustion of
kerosene, to ripen bananas and peas. Pickling in salt, and fermentation processes
resulting in the production of lactic acid, alcohol or acetic acid, are methods of food
preservation that date from ancient times. Hams have been cured with brines contain-
ing nitrites and nitrates for several hundred years. The 'Forme of curyr, one of the
earliest surviving cookery books in English, written about 1390 at the fequest of King
Richard II, describes how to colour lard slices yellow, red, purple or bÉck,

Use of Food Additives Today

Despite advances in food tecbaology, i¡deed to some extent because of them, food ad-
ditives are still used at the present time. However, great care is now takento ensure
that they are used in such a way as to confer benefit on the consumer, and not, as has
sometimes happened in the past, to deceive him as to the quality of the food.

The food industry today has to meet a number of demands which are significantly dif-
ferent from those of only a generation ago. The rapidly growing world population
makes lt more than ever important not to waste food supplies. I:r developed courrtries
large and increasingly affluent populations oçect a wide range of foods, including non-
seasonal commodities, to be available at all time of the year, and at reasonable prices.
The fact that many wives as weII as husbands now go out to work, together with other
socio-economic factors, has created a demand for prepared s¡ ssmi-prepared food -
the so-called 'convenience foods'. 'Io meet these challenges, the food industry has
undergone changes and developments which, though less spectacular and less publicis-
ed, are just as important for mân's well-being as those which have occurred in other
industries. Undoubtedly, marry factors b¿ve contributed to this success, but many ex-
perts agree that the contribution of food additives has been, and will continue to be,
essential.

Ham ls still cured with nitrates (e. g. NaNO3) and nitrites (e. g. NaNO2), though some
producers can now dispense with the former. These salts contribute tõthe charac-
teristic flavour which we associate with ham. The nitrite gves the ham a pleasing pink
colour, which has been attributed to the conversion of myoglobin and haemoglobin into
nitroso-derivatives, but the main justification for the use of nitrites is that they
prevent the development of Clostridium botulinum. IJ not checked, the growth of this
micro-organism could result ln the formation of toxins which are almosf invariably
fatal to the consumer.

Other preservatives are added to many foods to safeguard them from micro-biological
spoilage during transportation and storage. Thus sulphur dioxide (SO2) is often added
to wine, pickles, and fruit pulp for jam making. Benzoic acid (C6H5. CO2II) is widely
used, for orample in soft drinks, and there is growing interest in sorbic acid (1) to

Fig. 1 CHs.CH:CH.CH:CH.COOH



control moulds and yeasts in cheese and wine and otber commodities. Anti-oxidants
are widely used in oils and fats to prevent them from becoming rancid. Many people
would rather eat a biscuit made wlth a shortening fat contalning a small amount of
butylated hydro>ryanlsole (2), or some other well tested anti-oxidant, than have to put
up vøttr a râncid flavour. Èowever, there is no case for the indiscrimlnate use of pre-
sãrvatlves and anti-oxidants. It is often better to use refrigeration and a cold chain for
distribution and marketing. Moreover, the shelf ltfe of many goods should not be ex-
tended if nutritional value ls to be maintained.

C Me,

Fig. 2

Saccharin (3) has long been used as an arttficial sweetener which does not add calories
to the diet, Ít is also cheaper than sugar, and is used as a sweetener in a number of
processed foods a¡d in soft drinks.

Fig. 3 ot

Appearance and taste play a large part in determining the acceptability of a food þ the
puþUc. A nutritionalty inert cellulose ether may therefore be added as an emulsifier to
ã bottted mayonnaise to prevent the constituents separating lnto layers on standing.
Other emulsifiers are employed in the preparatlon of many ice-creams and convenien-
ce foods. Artificfat colouring may be used, for e:<ample, to enzure tbat tinned peas
look green and not a greyish brown colour; Food Green S (4) is one colour which was
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developed for this putpose. Other colours may be added to restore to jam some of the
colour lost as a reËulf of sulphiting and bleaching the pulp, and to maÈe sugar confec-
tionery look the colour appropriate to its flavour, etc. Brown FK (a mixtufe contain-
in8 (5)) may be used to give a kfpper the colour that the consumer has come to ex¡lect.

Although many people like wholemeal bread, the majority of consumers seem to prefer
a white loaf. Today much of the flour produced in the UK is treated with chlorinJ
dioxide (ClO2) 19 a maturing and bleachùrg agent. Additional whiteness ís achleved, if
necessary, bybleachingwith, forexample, benzoylperoxide(6). Toimprcvethete><-
ture of the final product, much of the flour is also treated wlth improving agents - the
commonest are based on ascorbic acid (7) with either potassium bror¡ate (KBrO3) or
potassium persulphate (K2s2og). similar practices are followed in many other cõul-
trles.

HH
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Changi¡g Tech¡ology

Il the food industry, as elsewhere, tecbnology is making rapid advances. r can perhaps
illustrate ¡l¡e imFortant part that food addltives have to playin this development by
reference fe imFortant sectors of the food and drink industry. In a numbei of countries,
tradltlonal methods of bread-making have to a large extent been replaced þ mechanicai
dough development processes, suctr as the Chorleywood Bread Proõess in the UK. The
use of high speed m¡chinery in such processes creates a demand for liquid hydrocar-
bons to lubricate the dough dividers and the dough chutes. Recently increased interest
has been shown in new improvers, e¡g. azodicarbon¿mide (8), and some bakers have
indicated that they would like to adopt entlrely new processes of chemically assisted
dough development, for example, that involving L-cysteine (9), which would obviate
the need for er<pensive mechanical equipment and provide a very rapid method of pro-
duci-ng batches of bread to meet a sudden demand.
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Another area where there have been marked changes is brewtng. Traditionally, beer
has been produced locally for consumptlon within a few days. Today brewing is largely
centratsèd in many countries a"nd beer must withstand transportation and storagg. A1-
though pasteurization is commonly used,, it is not entirely suitable for large batches
and ¿an lead to off-flavours. The use of preservatives is, therefore, advocated in
some quarters and is allowed in some countries,

Atttrough the benefits of additives may not always be immediately apparent to, oI un-
derstoód by, the general public, most experts, as I have already Índicated, âccept that
some additives are technologically necessary in a modern food industry, and may well
be the key to some important future developments.

Public Concern

The general public is, however, becoming increasingly concerned about manrs environ-
ment, and the effects on it (and hence on us) of our rapidly developing technology. The
tragedy with the drug Thalidomide (10), the results of which are still with us after fif-
teeñ years, alerted everyone to the possible dangers that could be associated with the
fairly common use of a comparatively simple chemical. Although in an entirely differ-
ent category as regards seriousness, a number of other episodes have also served to
direct public attention towards potential environmental hazards. Thus, after the insec-
ticide DDT (11) has been used with great effect for ûâny years, and rüe seemed on the
verge of wiping out malaria, many countries decided to introduce severe restrictions
on its use.

Fig.10

Nor did food additives escape critical attention, In 1969, following reports from
America that rats fed with Cyclamate (12) had developed bladder c¿utcers, permission
to use this artificial sweetener was \l,ithdrawn in many countries. Follorving the study
of new data, some couatries, including the UK, stopped usiry* brominated vegetable
oils as clouding agents in soft drinks, permission to use the colour Orange RN (13) was
withdrawn, and in one country at least limits were imposed on the use of certain cara-
mels. Although all this was done without tJ:e e,>caggerated publicity given to the Cycla-
mate afLair, some people with long memories recalled reports that certain members of
the general publix o<hibited exceptional sensitivity (Kwok's Quease, or the Chlnese
Restaurant Syndrome) to mono-sodium glutamate (14), a widely used flavour enhancer.
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Others recalled ttre excitement in the 1940's when it was discovered that the Agene
Process for treating flour with nitrogen trichloride (NCl3) converted methionine resi-
dues (15) in the gluten of the flour into a toxic derivative (16). When the use of these
and other food additlves was dropped or restricted, it was noù because of any evidence
of harm to hum¿n consumers, but rather as a precaution after adverse effects had
been rqlorted in animals fed exceptionally high doses of the additive in question, or of
the by-product to which it gave rise. It is interesting to speculate what would happen if
the natural sqmFonents of natural foods were tested under similar extreme conditions,
but this has seldom been done.
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In the last few years concern has been elçressed about the long established custom of
using nitrites in the rranuJacture of bacon. As I have pointed out already in connectlon
wlth ham, the nitrites fulfil a very important function in prevent the development of
Clostridium botulinum. However it seems tJrat, under certain conditlons, the presence
õI nfrffiã-inEe product can lead to the formation of traces of nitrosamlies @2N. No),
many of which have been tested at higher dose levels and shown to be toxic. Whether 

'

or not such traces of nitrosamines (a few parts in one thousand million) are of any sig-
nificance from the point of view of the health of the consumer has sti[ to be est¿blish-
ed. The possible rÍsk, however, must be set against the real beneflt of protection
against botulism. Dr the last few months there has also been a good deal of controversy
over the significance of epidemiological studies in Canada which are claimed by some
to have poi:rted to a correlation between the use of artificial sweeteners, including
Saccbarine, and bladder cancer in males,

\ühen the press, and tåe media generally, highlight a report of the type which I have
mentioned, it is scarcely su4rising that members of the general public orpress con-
cern over the use of food additives. In ttrese circumstances it is the duty of those con-
nected with the food industry to explain to the public the measures which are adopted
both nationally and inte:rrationally to control the use of food additives, and to protect
the oonsumer.

General Principles on Use of Food Addiúives

The joint FAO^][/-HO Codor Alimentarius Commlssion has taid down general prlnciples
for the use of food additives. It is worth quoting their guidelines sÍnce I believe that
these commend wide support:
trThe use of food additives is justified only when they serve one or more of the purposes
set out from (a) to (d) and only where these purposes cannot be achieved þ other means
which are economically and technologically practicable, and do not present ahazardto
the health of the consumer;
(a) To preserve the nutritional quality of the foods; an intentional reduction in tåe nu-

tritional quality of the food would be justified in the circumstances dealt with in
(b), and also in otber circumstances where the food does not constitute a signi-
flcant item in a normal diet;

To provide neceesary ingredlents or constituents for food manuJactured for groupe
of congumers having special dietary needs;

To enhance the keeplng quality or stability of the food, and to improve lts organo-
leptic properties, provided that this does not so change the nature, substance or
quality of the food go as to decelve the consumer;

(b)

(c)
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(d) To provide aid in the manufacture, processing, preparation, treatment, pa"cking,
transport or storage of food, provided that the additive is not used to disguise the
effects of the use of faulüy raw mrterials or undesirable (including unhygienic)
practices or techniques during the course of any of these actiyities. "

Interaational Evaluation

Even when a food additive meets one or more of the criteria (a) to (d) then, as indicat-
ed in the first part of the quote given above, it is necessary to assess its safety-in-use.
Guidance on this fundamentally important point is often given by the Joint FAO^VHO
Expert Committee on Food Additives. This body, whlch comprises recognised inter-
national experts invarious scientific and medical fields, normally meets once ayear
to evaluate the latest information on food additives, If the evidence warrants it, the
additive is allotted an acceptable daily intake, or ADI, e4pressed as milllgrams of
additive per kilogram of body weight. Inevitably the evaluation depends largely on the
results of a comprehensive series of laboratory tests with animals. When possible
these are carried out on animals in which the metabolism of the additive resembles
ttrat in m¿n. Neverlùeless, entrapolation to man from toxicity tests in animals has ob-
vious limit¿tions, and therefore a substantial safety factor, normally 100, is built in
to the ADI. It should be remembered that an ADI represents an estimate of the average
daily intake of a substance, which taken throughout the human lifespan, would not re-
sult in any obvious harm to health. Bearing in mind t,Le safety factor built into the
evaluation of the ADI, this means that there is no cause for alarm if an individual oc-
casfonally exceeds the prescribed ADI. Sometimes the ADI is expressed as "no upper
limit specified". This means tåat the total daily intake of the substance, arising from
its use or uses at the levels necessary to achieve the desired effect, and from the ac-
ceptable background in food, does not rqrresent ahazard to health. For this reason
the establishment of a numerical limit for tåe ADI is not considered to be necessary.

Scientific Committee for Food

Ixt 1974 the European Economic Community established its own Scientific Committee for
Food. The Committee gives advice, whictr is published, on the food additives and con-
taminants referred to it by the Commlssion. This assists the Commission in drafting
EEC Directives designed to harmonise food provisions throughout the Community.

The Scientific Committee for Food also works þ attempting to establish an ADI. The
values are not necessarily identical with those set by the Joint Expert Committee or
other bodies since ne¡ü data may have to be taken into consideration. Though the Scien-
tific Committee for Food would take note of any findings of other bodies, it would not
necessarily endorse them but come to its own conclusions. Sometimes the Comnittee
sets a temporary ADI, and a date by which further information must be provided. This
was done, for example, both with Food Green S and Brown FK.

The procedure for preparing a Community Directive nrns through several stages. It
begins with the Commission preparing a draft proposal, and in doing this the Commis-
sion normally consults interested organizations, such as tåe appropriate European
trade organizatíon, and appropriate e>cperts from the Member States. Later the Com-
mission usually submlts its proposals for a Directive to the Advisory Committee for
Food on which are to be found representatives of the Community (as distinct from
national) organizations of farmers, manufacturers, workers, distributors and con-
sumers. After the proposed Directive has been sent to the Council it is usually sub-
mitted to the European Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee for an
opinion. The opinions of these institutions (which are also published) may lead the
Commission to amend its original proposals. At the Council the Commissionrs pro-
prosals are considered by an appropriate sub-group of the lVorking Party on Foodstuffs,
which consists of delegates from the Member States and Representatives of the Com-
mission. When it has been agreed in the Working Party, the draft Dlrective is sent to
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the Commlttee of Permanent Representatlves (consistÍng of senior officials of Member
States) before going to the Council of Ministers for adoption. Assuming tåat this lengthy
process is satlsfactorily comFleted, the resulting Directive provides a flexible legal
l¡strument which lays down the ultimate objectives, but which leaves Member States to
decide how these objectives are to be achieved in their own country. At present there
are four Directives dealing with food additives: antioxidants, colours, emulsifiers and
stabillsers, and preservatives.

Role of National Bodies

Despite all this international activity, national bodies have a major role to play. They
have to identÍfy points of importance to their own country, and ensure that they are
taken into consideration in the preparation of Community Directives, and other inter-
national documents. [r the case of Member States of the EEC, the national bodies have
to advise on the way in which a Community Directive should be implemented. This may
well involve deciding which food commodities may contain a particular additive, and
withÍn what limits, since it is important to ensure that an additive is not used unneces-
sarily and that the consumption from all sources does not exceed acceptable levels.
Little progress has yet been made towards tackling such problems internationally;
dietary pattems, consumer tastes, and industrial practices, differ to such an extent
between countries that progress here, even on a Community basis, is likely to be slow.
Then again advice must be given by the national bodies for the many classes of additives
for which as yet no Directive exists.

Different countrles have evolved their own procedures for dealing with food legislation.
If I çeak today about the UK system, it is not because I claim that it Ís superior to all
ot'hers, but merely because tt is the one with which I am most familiar.

In the UK, food legislation is based on the Food and Dlugs Act 1955. This preserves
many features ofthe earlier Act of 1875 and has two basic principles: protection of
health, and prevention of consumer e.rrploitation. Section 1 makes it an offence to sell
for hum¡n consumption any food to which substances have been added or which has been
processed in such a rilay as to render it injurious to health. Section 2 rnakes it an
ofTence to sell to the prejudice of the purchaser any food not of the nature, substance
and quality demanded. Section 4 requires Ministers to have regard to the desirability
of restricting, so far as practicable, the use of substarces of no nutritional value.
This is normally interpreted to mean that no new food additive should be permitted un-
less it offers some advantage that cannot be achieved by good manufacturing practices,
or by other additives already permitted. It is also taken to mean that the amount of the
addiiive used should be no more than that necessary to achieve the approved techno-
logical objective.

To assist them in carrying out their responsibilities under the Act, Ministers have set
up an independent expert committee, known as the Food Additives and Contaminants
Committee, and another recently renamed the Committee on Toxicity but formerly
known as the Toxicity Sub-Committee.

The general provisions of the Act are supplemented by RegUlations. The aim is to pro-
duce statutory permitted lists for a1I classes of additives and thus erect a protective
fence which, when completed, will mean that no additive rvhich is not on one of the per-
mitted lists may be added to food. The Regulations are drafted on the basis of the re-
ports to Ministers from the two expert committees, but I should like to stress that both
the reports and the draft Regulations are mâde avallable for criticism by all interested
parties before Regulations are finally laid before Parliament.

For each additive the Food Additives and Contaminants Committee has to be satÍsfied
that there is a definite technological need consistent with the interpretation that is glven
to Section 4 of the Act, that satisfactory specifications for defining the purity standards
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of the substance for food use are available, and that the additve does not constih¡te a
hazard to health. On the latter aspect the Committee relies heavily on advice from the
committee on Toxicity. The work of these committees will never be finfshed. Even
when statutory permitted lists have been established for all classes of additives, it will
of course be necessary to keep them under review as neìü information, and new re-
quests, come to hand.

Concluslon

What is the overall result of all these intemational and national controls ? At a sym-
posium held in London in 19?5 to mark the centenary of the Sale of Food and Drugs Act
1875, Dr. A. M. Schmidt, ComrnissÍoner of Food and Drugs of the US Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, Iisted future food hazards in descending order of im-
portance as follows:
1. Food-borne infection
2. Malnutrition
3. Environmental contaminants
4. Naturally occurring toxicants
5. Pestlcide residues
6. Food additives

It ts sÍgnificant that food additives came at the bottom of the list. The reason given was
that so much is loown about many of them, and tlrat all are now, and surely will con-
ti¡ue to be, weII regr-r.1ated.

certainly food additives are today very carefuIly controlled, and rightly so. The cost
of evaluating the safety-in-use of a food additive is already such that some industrla-
lists claim that further desirable developments and irurovations in food tecbnology are
being inhibited. Neverlbeless, as the science of toxicology continues to develop, I would
e,:çect the advlsory aad regulatory bodies, and public opinion, to require further teets
to be carried out. If, as the result of testing to new and higher standards, it is decided
to revise nn earlier opinion on the acceptability of a particular food addittve and re-
commend that its use be phased out, this should not be taken as grounds for concern.
It ls rather a¡ indication of the great caution whlch officlal bodies Ð<erciee in protect-
irg the consumer.
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Tasks of an Ombudsman: Possibilities and Limitations

Mr. S. Heurgren
Director Swedish Consumers Board
Vallingby
Sweden

Since the general topic of this conference is "Consumer Interests and Manufacturing
Considerations" I will be dealing mainly with matters concerning consumer policy in
Sweden. Naturally the work of the Consumer Ombudsman (the "KOr) plays an important
part ln that context.

I-n order to understa¡d the role of the Consumer Ombudsman it may be useful to recall
briefly the Swedish Ombudsman system in general.

The Parliamentary Ombudsman

The creation of a Swedish Consumer Ombudsm¡n can be fairly described as an innovat-
ion on our legal system. However, the roots of the public Ombudsman stretch back iato
the last century. As early as 1809, the first Swedish Ombudsman was appointed - the
Parliamentary Ombudsman. His office was then the first of its kfnd in the world. I
know from experience that it is sometimes difficult to make the proper distinotion
between the Parliamentary Ombudsman and my office. Let me therefore start off þ
sayrng a few words about the Parliamentary Ombudsman an his role in the Swedish ad-
ministration.

The main t¿sk of this Ombudsrcan is to protect the rights of the citizen in his encou¡-
ters with administrative authority, or in other words, to check that these authorities
treat the citizens correctly and perform their administrative duties justly. This task is
carried out by reviewing the actions of government officials and administrators.

mbudsman accomplishes his
supervision. He also Pursue sis.

views of laws and their enJor of
control often come from private citizens, who wrife to the Ombudsrnan with complaints.
Also press articles sometimes give cause for the Parliamentary Ombudsman to take
action. He is not obliged to give reasons for undertaking an investigation, Most of the
cases submitted to him are complaints fromprivate citizens. In 1976, for instance,
more than 3 000 such complaints were ha¡dled.

The Parliamentary Ombudsmants office enjoys full autonomy in relation to its prin-
cipal, i. e. Parliament. Thus the Parliament has no power to issue directives to the
Ombudsman. On the other hand, he has to present a report of his work to the Par-
liament each year. The report is then examined þ one of the standing parliamentary
committees.

As you probably know, our Parliamentary Ombudsman model has inspired several
other cõtrntries - not only the scandinavian ones - to adopt similar systems.

The Antitrust Ombudsman

In order to make the picture more complete I would like to mention another and more
recent Ombudsman. I am referring to the Antitrust Ombudsman, established in Sweden

in 19b4. UnIiI<e the Parliamentary Ombudsman he is appointed not by Parliament but

þ the Government.

Ttre activrties of this office are based on the Swedish antitrust law, Tbis legislation has
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devised what may be termed a method of negotiation for eliminating harmful effects of
restraints en s6mFetition. Violations of the antitrust law are largely solved by negotiat-
ion between the Antitrust Ombudsman and the parties concerned.

If the Antltrust Ombudsman should be unsuccessful in his negotiating efforts however
he may þ¡ing the case before the lMarket Court. This is a special triUuat which deals
with antitrust matters as well as matters concerning the field of consumer protection.
I will deal with the role of the Market Court later on in my address.

Having given you these brief glimpses of our Ombudsman tradition, I will now concen-
trate on the role of the Consumer Ombudsman, It is not possible to do so without also
mentioninganothercons@-theNatìonalSwedishBoardforCon-
sumer Policies, for these two are intimate allies in seeking to promote the interests
of consumers in the market,

Proclucers of goods and services, distributors of goods and services, and other such
people involved in transactions with the ordinary consumer are normally trained for
their specific functions, They are what one may call rrprofessionalstr. I¡ many cases
they are trained in selling products. They often have a good lanowledge of tåe things
tfiey sell. Ihe ordinary consumer, on the other hand, uiually has nJsuch backgrõund
to help make him a good judge of products or services. Therefore the consumei can
rightly be descrived âs â ttlaym¡nrr in his consumer capacity.

Furtlrermore, sellers are often members of special trade organi zatíons, which give
them advice and provide them with other services they need in professional -attãrs,including legal matters. Buyers, on the other hand, are very rãrely organizaed, But
ewen if they form groups or organizations, these are mostly of a tels effective nature
than the trade organizations. From what I have now said it is easy to see that therrsupposed'r bala¡ce between seller and buyer is conspicuous by its absence,

f^o1 a IgnS time, however, legislation in Sweden, as in other cou¡tries, took no notice
of this fact. rt was assumed in civil law, especially in contractual law ánd purchase
law, that-the buyer and the seller were equal parties, that they were both equally able
to look a"fter their economic interests when dealing with each óther.
This assumption was, of course, deeply rooted in our western heritage of civil law,
and in a liberal ideology. However, as I have just indicated, sellers arrd consumerj
are not equals. When selling goods to consumers the sellers decide which methods to
use, which contract terms to offer, etc, These methods have naturally turned out to be
favourable to the seller, whereas the problems and interests of the consumer have to a
large degree been ip.ored.

The mala aim of consumer protection in Sweden is to establish more of a balance
between the sellers and the consumers. I-n the earlier phases of activity in the con-
sumer field and as late as the 1960ts, when the demands of the consumers were not so
clearly stated, one tried to improve the consumerst situation merely by comparative
testiag of products and by supplying general consumer information conóerning results
etc.

It became clear, however, that these efforts did not give sufficient results. For in-
stance, the menufacturers of various consumer goods did not draw the proper con-
sequences from the test resr¡lts. And the general consumer information uniortunately
did not reach the households which needed it most.

Therefore - since the mid 1960's - there has been a re-orientation in Sweden towards
a more active social consumer policy with broader aims and a broader structure.
As a result of this, a number of consumer laws have been passed by the Swedish par-
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liament during recent years.

Through our consumer experience in Sweden, we have fouad that, if legislation is to be
of real importance to the consumers, it is necessary to creaúe suitable fnstitutions res-
ponsible for enforcing this legislation. Relying on legislation alone, and hoping that the
consumers and public prosecutors will be watch-dogs, is not enough,
In countries with very strong private consumer associations this t¿sk may perhaps be
fulfilled by the associations to some degree. But they will never reach all the con-
sumers - and especially not the poor ones. The legislation in Sweden has taken the
stand¡roint that consumer protection is a matter where the State carrles the main res-
ponsfbility.

Legislation and other means of consumer protection

One of the first steps towards a more active consumer policy was the creation of the
lVlarketiag Act and the Unfair Contract Terms Act in 1970-71. At the same time the
office of tl¡e Consumer Ombudsman was set up for the implementation of this legis-
lation. The Consumer Ombudsman is appointed by the Government. He is required to
have a legal training and legal experience. It is essential to emphasizetfut he acts in-
dependently and that the Government cannot issue directives with regard to his activi-
ties, I will return to the work of the Consumer Ombudsman i¡ more detail later, and
also to the legislation that he deals with.

The Market Court also started its work in 1971. The Court enforces the Marketing Act
and the Unfair Contract Terms Act and is empowered to issue its injunctions under
penalty of a fi.ne. This means that the Court determlnes a sum of money, which the
entrqrreneur must pay if he violates the injunction, Both consumers and business are
rq>resented equally in the Court. The president of the Court is a Supreme Court Judge,
Ttre Consumer Ombudsman acts as a prosecutor before the lMarket Court.

The procedure before the Market Court is rather similar to ordinary court procedure.
The proceedings are open to the public and the decisions are published, in order tbr
the decisions to give the guidance intended.

A further step was taken in 1972, when existing bodies for testing, goods description
and advisory activities were merged lnto a single consumer office: the National Swedlsh
Board for Consumer Policies.

ûr July 1-976, a new and e><tended Marketing Act came into force in Sweden. At the same
time the National Swedish Board for Consumer Policies and the office of the Consumer
Omb¡udsman were merged into one authority, where the Director General is also the
Consumer Ombudsman.

the present tasks of consumer protection

The overall goal for the Swedish Board for Consumer Policies and the Consumer Om-
budsman is to support the consumers and strengtben their position in the market. As a
point of clarlty,let me just addthat the 'rmarket'r does not include social services,
such as school-teaching, hospital care etc, Here the supervision is carried out by the
Parliamentary Ombudsman. On the other hand, public senrices of a commercial nature
clearly lie within the field of the Consumer Ombudsman. I am referfng to railway
tranq)ort, telephone communication, supply of electricity to the households, etc.

What then are the Eain problems that consumers meet ? Let me outline the problem
areas in this way:
a) The consumers need to be protected or

other improper marketing techniques.
spared from misleading advertising and



b) The consumers need to get sufficient information about a product's contents and
properties, about its quality and use, etc.

c) It must be seen to that the consumers get safe products of reasonable quality and
well suited to the purpose for which they are intended, and that services are per-
formed properly.

d) Unfair contract terms must be eliminated from the standard contract forms.
e) The consumer should be provided with knowledge as to how to act as ã consumer in

order to best satisfy his needs.

Now, as regards all these points the Marketing Act and the Unfair Contract Terms Act
play a very important part. And so does, needless to say, the Consumer Ombudsman
in his application of these laws. A close contact with the public is a necessity when
carrying out this work, For that reason the consumers can m¡ke their somplaints to
my office sempletely free of charge and without observing any forrnal rules.

According to one Section of the Marketing Act any commercial marketing practice may
be prohibited if it is contrary to accepted business practices or if it is undesirable in
some other way. this fundamental provision aims at protecting consumers against
misleading advertising. It can be invoked when, for instance, al advertiser promises
too much about a commodit¡r or attracts consumers with a price which he later fails to
m¡intaln. This Section of the Act is also t¡ased on an important principle which might
appear a little strange compared to the legislation in mâny other courrtries. I am refer-
irrg to the principle of the reversed burden of proof, This means that the business com-
pany responsible for the marketing practices must be able to prove that its promises
and claims are cotrect. If the comf'any cannot do so without undue delay, it is possible
to prohibit the future use of the criticized promlse, or of a marketing activity.

Let me illustratie the scope of this provision,

For instalce, a number of cases concerning improper marketing of tobacco products
have been judged by the lVlarket Court, By its decisions, the Court has severely res-
tricted tobacco adver-tising in Sweden.

Another case concerned Holiday Magic, a pyramid selling company tåat you have prob-
ably heard of before. Dr this case I regarded the marketing methods improper from
several aspects. Among ottrer tåings, the company claimed that those who put money
into the business and became I'dealers" would m"ake large profits. The Court prohibited
the company from creating arr impression of unrealistic profit possibilities in its
marketing activities. the penaþ decided þ the Court was 2 million Swedish Crowns.

Let me emphasize that it is not often that a matter has to be tried by the Market Court.
ltre vast majoritf of cases are settled smoothly through negotlation.
Less tha^n 1 per cent of a1l cases handled by the Consumer Ombudsman are solved by
the lVIarket Court. The preference given to negotiated solutions is indeed typical of the
Swedish system.

The new and ortended Marketing Act also contains two very imFortant provisions
regarding information and product safety.

Firms, or aîy person engaged in marketing, may be enjoined, in advertising or in any
other form of marketing, to include inJormation which is of special importance to the
coûsumers. Take for instance the price or nature of the goods or services offered. A
firm may be instructed to provide a warning on its products, or to make it lcrown in
advertisements on the packages or in other ways, that a commoöty will not stand a
certain kind of usage.

This obligation for business to make advertising etc, informative is, I think, a very
lmFortant new principle. As far as I lcrow, Sweden is the first couutry in the world to
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have introduced such a rule. So far we have not had very much experience of its effects.
Of course, 'we could not hope to give the consumers a lot of extensive inforrnation by
meâns of tltis rule. But at least the imFortant information, which is lacking today could
be brought access to the consumer by means of all the difÏerent marketing channels al-
ready used and paid for by the hrsinessfirms.

Ir prlnciple, we now get access to all packages, all advertisements, all sale talks and
all selling outlets. Of course we now have to investigate very closely the consumers'
need of extra information. In this matter we also negotiate with the businessmen con-
cerned, very often also with groups of companies or whole branches of business in
order to establish what information is so essential that it must be given under the
Illarketing Act. An important part of these negotiations is to establish gu.ide-llnes with
regard to marketing and product properties. Ttrese guide-Iines will, I thinh, prove a
very important means of influencing manufacturers and other businessmen.

Recently guide-Iines concerning information on the fuel consumption of new cars have
been established. According to these, the car sellers in their advertisements and in
their showrooms have to give full information about the amount of fuel consumed and
ttre normal fueI price per 15 000 kilometers for different models. These gulde-Iines
are the result of negotiations between the National Swedish Board for Consumer Policies
and the Motor Dealerst Organization.

Where there is a special risk that a commodity may harm a consumer or property the
new S\iledlsh legislation m¡kes it possible to prohibit Íts sale or hire. Goods which
clearly prove to be unusable ( not fit for their main purpose) may also be prohibited.

The provision concerning product safety has so far been applied by the Market Court Ín
one case only, This concerned a forward facing child seat intended for use i¡ cars. It
was proved that the use of this seat involved a great risk of persorìal injury. For that
reason tåe seller was prohibited from sellirg the product.

The Unfair Contract Terms Act and private law reforms in the consumer field

As I mentioned earlier in my address, t.he UnJair Cootract Tet-s Act is another
e><ample of consumer protective legislation in Sweden. This Act is administered by the
Consumer Ombudsman. The Market Court is the sole judicial authority regarding ttre
Unfair Contract Terms Act.

This Act has been drawn up to protect consumers against unreasonable contract terms
used þ traders, especially in standardised contract forms, for example sales con-
tracts, order forms, ard guarantee certificates, In Sweden, as in most countries,
forms of this kind are usual in the sale of consumer durables such as cars, boats,
domestic appliances, television sets and books, They are also used in the sale of ser-
vices such as package tours, and in the hiring of movables such as cars. The Act was
recently extended to cover also terms used when selling property to conzumers.

Ttre basic standard used in the application of this Act is non-mandatory private law,
above all the Scale of Goods Act. IJ a contract term is considerably less favourable to
the consumer than non-mandatory law, then this is an indication that the term is utfair
within the meaning of the Act. It may then be forbidden.

In recent years a number of mandatory private law Acts have come into force in Sweden.
For example the Consumer Sales Act (of 1973), which contains a number of mandatory
provisions applicable to transactions between a tradesman and a consumer.

The Door-to-Door Sales Act (of 19?1) has introduced a t'cooling off period" of 7 days.
From 1 Jaauary 1g79 the Consumer Credit Act will strengthen the consumers' rights
viz-à-viz the piofessional seller, who ofÏers credit. Mandatory legislation of this kind
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sets the minimum standard for the contents of a standardised contract form. This
means that if a contract term is used in conflict with a mandatory law, the term is
automatically in conflict with the Unfair Contract Terms Act. Thus these types of con-
tract terms can quite effectively be stamped out, which is clearly in the consumersl
interest.

Under the provisions of the Unfair Contract Terms Act the Consumer Ombudsman - and
si_nce 1926 the National Board - have accomplished a great number of agreements con_
ceraing the contents of contract forms and written guarantees, used in con¡ection with
consumer tra¡sactions.

IJ such negotiations are unsuccessfuI, however, I can briag action in t"he Market Court
against a seller who uses an u¡fair contract clause. So far, only some 25 cases have
been brought before the Court. This, I think, goes to show how favourable the general
cllm¿te has been for negotations.

Let me give you some examples of wbat has been achleved under the Unfair Contract
Terms Act. St¿ndard clauses, which have defeated the buyer's right ulder the Sale of
Goods Act to economic semFensation or to ca¡cellation in the case of delayed or defec_
tive delivery, have been eliminated or modlfied. such terms were very common. Fur-
thermore, terms by which a buyer is held tmilaterally bound to an order with no can-
cellatlon right, while the seller receives an unlimited approval period have been found
u¡fair. I have accepted an approval period of three weeks at the most.

Clauses, which categorically give the seller the right to cancel the contract and keep
\ühat has already been payed off, if the buyer does not pay on time, have also been
modified.

In the field of consumer services there is at present no legislation on force in Sweden.
such leglslation is now under preparation, however. up till now the guiding principles
concerning terms of services have been similar to those of the SaIe of Goods Act.

The Ombudsman has settled a number of agreements within the field of consumer ser-
vices, for example repair services, charter travel, car rental, and so on,

Future developments

As you ca:r see from this brief account, many law reforms have taken place in the con-
sumer field during the seventies. úr fact, legislation has been considered an effective
means of improving the consumerst legal and factual situation in various respects. We
have set up a Consumer Ombudsman to look after the implementation of certain con-
sumer laws tåat I have described here. There is no denying that the results have been
quite encouraging. The results achieved ate to a large extent based on negotiations a-nd
voltrntary sefülements, but in the bacþround there are sterner measures to be relÍed
upon if necessary. I am refering to the lVlarket Court.

I have already mentioned that next year a new Consumer Credit Act wlll come into for-
ce. Under this Act informatfon of the real credit cost wlll have to be given to the con-
sumer. Furthermore, the sellers' right to take back goods when the consumer does not
pay hls deb will be limited.

Different legislative committees are also working with consumer protective legÍslation
senssrning for e><ample con$lmer services, the purchasing of homes and the future
handling of consumer complaints.

At present, tlre consumer ombudsman can take action in the Market court, but he has
no power to act on behalf of individual consumers in the ordinary courts. In my opinion
this limit¿tion is not desirable. The possibility of giving the Consumer Ombudsma¡ the
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power to stte on bebalf of cmsumerd in certain iryortant ciyil cases Ís, however, un-' der coneideratÍon þ a goverrrment-appoÍnted committee. Such a reform would in my
opinion be an important step towards the further inFrovement of f,he Conzumerrs
positlon.
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The Retail Trade, the ladispensable Link between Producers and Consumers

lVIr. A. Heijn
President of AIIOLD Ltd
Zaandam
The Netherlands

\ühen I read the provisional program for this conference I was a little shocked by the
fact that all tåe papers were given þr representatives of either consumers, government
or industry.
Alttrough this was totally in accordance with the theme of this conference: rrConsumer

Interests and ManuJacturing Considerations: a Dfalogue between Industry, Government
and Societyt', there is however one other major party in the relations between industry
and society and that is the retail trade.
I couldn't iesist remarking on this to Mr. Van der Velden, Vice-Chairman of TNO and
member of the board of Directors of my company, â.nd consequently I was drafted into
this conference.
I would like to seize this opportunity not only to underline the importance of the retail
trade to the whole process of consumerism, but also to put forward some proposals
whic.h could be of some benefit to all parties concerned.
The subject of this paper is ttThe Retail Trade, the lrdispensable Link between Prod-
ucers and Consumersrr.
As you all know the primary function of the retail trade is to offer different goods to
the ultimate consumers in such a way that they can hry the quantity they require at the
time they want to and as near to them as possible.
This figrction origÍnates from the time when the production units developed to such an
extent that they could produce more than they could sell in one outlet. Before that time
there was an tntegration of ttre functions of retailer and producer in shops, working
places or markets.
In those days the retailer acted as representative of the different producers.
A very important development within the retail trade, namely the substitution of per-
sonal selling by self-service, which in my opinion is con¡ected with the growth to-

maturity of tne ¡ran¿ product, has had a profou.nd influence on the development of con-
sumerlsm.
During the personal selling days the consumers were in personal contact with the
retailer and they had sufficient opportunity to claim ttreir rights if necessary.
In those says it was also a fact that the power of the retailer was llmited and the num-
ber of competitors very large indeed.
Nowadays, with inaccessible producers and impersonal retailers ( at least compared
with the past) it is perceptible that the consumers feel insecure and as a result are
sþimlng their rights.
As in thè old days it is the task of the retailer to give the consumers their rights as
far as he is able to, but whereas he was the producer's representative in the past, he
must now act as the consumers purchasing agent.
Of course this task of the consumer's agent does not mean that the retailer ought to
give in to the every wish of whatever group of consumers. He has a responsibility to-
wards his total group of clients and of course towards his own interest as well.
With this in mind I would like to give you a short list of subjects mentioned in the an-
nual report by ttre Dutch Governmental Committee for Consumer Affairs aboüt govetn-
ment policy for the period L976-L977.
o product information:

- decree about quantity information
- ulit-pricing
- misleading price inforrnation
- informative labeling
- çecification of bills

o - consumer education
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o - product safety
o - economic protection against wrongful trade practices
o - strengthening of the legal position of the consumer
o - social-economic measures.

I would now llke to go into a number of tåese subjects in more detail. This is for two
reasons. The first is that I'd like to show you that the retail trade plays a vital role in
essential aspects of this policy.
The second one is that I would like to suggest that there is room for improvement in
the proposed laws and EEC regulations.
Altho-ugh the subjects mentioned earlier play apart (one of lmForta-nce) in all western
countries, and I could use several retailers as an example (Migros for instance) I do
hope that you will forgive me if I take my e<amples from Albert Heijn supermaít.
1o give you some bacþround information I can tell you that Albert Heijrsupermart Ís
a ninety-year old chain of + 380 supermarkets and self-service stores in the Nether-
lands. With a turnover of 2T00 million guilders in Ig77 it is the leading Dutch grocery
chain.

U.S.D. (Ultimate Sales Date)

As fresb¡ess is an important aspect to the consumer of perishable food products it is
most appropriate for him to get information about it.
For tlis reason it is necessary to have open date coding on the packagilg of perishable
food products.
Because a lot of these products are unbranded or have private labels, it is the retailer
who is reqronsible for providing this information. He can also e><ert his influence on
tåe manufacturers of branded products to use open dates.
A more imlortant task of the retailer is to make sure that he sells products in perfect
condition to his customers.
Albert Heijn uses an ultimate sales date system, where þ the consumer ls informed
how long the product will stay fresh, of course under good storage conditions.
The personnel is instmcted to control ttre stock every day and to check that no products
are sold after the ultimate sales date has expired. On the ultimate sales date any ex-
cess stock is reduced in price.
A special rfrom-for" sticker has been developed for this puryose. There is a rule that
states this sticker must not cover the U. S. D.
The reason for the price reduction is thus clear to the consumer.
IJ an item 1s still unsold after its ultirnate sales date has expired, then the orders are
that it must be destroyed.
tr my opi:rion this system of U. S. D. + numbers of days during which the consumer can
use the product is a very sensible system. It ensures the consumer of good, usable
products.
I regret to say that in our opinion the proposed EEC regu.Iations for open date coding
are inferior to the system we use for the consumer.
The EEC wants every one to use the ultimate consumptÍon date (which is the same date
as U. S. D. +).
There will be no obligation for the retail trade to sell the product a number of days
before the ultimate consumption date (as is the case in our system today) and it is im-
possible to do this on a voluntary basis, because the number of +days Ís different for
different products and shop persorurel would have to do a tremendous lot of sut¡traction
to find and control the U. S. D.

Unit pricing

I agree wholeheartedly that the consumer has a right to be fuIIy informed at¡out the
prices of the products offered in such a way that she can easily compare them. Since
the abolition of the retail price maintenance it has become the sole responsibility of the
retailer to set the price for a product. This means of course that only the retailers
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can be held responsible for providing this inforr¡ation to the consumer.
But although I accept this principle, and my company Albert Heijn has in fact a system
of providing u¡it-pricing informetion via shelJ stickers, it does not mean t'hat I fully
agree \ryith the proposed EEC regulations.
Úo my opinion not enough attention has been given to the purpose of this system of infor-
mation for the consumer. It is stated that the prices should be given per kilogram or
Iiter, presumably in the state they are sold in.
lhis means that if the consumer wants to compare the prices of, for instance green
beans in the following states:
fresh, quick frozett, can¡ed or dried, she is unable to do so in a justified manner (all
prices for the same weight of prepâred products).
But perhaps it is only relevant to compare different products in the same state for in-
stance fresh?
Even then, there are differences in the amourrt of finished products with which you are
Ieft from one kilogram.
There can also be differences in the quantity required which is also relevant for the
consumer when she compares prices.
\ühen we lcrow that too much informatlon has already been given to the consumers in
marry different ways it is wise, in my opinion, to distinguish carefully what is really
useful to them and what is not (or very seldom).
In this reE)ect I think that it is wrong that retailers and manufacturers are also obllged
to mention the uniþrice in their advertising.
\ühat is it going to be used for?
\ilhat should the consumer compare tt with ?

Very rarely are products in the same product category advertised at the same time so
that a comparison at home is possible and sensible.
I suggest that the willingness õf the government (including the EEC-commission) and
consumer organlzations to regulate everything by law, as quickly as possible, has
resulted in a proposal which is not very clear in its aims and its execution.

Nutritional labeling

In general it can be said that the average Dutch diet contains too many calories and too
much fat.
Although most consumers will lcrow whether their diet is balanced and good from a 

_

nutritiónal point of view, they don't always have the right information about the products
they consume so that perhaps they can adapt their way of eating.
In tl¡e olden days grocers as a Eìatter of routine advised their customers abut what
was healthy.
Also nowadays it is logical to make food stores the central point for dissemminating
nutritional facts and advice.
(Where could a more natural place be found to inJorm people about nutritive values than
the place where consumers buy their food ?)

So, I think it is the joint responsibility of industry and retailers to arrange nutritional
labeling, a¡d to inform the consumer and educate him.

Whereby I would like to add that I do not thi¡k that the education should take an I'im-
posingil character. The customer must be informed that his habits may be wrong, he
must be informed which alternatives are open to him, but should be left alone to declde
what he wants to do with that information.

Albert Heljn and tbe Spar, a voluntary chain, have developed a nutritional labeling sys-
tem.
I¡formation is given about the energy (in kilojoules and kilocalories), the amount of
prþtein, carbo-hydrates and fat per individual portion.

There is also a graph which gives iniormation in a very simple way about the nutrition-
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al density (the nutritional value compared with t,he energ'y) and of a number of micro-
nutrients inJormation is given about the contents of the product in relation to the ad-
vised daily intake.

As the i:rdustry is using a different label (several different ones in fact), an attemFt is
belng made now to create a standard system of nutrÍtional labeling in the Netherlands.
(And perhaps also elsewhere, for instance in the United St¿tes where there is great in-
terest i:r the Albert Heijn design).
I do hope tàat it will be possible to reach a voluntary agreement with all parties con-
cerned (Índustry, retailers, universities, government and governmental institutions
and consumer organizatlons) in the Ínterest of the consumer,

Quality guarantee

Although the manufacturer of a product is prima¡ily responsible for the quality of that
product, it is the retailer who is held responsible by most consumers if they purchase
a fauþ product. The manufacturer is a very abstract institution to most consumers in
semFarison with the retailer who is often personally known to them.
It is thus a major task of the retailer to help the consumer when he or she has problems
with a product.
Some retailers give their consurners an unconditional quality guarantee.

Misleading inf ormati on

Although there is an inJinite number of ways in which deceptive information can be con-
veyed to the consumer the one that recurs most frequently is of the t¡pe in which a
retailer advertises a tremendous offer but can only satisfy a very srnall number of
clients. It is used as a device to get customers to the shop, supposing that they will
buy other goods. To prove to the consumers that the intention of the retailer is not to
deceive them the institute of the raincheque is a very valuable instrument. With this
cheque the consumer is entitled to the price reduction advertised, when the product is
back in stock after being sold out, even though the price is back to normal. For adver-
tised products from the regular assortment this guarantees the consumer that the trip
to the shop will not be in vaÍn.

Product liability

In my opinion, tJre proposed EEC directive on product liability is a very u.nbalanced
one. It gives the consumers so many rights, and so many unjustifiable ones, that the
result of this directive wlll be that a few consumers wiII be better off, but the majority
will be worse off.
It ca:r be expected, that the retailer who will be held responsible for the products im-
ported by him, rvill select manuÍacturers much more carefully. He will also think
h¡¡ice before taking the rlsk of operating a prlvate label.
I¡ this case it could mean a price increase for all consumers since the lower priced
alternatives will dtsappear from the assortment.
In these days of terrorism it may even be too great a risk to sell unpacked products,
such as frult.
If the retailer Ís to be held liable for the damage resulting from terrorist activities
(e. g. poisoning of oranges with mercury) this would not only be very unfair, but also
very costly.
Tl¡e effects of this directive can not have been judged yet in all its consequences but the
impression is that it will result in a serious cost and price increase.
As you have undoubtedly noticed I have been rather critical about the proposed laws and
regulations.
The reasons for this are not that I do not believe in the necessityofprotecting the con-
sumers, but that I am not in favour of the way in which decisions about these laws are
being m¡¿s.
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Our society is a very complicated one. There are many conflicting interests not only
between the various interest groups, but also within them.
One of todays great problems is the fact that an interest group has been formed to
represent each interest, and it concerns itself with that interest to the o<clusion of all
others.
The greater the power held by a certaír' group the greater the chance it has of enforc-
ing its solution to problems through legislation.

Although it is probably urìnecessary, I would like to present you with several complex
problems as examples:

- The structure of the retall trade.
Because of consumers showing a preference for low prices and convenience via one-
stop-shopping to the convenience of the local shop, the latter has been hit rather þeavi-
ly and their number has greatly diminished, which has, for the less mobile members
of society, a definite disadvantage.
Úr a report published last year concerning an investigation into distribution provlsions
in small communities lt appeared that a large majority of the residents concerned were
in favour of keeping their local shops especially tn the food sector.
It didn't follow though from the research that ttrose consumers concluded that they
themselves could inJluence the existence of those small shops by shifting their buying
pattern from the SM's to those local shops.
No 5570 of those questioned felt that the shopkeeper should be subsidized by government
(and let other consumers thus pay for their convenience) if no other solution could be
fou-nd.

- Anottrer example of the complicated manner in which our society solves its problems
is the increase in the minimum wage for young staff.
This purely re-distributive measure does not act directly via the tax-system, but via
the wage system.
Ttrat would not be injust iJ this would be directly calculated into the prices, but that is
politically difficult, this is why heavily-hit companies, such as the retail industry
receive subsidies when they employ younger personnel. This makes the whole process
very complex indeed.

- Ttre last example comes from England, where lt seems conflict has arisen between
consumer organlzations and trade unions.
The cause being that it appears from a comparative study of goods that certain foreign
products are better andfor cheaper than English ones. If the consumer buys more
foreign products because of this, the result is unemployment and loss of capital and
thus considerable extra cost for the consumer when paying his contributÍon towards
tax, social security and pension funds and also in his role as shareholder.
It seems to me to be high time that the narrow interests of the individual groups were
put to one side, then together we can attempt to find solutÍons to problems, such as the
aforementioned.

In this respect it is very sensible in my opinion, to listen to the advlce of Mrs. Esther
Peterson, who is very active in the consumerism movement in the U. S. A'
At the moment she is, 70 years old, special assistant for consumers affairs to Presi-
dent Carter, after having served the Presldents Kennedy and Johnson ln a similar func-
tion. In the in-between period however she served as vice-president for consumer af-
fairs of Giant Food, a regional chain of superm¡rkets in the Washington D' C. area.
In this function she was able to make Giant Food a very progressive firm concerning
consumerism in aII aspects of its policy (and to turn it also into a commercial advan-
tage). When she was here, in The Hagu.e, in november to deliver a speech she advised
us (that is aII parties concerned) to try to prevent a situation occuring in which it is
necessary to introduce a law.
She advocated very strongly for cooperation between industry, retailers and consumer
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orgardzations and reach voluntary agreements, The reason being tåat passing a law is
very time-consuming and it is even more time-consuming to reform or abofiÀh a law
(and most laws are far from perfect).
The coqreratlon is seen as a future development by Mrs. Keuning and Ketels iu the
Dutch monthly paper: ttEconomicsrt in their article titled ilconsumerism, theory and
practicerr.

After the present stage in which the parties concerned qppose each other and where the
govenxment bas a regu.latory role they envisage a third stage.

I¡r this stage they ex¡rect fur'ther integration via a decision model i.n which a¡. er.-ante
agreement of intention between all parties involved is central.
Declsions.concemlng consumption and production are tåen reached afr,er a decision
process in wblch all releva¡t aqrects are weighed up.

Also in the rq>ort rrThe coming 25 years - an ex¡rloration of ttre future for the Nether-
landsrr by a special committee of the Scientific Council for Government Policy it is ex-
pected that altftough the influence of the government will grow, Ít will change its
character from interfering and regulating to discussing and negotiating with all the
groups involved in the decision process.

If it is oçected to develop in this way, and it is so much more in the interest of the
consumer, not only in hfs role as such, but also in his role as employee, citizen, ta><-
payer etc., then I wonder why it should be necessary to wait any longer.

I advocate very strongly for a chânge of attitude of all par.ties concerned,

If government industry, consumers a¡d trade all aim at cooperating more with one an-
oÍrer, all parties would benefit.

As far as the retail trade is concerned, I shall go so far as to say that you will find in
us a partner bighly in favour of, and prqrared for, this development.
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úrdustrial Policy towards Consumerism in relation to Electrical Household Appliancee

Mr. R.E. Fenney
The Association of Ma¡ufacturers of Domestic Electrical Appliances
Luton
U. K.

It is now more than seventy years slnce the first electrlcal appliances were produced
and offered for sale. In those days the product itself $ras generally speaking uncom-
plicated, as were the components used in the manufacture aJxd because of their sim-
pligity were by modern day comparison falrly large andwere ma¡ufactured from less
sophisticated materials tha¡ are currently in use today; for example porcelah, flre
clay, sheet mica, glass were the principle insulating materlals; cast iron, sheet steel
were used for the appliance casing, yitreous enamel lvas the usual form of flnishing,
wood was used er.tenslvely for handles, knobs etc.

Standards whilst not unknown were usually in the form of a mantrfacturers production
specification or an industry standard, both beiag very elementary forms of standards.

With time and technologlcal progress the product changed and the standard making ac-
tivity in many countries became a National matter and speciallsed bodies were formed
to write the necessary standards, many of the countries having these sta¡darde were
the early members, and of course still are member countrÍes subscribing to the work
done in the I. E. C.

Whilst our subject matter is concerned with electrical domestic appliances, we must
consider what is a standard; a sta-ndard can cover the safety aspects, dimensional
requirements, perform¡nce, or physical properties either collectively or as separate
detailed requirements.

During 1967 in Washington, U. S. A. , the IEC T C 61 met for the first time to make in-
ternational requirements for the safety of electrical domeetic appliances; at this time
in Europe the C. E. E. had been using a series of standards deallng with safety in con-
junction with a certification scheme, these European st¿ndards were used as the base'documents for the T C 61 work.

There followed a perlod of great activity, which f:rdeed is still contiauing, consisting
of two meetings per f€ât, m¡ay thousands of documents being clrculated consideration
of tl¡ese documents by National Committee comment papers, committee dlscusslon un-
til final acceptance and publication.

O¡¡e can ask what has been achieved as a result of this work; flrstly the pri:rcipal
achievement is tåat many countrles where supply voltages are different wbere the
basic problems tåroughout the years have been solved l¡r different ways hrt still giving
the same degree of protection have m4n4ged to reach common agreement. Tnre in
some cases a compromise has been the only solution but none the less there er<iste to-
day a comprehensive range of standards covering domestic appliances. These standards
are currently being revised and republished in a second edition.

\{hen the second edition is published, work will continue as it iE now, because the st€¡-
dard can never stand still it must develop as technology develops, but should never be
subject to change for the sake of chânge and should never restrict desiga or the intro-
duction of new materials or techniques.

Today the domestic appliance in many cases is a very sophisticated and comple>< elec-
trical equipment, þ appl''rng the standârds requirements the engineer can design to an
internationally acceptable safety level, embracing uot only electrical safety but mech-
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anical safety and also against the risk of fire. ComFliance witå ttre sta¡dard has also
removed previously existing trade barriers, particularly at the time when only National
sta¡dards were in use. As a useful addition to this the standards are being used as a
basis for certiflcation and approval schemes both National and rnternational.

For the bodies using the standard for certification and approval, it provides for a stan-
dard method of testlng wittr reproducible results being obtained from the test criteria
provided by the standard again allowing for a greater acceptance of the test rqrorts
between countries, thereby allowing greater freedom of trade.

Another aspect of standardization dealt with in IEC is 1C 59, who is concemed with
performance and this particular committee writes standards covering Standard Methods
of Measuring Perform¡nce; each appliance having certaln criteria that is appllcable to
all for er<ample dimensions, mass supply voltage and each appliance will have its own
specific performance parameters; taking the case of a clothes washing machine this
would be the washing index of the machine when measured in accordance with the stan-
dard method used, of course washing index is not the only parameter for a washing
machine.

For many domestic appliances, Standard Methods of Measuring Performance have been
published a¡d some are already going through a revision, again changing technology not
only in the design of domestic appliances but also with respect to the work they per-
form, textiles are charging, detergents and soap powders are changing, a world wide
smFhasis on energy conservation are all in part responsible for changing design, and
therefore the need to change or keep under review our present day standards,

Throughout this work Úrdustry have been represented and make a great contrih¡tion both
in manpower and in follow up laboratory work in order to establish that test procedures
and specification requirements are possible to meet and above all that results so ob-
tai.ned are reproducible, the work goes on and Industry will continue to support this
work.

Ttre professional consumer bodies have participated in this work usually through Nation-
al Committee structure and generally on some highly emotive matter which in some
cases has not been very well substantiated but none the less has been responsible for
changes to the Standard which has been very costly to introduce and without real eviden-
ce that additional safety has been achieved, but certainly the convenience factor and
loss of performance have been introduced in some cases.

Generally speaking this is not what the consumer wants, unfortunately all too often the
professlonal consumer I'thinktt they know what the consumer wants and because they
have the voice they are able to influence the action, but at the end of the day what has
the consumer got out of this, some people will u¡doubtedly say 'ra more e><pensive
product'Î which of course to some extent is true, but it is also a safe product which
must be worth something; from the SMMP results information related to performance,
which I will enlarge on later, is given to the consumer, this enâbles one to make the
right choice of product and we hope a contented consumer.

If I can return for a moment to the question of SMMP particularly for clothes washing
machines and dishwashers there is continuous research going on betrveen ma¡u.factur-
ers of detergents/soap powders, the machines manufacturers and textiles industry; we
are living in a rapidly changing world and tfie new materials being produced by the tex-
tile industry need special care during laundering, obviously the effect of this on the
detergent iadustry is considerable since it is no viable to have a different powder for
each t54re of material or dye it is necessary to change existing formulations in order to
have a detergent or soap powder tåat will be effective for all materials.

Likewise, the washing machine itself must have a diversified programme in order that



the wide ra.nge of materials can be adequately covered; there is also an environmental
problem associated with this research, that is the problem of effluent discharge and a
problem that the detergent industry is well aware of and in making new formulations do
not include chemical materlals that are likely to cause contamin¿tion where the effluent
is discharged.

Now what part in all this is the Governmental role in this, obviously iù is a difficult one
because in most families the naughty child is there as well as the good, and of course
this happens ür the Industrial side and also on the consumer side so in order to
rrprotectrr; many corurtries now have some form of consumer protection law; in many
cases the law protects the consumer from unfair trading by way of mtsleading advertis-
ü:g, ensuring fitness of purpose and matters of this kind. Most manufacturers however
in the appliance industry have given not only fair descriptions of their products but also
for the more functional products e.g. washing machines, food mixers, refrigerators,
freezers, very comprehensive instructions for use and in some cases care and main-
tenance, so ít is only the naughty child of industry who is likely to be in trouble. For-
tuaately these are few indeed; whilst this legislation is not Industry inspired it has the
support of Industry and in most cases it has not been necessary to resort to legal ac-
tion to reach a satisfactoly result between manufacturer and consumer; in sayingthis I
do not wish to give the irnpression that there are a great number of consumer com-
plaints that could result i:r legal action, this is certainly not the case in the U. K. as
far as the household appliance industry is concerned.

One other aspect of Governmental action which ts likely to have some reactlon in the
industrlal consumer relationship is the zubject of Energy Conservation, a very im-
portant matter and one that affects all of us.

For many years certainly before any energy crisis ma¡ufacturers have in their in-
structions for use included information regardlng the most efficient way ln which to
operate the machine to obtain man<imum performance with resulting minimum energ'y
consumption to achieve that performorce; there are now proposals in certail countries
in fact i.n some a legal requirement to label machines showing the energy consumption
used by the machine, measured under certain Standa¡d Test Conditions. Whether this
will have any efïect on energy saving is difficult to say especially since the total ener-
gy consumed in the household situation is a small percentage of the total energy con-
sumed.

So what does the consumer really get from all these legislative requirements ? Úr my
oplnion only the comfort that he has redress through legal means which were always
available through civil action previously.

Having dealt with the Standards and governmental aspects, I would like to stress the
fact tåat lrdustry has for many years maintained an industry consumer relationship
which although varied in application achieves the same end result - that is consumer
reaction to the product in the market place; some manu.facturers do this by independart
market survey, þ using consumer panels to use and comment on the products by using
selective areas in which to sell a limited quantity of products and following up on after
sales reaction, anotåer imfortarrt area is of course information related to after sales
services from which both desigo. and production faults can be monitored and the
necessary action taken.

Earlier I spoke of the specific research by the interested industry sectors on washing
machines; the manufacturers consumer panels play an imFortant role in this work, and
provide a vaulable source of information which is complementary to the in house test-
ing done by the manufacturer.

tr most cases as a result of the information obúained by the previously mentioned
mettrods, manufacturers are able to make changes in order to meet tl¡e needs of the
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consumer, dontt misunderstand me I am not sa5ring ttiat each consumer can have an
appliance tailormade to suit his indir¡idual needs, but certainly by careful analysis of
the information obtained fhe more generâl requÍrements can be recognised.

Of course there are other considerations that must be taken into account, One has to
conslder the cost effectiveness of making changes regardless of the reason, there is
little point in making a change if the cost is goÍng to increase considerably but say the
increase in performance, or a more pleasing product appearance is all that you have
to show for the increased cost. To give a practi"rl e:r¿mFle of how this sort of infor-
mation can help both industry and consumer I would like to refer to the servicing as-
pect. During the immediate post war years we had a sales happy market and consequent-
ly with time service problems were created and it was not uncommon for the consumer
to su.ffer long delays before completion of the servicing operation, this was due to a
varÍety of reasons - shortage of service engineers, shortage ef çemFonents, poor stock
accounting and distribution of essential spares to seryice depots, a variety of methods
used þ different manu.facturers to carry out the ser'\¡icing operation. Understandably
the delays were of great concern to both manufastursr a.nd consumer.

Members of industry studied this problem and were able to prepare â Code of P¡actlce
in relation to servicing with tåe alm of achievi::g a much quicker response to service
calls and requirements, this Code of Practice has been adopted in Europe by many
m¡nufasturers in the Electrical Domestic Appliance Industry.

The Code not only covers the time at which seryice and repair functions should be com-
pleted, but also a consumer liaison operation which includes an arbútration service.
lühen the scheme first started the consumer liaison body had a lot of work to do, now
after several years I am happy to say that the work load has decreased considerably
and during this time very few cases had to go to arbitration. The scheme is now work-
ing well a¡d the number of complaints related to er<cissive time being taken on servic-
ing are few.

It is lnteresting to note tbat during the study of the servicing problem, and I am now
talking only of the e>qlerience in tùe U. K. , a large number of appliances made by dif-
ferent manufacturers included in the same components but because each appliance
manufacturer allocated a unique reference number to the component to suit his own
accounting and manu,facturing procedures, many service operations were delayed
because service agents were not aware of the compatability of the various references
being used. This has now to some extent been rationalised and the component part more
easily identified.

This has led to a further study in the areas of common components and the possibility
of rationalising dimensions such as splindle sizes, fixing methods and dimensions,
work is still progressíng in this area.

Another aspect of industry consumer activity is the rationalisation of product infor-
mation, as previously mentioned manu.facturers have supplied information to the con-
sumer in relation to specific products, this ir¡formation was supplied in a variety of
ways and the manner in which lt was given and the content of the information has also
varied.

This matter was considered by C. E. C. E. D. (Conseil Europeen de Ia ConstructÍon
Electro-Domestique) the European m¿¡uJacturers of electrical domestic applÍances
orgarúzatlon, who decided that ttre consumers interests could best be served by having
a Standardised Product Information (SPI), and work was started on this project. Today
there is an S. P.I. for most of the products in the industry and essential information
related to the product such as dimensions, perdormance aspects, enerry consumption
etc. is given. This i¡formation enables the consumer to evaluate and compare products
before purchase, thus helping the consumer to buy that which Ís best suited to his needs.
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These-are just two areas where industry have taken the initiative and produced some-
thing for the benefit of the consumer, other work is goÍng on and will èontinue, but
what about the future ? My own impression is that beõausè of certain measureé betug
taken þ governmental bodies supported by, and in some sasss inifi¿f,ed by consumei
group bodies thât l¡ the long term the individual consumer will su-ffer ln so far that the
number of products from which to make a choice will be reduced. I feel also that the
very wide price bracket coverlng most appliances will be very much narrower in
future. This of course means that whereas today some people may wish to hry a very
cheap product with limited performance will not be able to do so in fuürre. Signs of this
are already apparent in the automobile industry and I feel that tl¡is will happen in all
areas of congumer durables.

Thls means tbat a consumer, and \rye are all consumers, r'i.11 lose something that to all
democratic people bas been, for many hundreds of years, one of the basic tena¡ts of
democracy; that is freedom of choice, tbls in tunr will reflect on industry. At the
momgnt I would say that the relationship between industry and the consumer is as good
as it has ever been. A contented consumer is always a good customer, industry neãds
good customers to survive. I slrncerely hope that the future will in spiie of my þessi-mism hold good for both industry and the consumer.
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fire Role of an Independent Research Organization

Mr. W. C.L. Zegveld
Director of the TNO Staff Department for Strategic Surveys
Delft
The Netherlands

The quarter-century from 1948 to lgz3 was one of exceptional proçerity and world-
wide economic growth. Although long-term historical se-pariÀons areiazardous, it is
probably safe to say tùat the average GNP growth rates of 4 - b procent which were
achieved in the OECD area throughout this period, had never previously been attained
for so long in so many countries.

It is generally agreed that technical inney¿f,iqn was an extremely important factor in
the prosperity of the 1948 - 1973 period. High rates of technical change were attained
both in the new rapldly ercpanding industrles, such as electronics, pharmaceutical
products and s¡rnthetic materials, and in some of the older industries such as coal-
minüry and, of course, in agriculture. The steady fmprovement in ouþut per man in
most sectors of the economy, together with redistributive social polÍcies ln many in-
dustrlalized countries, have mea:rt that ttre sta.ndards of livlng were probably rising
more rapidly for more people than in any comparable period in the history of the world.

Thls developmeût has created an abundance of goods and services for a la¡ge majority
of the population. In this process, however, the distance between producers and con-
sumers has lncreased, due to such factors as the enlarged scale of industry, the ap-
plicatlon of certain marketing technlques and, in a later stage, the environmental ef-
fects of production and consumption. It can be concluded that consequently the relation-
ship between industrlal enteryrises as producers of goods and servlces, and the con-
sumer has drastically changed during the 3rd quarter of ttris century.

It is about the middle of this period, in 1962, that President Kennedy proclaimed the
baslc coneumer rights: the right to safety, the right to be informed, the right to choose
and the right to be heard.
It is also in this period that because of feelings by the consumer of uncertainty and
dqrendence, consumer organizations started to become recogrrized as parties to defend
the interest of the consumer collectively, As a result membership of consumer or-
ganizations in most industrialized countries started to climb substantially.
From a technological side, actton by consumers organizations was rn^ainly focussed on
product information, health and safety, servicing and product performance.
During thls period the independent research organizations including TNO have become
engaged in a number of activities within the producer - consumer - government triang-
le. Activities that must be seen within the soclo-economic climate at tåat time. To-
wards the producer this meant assistance in the hardware-end of product development
and product testing; towards the consumer it meant mainly comparative testing of
products with respect to performance and safety; towards government it meant tåe
orecution of programmes to provide a basis for regulatory action especially regardiug
he¿lth and safety aspects of products and production processes; examples of the latter
are: safety belts for cars and crash helmets for motor cyclists.

It should be mentioned the product development activities of the independent R and D
organizations have been substantially influenced by the work done on behal-f of tåe con-
sumers organizations. The armual number of contracts of the TNO orga.nization from
some consumer organizations in Europe and the Untted States presently stands at some
65. Thfs can be taken as an indication that in addition to the qualitative impact, the
quantitative influence can be regarded as considerable.

Slze and composition of private consumption ought to be determined by the subjective
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preferences of the consumers in which process the price mechanism plays an impor-
tant role. The price mechanism will, however, only function well when all relevant
factors are included, a condition which is presently not being fullfilled. External ef-
fects iacluding environmental pollution and long-term effects such as the future scar-
city of raw materials and energy are not or not sufflciently being included in the cur-
rent price mechanism.
Many authors have described this problem in detail and public awareness of these
problems has been substantially increased by the ftrst publication of the Club of Rome:
ttlimits to Growthtt.

I¡ addition to these factors the concept of the international division of labour is opera-
tfonal to an already large degree. The exportation of both traditional i.ndustries a^nd of
rather new i¡dustries e. g. mass produced electronic consumer products is a fact a¡d
the report I'Reviewing the International Orderrl, the so called RIO report, prepared on
behal-f of the United Nations, indicates of what we might still see happen.

It has been largely accepted, although not yet fully, that the role of industry as a pro-
ducer of goods a:rd services has changed and is chaaging further.
John Kenneth Galbraith in his book of 196? the "New l¡rdustrial State" formulated the
prlncipal choice. Quote: ttFor if the economÍc goals are the only goals of society, it is
n"atural that t"he industrial system should dominate the state and the state should serve
its end. If other goals are strongly asserted, the industrial system will fall into lts
place as a detached and autonomous aim of the state, but responsable to the larger pur-
poses of society. " (uaquote). It is clear that we bave moved and are still moving to the
latter end of the spectrum.

Contemporary government innovation policies towards industry may be ihterpreted in
this respect as an attempt to achieve simultaneously diverse social goals which can not
be easlly reconciled. Ore of the main difficulties is that responsibility for policies
which affect tecbnical lnnovation is normally divided between several different govel:r-
ment departments. Some have a direct responsibility for stimulating, encouraging and
supporting invention and innovation in agriculture, industry a¡d services. Others have
responsibility for safety, employment, consumel protectlon, education, the envlron-
ment, lnternational trade and so forth. They are in måny instances only inperfectly
aware of the implications of their departemental pollcles for innovation elsewhere in
the economy and when they are, they are mostly too pre-occupied with their primary
mlssion to attach any weight to them.

On this view, some argue that the springs of productive enterprise are gradually being
clogged up by an accumulation of paternalistic legislation a¡d bureaucratic interference.
Against this, otåers argue ttrat the cost, complexities and risk of tecbnical innovation
inmany branches of industry are now becoming so great that an even higher degree of
government involvement at all levels is quite inevitable.

But even in socialist economies the debate on the role of the market continues and so
does the debate on centralisation versus regional or enterprise autonomy in major
areas of policy making.

Ideally, it should be possible to develop and apply policies which could derive the ma¡ci-
mum social benefit from a continuing flow of useful tech-nical change, whilst sfmultane-
ously foresesing ând averting many, if not all, of the potentially damaging social and
environmental consequences.
The aim of such policÍes should not be growth per se, br¡t the introduction of such chan-
ge 1n the economy as would mâximise the welfare of the population including employ-
ment, health and environmental amenity as well as more directly economic goals.

It is whithin the scope of this emerging new socio-economic context that I will describe
some trends in the role of independent research organizations towards industry, the
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consumer (society) and govemment.

The activities of an lndependent research organization towards industry can be divided
into three main categories:
- irurovation
- technical i¡formation
- Ionger term activities.

Ir¡rovation

It is generally agreed that industry needs innovation in order to maintain lts competit-
iveness on international markets, thereby assisting in maintaining and creating a pro-
per economic base. The important question of the direction of lnnovation remalnslo be
answered, but a large number of societal problems are awaiting solution. With regard
to the discussion of the t5pes of innovation - process versus product lnnsy¿f,isa and ful-
dlmental versus improvement inney¿f,lqn - it is generally agreed that main emphasis
should be put on the development of completely new products and processes as compar-
ed to the improvement of existfng ones.

There is a dinstinct trend that service-organizations to industry, including the R and D
orgânizations such as TNO, are broadering the scope of their activities. Where
manragement consultancy firms have added hardware product development activities to
their package, research and development organizations have added management ser-
vices. This is an attempt to structure the irurovation process in such a way that the un-
certainties for industry become minimized,

I¡ this respect the total irmovation process wlthin a firm can be divided in two parts.
Part one is the stratery - development process meant to determine the direction of the
irmovation. Irr this process the behaviour of the firm is determined, internal strengths
and weaknesses are aaalysed, and external cha¡ces and threats are determined. Also a
rough analysis is made of ttre behaviour of the sompetition, of the consumer, of the
general trends in society and of the relevant tecbnology,

Based on this informntion, so called search-fields are determined, evaluated and
selected. Within these search-fields, ttnew markets't are then being looked at with at-
tention to more specific requirements a"nd problems. These requirements then provide
the basis for the development of product ideas.

lhe relationship chosen between firm and consultant in this process is often the one
common ia menagement conzultancy; the consultant becomes temporarily, a¿d often
part-time, a part of a company team of collaborators, a set-up not previously exercis-
ed in the contacts between R and D organizations and industry.

As to the means which a firm could have at its disposal to acquire the necessary tech-
nology it has to be determined whether licensing, joint-ventures, company aquisition,
i:r house research and development, and/or contract research and develollment would
be the most profitable one for the subject firm. Most times combinations of these pos-
stbilities are chosen.
This descriptlon has gradually brought us to the point of technical information.

As to technlcal information services the research organizations themselves should be
considered as the information-systems. This in contrast to the rnany available compu-
ter data retrival systems. Si-nce innovation process studies show that person to person
communication seems to remain effective - the asking of questions to computer data
banks remains expert work - and the translation of the findings into the subject re-
quirement often is no simple matter, an intermediary agent is required in most cases.
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R and D organizations with their lcrowledge of technology, of industry and of other sec-
tors of society ln need of tech¡ical information are taking up this task of provtding an
interface.

Long-term development activities presently suffer from a drfve tbat the R and D effort
ought to become more relevant. The current financial situatfon in ûrduetry leads to-
wards qreclflc company plans.

I¡r view of the fact that new tecbaologies might be consldered of prime imFortarxce to
employment on a longer term lt should be warned against that this drive towards shor-
ter-term objectlves should not become general practfce at the level of the indqrendent
R and D organizations. The relevance of these organizations should not become trans-
lated into short term efforts and successes only.

Studies by Freeman of 50 major clusters of technical lnnovation over the past decades
shows that the role of the R and D organizations in developlng and applying a number of
new technologies has been conslderable.

As I descrlbed earller, the main work of indepent research organlzatlons towards the
consumer has been on comparatlve product testing, including health and safety aspests
and product performance, all related to product cost.
Along this line of development tt can be argued that it ls not, or should not tre, so much
tl¡e sales price of the product that is of interest to the consumer but rather the total llfe
cycle cost.

Studies, regarrìlng this problem, have been performed within the NSF programme by
the Centre for Policy Alternatives at MIT and within the ETIP programma by the
National Bureau of Standards, both in the U. S.A.
In the MIT study the appliance industry was selected because it represents a substan-
tial i:rvestment þ American consumers who ln 1972 alone patd $ 5,4 billion for home-
electronic products and another $ ?,5 billion for other major appliances.

rvVhile these figures underscore the economic magnitude of the appliance industry they
also illustrate that the public generally is not aware of the total cost of appliances,
what is termed the "life cycle costt' of the product, which includes purchase price,
cost of enerry used in operating the product, the cost of mainten¿nce and repair and
even the dlsposal cost.

Results from the MIT study were that with respect to color television sets servicing
costs accountedfor 35Vo of total life cycle costs, purchase price 5370 nd energy costs
lTVo.

On refrigerators servicing costs were 6Vo oÎ.total life cycle costs, purchase 3670 a¡rd
energy costs 58%.

It is obvious that the consumer, who looks first to purchase-costs only, ls often not
aware of the substantÍal magnitude of servicing a.nd energy costs. As a result manu-
facturers have not pald as much attention as they should to reduce these costs, aI-
though, as Mr. Fenney just indicated, action is now well under way. The lncreased
cost of energy since the MIT study would put still more pressure on this fact.
Under the ETIP programme, the General Sen¡ices Administration is eq)erimenting
with procurement techniques concentrating on life cycle costing, value incentlve claus-
es and the use of performance specifications on a number of products. This program-
me is still under way a¡d it has been reported that progress is encouraging.

The increasing use of appliances is creating a number of societal problems, the mag-
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nlhrde of which can be tllustrated by the fact that in the U. S. A. in Lg72 an estimated
330 mllllon m4jor appliances, such as washtrg machines, dryers, disrhwashers and
refrigerators, and 115 mlllion televislon sets were in use.

rn additio¡ to the problems of water consumFtÍon, raw material req[irements, enerry
consumption and the related environmental problems, there is the solld waste problém.

A European consumer orga-nization is currently supporting an ex¡rerimental programme
at TNO related to the appliance life-time issue, and almed at answering questions llke:
- can the product-llfe-tlme of appliances be oçressed in speciflc unltl -

- wbaù properties do mainly determtne the life-ttme of the appliance
- does better servÍceability diminish the cost to the consumer
- how well are appllances suited for recycling - materials used, coatings applted.

TVo iltlportant points are showing: first the interest of consumer organtzatlons in prob-
lems of secondarlt effects and long-term consequences of consumptión and second the
lack of avallable testing methods and procedures. lhe latter point had already become
apparent in comparative product testing over the past decades and ls becoming substan-
flally enlarged a¡d even acute.

It ie with respect to these laúter complo< problems that independent research institutes
have an tmporüa^nt role to play.

Ae advanced fndustrialized countrles are forced to pay increasingly higher prlces for
the resources they import, there wtll be goverrrment support ln most of these countrles
for tecbnolory whlch can constraln consumption of resources; by conservation of ener-
gy, ry recycling of metals a.nd increasing the durability of products.

The acü¡al rate of change, however, depends much on the replacement rate within the
economy. In an economy like that of Japan or the U. S. A. , with a high investment ratio
and high etandards of obsolescence, this occurs rather quickly. When capital stock is
thus belng hr¡rred over every five years, a country ls better placed to adapt than when
this happens only every ten years or so. The speed of change versus the E¡eed of the
conoumerrs reaction ls thus vltal; ironlcally, the most resource-wasteful economles
wlth the most rapfd obsolescence-rates may find it least troublesome to adjust to re-
source scarcity.

Serreral writers, f:rcluding Scl¡umacher a¡d llltch have in different ways addressed
themselves to the problems of radlcal govemment intervention vis a vis eûerg'y, re-
source policy and industrial pollcy.
It ca¡ be considered quite probable tbot goverrrment intervention will be observed in the
years to come; such as formuliated and controlled conservationist pollcies, flscal mea-
gr¡res to control consumer demanrd, Iegislative requirements pertaining to product
durabtltty, o<tension of the consumer ethic by for instance warranty requlrements, ex-
teneion of recycling, recovery and subetitution programmes, R aad D programmes
geared to ecological costings and restristions of certain innovatory trends. It is also
quite probable that goverrrments lvlll not take onesided action and will discuss possible
acüion wlth the other partles concerned.

It is not dtfficult to see tb¿t policy makers are arrd will be somewhat trapped. On the
one hand they are presented wltb an unproven spectrum of resource ânalyses and on the
other hand subjected to a competing r¿rnge of immediate pressures such as considera-
tions of employment, industrlal investment, temporary market fluctuations etc.

It is therefore not surprising to see a lack of any observable coherent philosophy
regarrllng resource utilisation, energJ¡ policy and industrial production phllosophy from
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most, if not all, central government authorities.

Governments do, however, have several instruments at their disposal to influence the
diredion of production, such as properly o<ercising the government demand mechan-
ism, formulating legislation and by working through the so called l¡frastructure, mean-
ing ia this context the R and D organizations and the Universities.

Let me spend a few words on government demand: the scale of public sector m4rkets
whtch include central govemment, Iocal govemment and government agencles, for
products of tecbaological content is very large indeed, probably between a quarter and
half of total demand.

Those responsible for procurement in the public sector are often largely or completely
unaware, and by the budgetting system even forced to remai¡ so, of their strategic
significance in this whole innovation process in the broad sense. It may be hteresting
that this week the Dutch government accepted a suggestion from Parliament that the
position of the Dutch State Purchasing Agency (R. I. B. ) should be reconsidered in this
conterrt.

The use of public procurement overlaps in many ways with the use of government
regulations si¡ce both have the effect of strengthening demand for speclfic types of new
products and processes.

The role that the independent R and D organizations can play to clari$r posslble action
is very large indeed but it should be realized that their activities have to be multidis-
ciplinary in most cases in nature and must be per{ormed in conjuaction with policy
analysis studies in order to ensure effectiveness.
¡¡¿mFles il this respect are the solar energy R a.nd D programs in some corültries,
that are accompa:ried þ parallel policy-analysis studies on problems and potentlal
gover,rment measures to promote the introdtrction of solar devices.

PraúícaIly all subject parties are convinced that in view of the new economfc context,
government ought to play an important role withln the triangle producer, conÉtumer a¡ld
government. It can be stated that tecbnology, the often over-importa:rt factor in pro-
duction has been largely develqred þ induetry and that the consequences of productlon
are nou' more and more influencing both the interest of the individual consumer - and
public interests. Governments, guarding publlc irrterest, wlll, however, find it difficult
to perform a controlling function because of the differences in the optÍmatization
criteria of the several levele of interest.

I¡ order to focus creativlty and inventivity on the new societal priorities, coqreration
of the several lnterest groups is essential. In many respects the i¡rdustriallzed coun-
tries are on their way from a pure market economy towards an orlented m¿rket econo-
my, as Mr, Lubbers formulated it yesterday, thereþ causing that the qrheres of in-
terest of the producer, the consumer and of gover:nment come to overlap more a¡d
more.

Since tecbnology is such an lmportant factor in the current societal problems common
to all three parties, it is within thie conteÉ that the indqrendent research organizations
can play an increasingly imlortant role towards the producer, the consumer and
goverument. Each of these parties should play his own role and thereby not endanger
the justified influence of the others. It is therefore that inde¡rendence of the R and D
organizations, working on behalJ of all three parüies ie so essential.
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PANEL DISCUSSION

PaneI

E. Q. Daddario
Prof. Dr. J. M. Dirken
R. E. Fenaey
Dr. H. C. Ficker
S, Heurgren
A. HeÍjn
H. F. van den Hoven
W. Kok
Prof. Dr. W. va¡ Rijckeghem, chairman
Prof. B. C. L. Weedon
W. C. L. Zegveld

(Van Rijckeghem) Ladies and gentlemen, before starting the panel dlscussion, I would
llke, as rqresentative of the lnternational consumer mõvement, to take advantage of
the o¡r_portunit¡r to congrahrlate TNO on the choice of their Conference theme thisþar,
IMay I even polnt out the very subúle way in which the title of the Conference was pnras-
ed? If you look carefuþ, you will see that we talked about consumers' interests a¡1d
manufacturing considerations, aJrd not about manufacturfng interests and consumerst
considerations, as tåe situation ls looked at allto often by producers in real life. As
Drr stuy_t hag eo rfghtly said fn his opening address, technology must never be a goal
iu itself but a¡ instrument to improve the living conditions of the population, be iitn
the areas of energy, environment, food or health. consumersr organrzations are mov-
ing eteadily to these areas ofpublic concern and they will tu¡n inõreasingly to the ex-
pertlse t¡at TNO has accumulated in these fields and that TNO has put at thêir disposal
already in the past. I therefore look forward to furtler co-operation and collaborátion
between TNO aud the consumersr movement, not only here btrt also in the lhird World
where, as I loow, TNo is increasingly irrvolved a¡d where afr,er a| - as rve should
never forget - the moet serious consumer problems exist.
But let ug return to the panel discuesion, for time is short. The ?5 minutes we have,
will not be enough to answer all the questÍons that have been put to us. so we have
made a selection, and I have tried to present the questions we decided to answer i¡ a
certain paÉenr. However, many of the questions came in at the last moment, and I
ca¡not guara.ûtee tåat I have succeeded in t¡at, I have also asked tJre members of tåe
panel to be as brief as possible in their a¡swers, and I hope tJrey wlll forgive me for
t¡at.

lbe flrst question ls addressed to the panel as a whole and refere to somethÍng Dr.
Süryt has said in his openlng address.
rrDr. Stuyt said t¡at safetSr, ùrrabillty and reliability are zuffering to a¡ increasíng e>(-
tent, because of the remoteness of industry from the consumer. Does the panel agree ?
If so, is this relative or absolute?tr As TNO is represented in the pa:rel by Mr. Zeg-
veld, I would like to ask him to try to answer this question.

(Zegveld) Tbank you, Mr. Chairman. This morrring Mr. Fenney paid a lot of attention
to the problem of the distance between consumers and producers, es¡recially with res-
pect to BafetJ¡, durabillty and reliability. He admitted that, atleaet i¡r the field of elec-
tric houeehold appliancee, tbere ls a distance between consumers andproducers, but
he pointed out tbat the indtrstry had recognised the problem and was taking measuree to
dlmlnlsh tåat dlstånce. I think that thls ie tme not only in the electrical appliances? in-
dustry. ThIs should be seen, of course, as a comment upon the remark made by Dr.
Stuyt yesterday monring. As to whether thls is absolute or relative, I tåink it is more
on the absolute side, although in certain insta¡ces it could be on the relative side.
Thank you.
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(Van Rijckeghem) firere is a question to Mr. Daddario: I'Mr. Fenney mentioned the
success of the energy-saving campaign in England. According to the newspapers
President Carter has suggested measures aiming at energy savirg that up till now do
not seem to be very successful, Could Mr. Daddario give his comment?r'

(Daddario) I think that the reference to the apparent lack of success of President Car-
ter - which is in this question - uray really relate to our Íncreased dependence on the
import of energy, especially oil. May I point out that it will t¿ke a couple of years
before we can start to reverse that trend and that, therefore, lt is premature to speak
of success or lack of success. We are actively investigatÍng coal, new sources of ener-
$f , æd methods for extracting more oil from existing oil fields. But it will take time
before that takes effect.
The basic question comes down to energ'y savings, and I would like to touch upon that
for a moment. lhe programme for energy conservation in t,he US has been largely
voluntary, but certafn industries have already developed internal programmes for the
reduction of energy consumption. For example heating of buildings takes up to 25Vo of.
all energy use in the US, and any reductlon will have imFortant effects. IWany indus-
tries are trying to reduce the amourrt of enerry ueed for heating a¡d that samFaip is
begiruring to have effect. On the side of the government, there are programmes that
subsidize the use of solar energ'y l-n homes for space heatlng and heated tap water. And
of course there Is an important programme going on in the automobile industry as the
producers are compelled by law to improve the mlleage per gallon. I:r the R & D area,
it has just been announced that there seems to have been a¡ lmportant breakthrough Ín
the production of photo-voltaic cells that are used to trap solar energy. It seems thet
ttrere may be otl¡er lmFortant improvements and that with mass production an economic
price may even be reached. There are other government activities, but all have in
common that it takes time before they take effect. So I think it is really too eerly to
talk about their success or lack of success.

(Van Rijckeghem) As we are in the field of energy saving, I would like to ask Mr. Kok
to answer the question: ttCan you oçlain your statement tJrat you expect very little
from voluntary action in the case of energy tabelling. Is it the voluntary action or the
technical aspects you are referring to?tt

(Kok) It is the voluntary action, because up tlll now voluntary actions have had very
little effect and have met with almost no success. I can point at the liquidation of the
Dutclr Found¿tion for Tnfe¡m¿fiye Labelling. It failed because almost nobody was pre-
pared to use the labels ttre Foundatton proposed. This question comes from someone
from the Philips Company, and I dontt want to be personal, blt Phillps was a member
of the Foundation and was even on the board of the Foundation, arrd to my knowledge
Philips never used one label produced by the FoundatÍon they sponsored.

(Van Rijckegheh) Several people are interested in the programme Mr. Daddario dis-
cussed yesterday for involving the public in the declsions abut drilling for oll off the
shores of New Jersey and Delaware. I wfll not read the three questions, but I do ask
Mr. Daddario to answer them.

(Daddario) The questions are about the government allowing the drilling for oil and
gas off the coast. It is asked whet¡er this should be seen as a victory for the oil com-
panles and whether or not the involvement of the public has caused unnecessary delays.
Well, first of all, there is the assumption in one of these questions that this means a
vlctory for the big oil companies, but I do not necessarily agree. There was a decision
of the Court of Massachusetts prohibiting drilting for oil, and a decision of the Supreme
Court in the USA which was opposite - and thts is mentioned in one of the questions.
The Court of lVlassachusetts took into consideration all elements. The ocean bed off
Massachusetts consists of large sandbars mostly, which are shifting continuously, and
the Court thought, after deliberaüing on all evidence, that it would be l¡advisable to
allow drillilg for oil ln these circumstances with present technologies. Off the coast
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of New Jersey and Delaware the situation is wholly different. There are no shifting
sands - most of the bottom seems to be rocky - and the difficulties of drilling there
are trnderstood and controllable. In these two court decislons, the interests of the
public have been taken, I think, into fulI consideration.
The other two guestions are about the participation of the public. As I sald in my paper,
l¡volvement of the people was important. I tried to point out that by involvlng the public
ln that area, the opportunity to take an objectlve position was increased. What finally
came out, was that tåe public was not strongly for or strongly agai:rst, but that it would
be favourable to the nation as a whole. What was \üiped out, however, were ttre irres-
ponsÍble suggestions and statements about far more jobs and far more trade. The
public now u.nderstands that there will be some improvement i¡ the job situation and the
trade sltuation, but irresponsible statements and suggestions about these matters have
been killed - forever I hope. And tåe publlc trnderstands tbat ttre development of off-
shore oil and gas flelds is in the interests of the country. There has been f¿r less
acrinomy i.n the dlscussions.
Another lmfortant result is that the public has seen that local government can have a
say, and this is something they did not feel before. l1ey have seen that the Department
of the Intertor, which is responslble for the off-shore regions, has been forced to
restnrcture its office to deal with this mat/'er, and they have seen that their communi-
catlons wittr local government have had its effect on federal government.
In thfs respect, may I point out that the Untted States Congress argued over the lease
arrangements to the oil companies and these arrangements have been changed? Pay-
ments to the government - the continental shelf is government property - have been in-
creased and the govemment involves itself with production. Oil companles can no
longer sit on proven off-shore oil fields until their value has risen, but are ex¡rected to
drill and produce within an predictable period. I think this is a tremendous imporve-
ment and I think it has come about as a result of consulting the public.

(Van Rijckeghem) Thank you. The ne)Ú question is directed to Mr. Fenney and it
comes fron Mr. Holloway, representing the UK Consumers Association. I will read it:
rrMr. Ferurey claims that professional consumer bodies make unsubstantiated state-
ments on highly emotive matters. He says that these produce costly changes which
don't improve sa"fety, but rather reduce perforûranrce and convenience and which are
not what the consumers wants. Would Mr. tr'erurey please substantiate this statement?r'

(Fenney) I am rather surprised that Mr. Holloway asked this question as it is one that
has been discussed in the UK many times. I can point htm to one particular case, prob-
abty the most clear e><ample of this particular situation, and that was the modification
to spindryers to incorporate an intemâl lock on the lift. It was based on a small num-
ber of accidents that had happened, and they were serious accidents involving youag
children which were malmed for life. But when we carried out a rational investlgation
of the accidents, we found that only a small number of machines was ilîvolved. By
carrying our investlgations further, we discovered that we could not find out the name
of thè maker of the machlnes, we could not firrd out any information as to whether the
machines had been build to comFly wtth any standard whatsoever, we could not find out
whether the machine had been approved by a National Approval Body, and we could not
find out whether the machines had been serviced by the original manufacturer or any-
body else. And remember that the number of accidents was quite small, about ten I
think. Stl[, it was decided that every spindryer should have an internal lock, and the
specificatlons were altered accordingly. The manufacturers had to take retrospective
a-ction on their existing stocks of rnachines in order to comply wtth the new standards.
This exercise did cost. British industry two and a half million pounds. Obviously this
cost was not borne by industry, it had to be passed on to the consumer' as is always-

the case in these things. Nowwe get complaints ttrat the busy housewife has to wait for
the drum to stop revolving before she can get lnto the machine to take the clothes out.
Certainly we seìm to have build in an inconvience factor. There are other examples,
but time-is short and I don't intend to go further into it. But when Mr, Holloway is back
in the UK and wants more Ínforrrration, I will certainly advise him.



(Van Rljckeghem) There ls another question directed to Mr. Fenaey. It is from
Phllips: "In the UK nowadays a big rumour is going on, on the average lamp-life (elec-
tric hrlbs). Could you explaln the dialogue beúween [rdustry, Government and the Con-
sumer on this particular subject?rr

(Fenney) WeIl, first of all, it is not a rumour, it is a fact. There is a dialogue going
on. It is one fortunately or unfortuaately that I am not connected with. But I thixk it
was started by a private cltizen io the UK, maling a complaint to his local Member of
Parliament and questions were asked in the House of Commons. A Committee wâs set
up to fnvestigate the accusation made by the person concerned. I understand that the
Committee has met and that each of the various menufacturing organlzations concer.ned
with the production of electric hrlbs, has been invited to attend and state their case,
as well as government officials and representatives from consumer organizations.
That is all I lcrow, but I would advise the gentlem¡n who asked tJre question, to go to
his own organtzation, as that can give him far more information that I ever could.

(Van Rijckeghem) The no<t questlon goes to Mr. Van den Hoven. It is from Mr. De
Wasctt of the Belgian Verbnrikers Unie. 'rWe have heard from Mr. Van den Hoven that
industry takes great careto produce products which give ma><imum satistastion to the
consumer. He quoted Becel, a diet-margarine with excellent composition. \üe agree
with this. We regret however that the packaging is not up to the same standard. It ls
made of polystyrene, a plastic with a behaviour similar to PVC. There are residues of
monomers, which migrate to food. Ttris we have found during our last comparative
test. We b¿ve written to Unilever asking for a change in packaging. So far we have
received no positive answer. How can Mr. Van den Hoven justify the attitude of the ln-
dustry in this case ?r'

(Van den Hoven) Well, I am extremely happy with the positive statement about Becel,
because you will agree that the contents are more important than the packaging. I could
ldll the question about polystyrene easily, as I happen to know that we donrt use it, we
use polypropylene for both the cup and the lid. But if we used polystyrene or PVC, we
would give a categorical assurance that any migration that might take place into food,
is so infinitely small as not to constitute a danger to health. We are convinced of that.
And I want to poÍnt out that in this particular area of packaging and migration to food
there is close collaboration between government bodies, other bodies and our owr re-
searctr teams. Lastly, you stated that you did not get an answer from Unilever, lVell,
you are talking to the right mân, and I'll see to it that you wlll get a proper one.

(Van Rijckeghem) Is Mr. De Wasch satisfied with this answer ?

(De Wasch) No, f 'm not. It may be tme that in Holland polypropylene is used, but in
Belgium it is polystyrene. We tested the package, we fotmd it was polystyrene and we
found that residues of monomer had migrated to the contents.

(Van den Hoven) Well, I accept that immediately, of course. It just shows that I don't
l¡rrow how we are packaging all our products. I can only repeat what I have said just
now, tåat any migration, if it has taken place, does not constitute a danger to health,
and I would like to add that this is checked not only by us, but independently by the
government also.

(Van Rijckeghem) There is another question for Mr. Van den Hoven. It is rather long
and I will not read it. It is about the difficulty of obrtaining information from industry
about the contents of the products they are selling. It does not refer specifically to any
product of your company, but maybe you would still like to answer it.

(Van den Hoven) Yes, it is about tle difficuþ of obtaining information from industry
about the content of products and it is said that European producers do not want to
declare whlch aerosolsprays contain chlorofluoromethanes. I am not aware that such
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a request has been made, but I must assume that it has been done. In such a situation,
I think that the producers would certainly wish to discuss it with consumer organiza-
tions. Would such a declaration be useful, would it really inform the public?
Questions like these should be discussed with the consumer organizations. After the
initial publication about the influence of chlorofluoromethanes on the ozone layer, alot
of research has been carried out, and I gather that today tlrere is great uncertainty
about what is really happening. That should be taken into accorurt also. But don't think
that the inúrstry has been sitting still. There are numerous products coming onto the
market using different gases and even smell pumFs.

(Van RÍjckeghem) Thank you. Ttre next trvo questions are for Mr. Heijn. The first is:
ItYou showed the information system from your company. Do you have a check on the
objectlves and do you loow how the public is using the i¡formation ?rt

(ÍIeijn) It is really to eatLy to say something about tJris, we have not been using the
system long enough. We are introducing the new packages in our supermarkets, hrt we
are not doing thls at a fast pace. \{e are waiting for the end of discussion between, let
us say, science, the fndustry and the retailers about the introduction of a natíonal, and
preferably, an lnternational system. I¡r one of my slides this morning, I showed that
there is great interest in the Untted States in our system, and it would be much nicer
to have an international system that is understood ever¡rwhere, than a typical Dutch
system. But I fear that tl¡is is background inJormation and not an answer to the ques-
tion,

(Van Rijckeghem) The next is: rÎ\ühat authority and responsibilities must be entrusted
to the quality control department of a retail org¿ßizalioî?tl

(Ileijn) That depends on what type of retail organization you are talking about. In our
case we have our own quality control department, we do check on certain items, es-
pecially when we have a private label. Brt in other cases, where we have private
labels also, we rely fully on the quality control department of the supplier and we just
do spot-checks randomly. I am happy to say that the Dutch 'Keuringsdienst van Warenr,
the Control Dqlartment of the Food and Drug Administration, very frequently checks
our products, and as a result the quality of food sold in the Netherlands, is pretty
good.

(Van Rijckeghem) Thank you. There are a number of questions for Professor Dirken.
Two are rather similar and concern product development or product imovation. The
first is: 'rHow do you think the feed-back of consumer research into production can be
organized, taking into account that someone has to take the initiative for product inno-
vation?r'and the second is: t'Even if consumer organizations can match the professio-
nallsm of the producers, what additional input do you think consumer organizations can
have in product development ?tr

(Dirken) Ttre first question is about the organization of feed-back from consumer re-
search to production, WeIl, I think that it is being done already. Producers do read
consumers' magazlnes and they are very sensitive to the results of research published
there. There is another channel of feed-back. Quite often the results of tests are dis-
cussed between the producers ard the testing orgânlzations, the consumers' organiza-
tions, before publication. But if the question is also a suggestion, then I'll agree that
this could be elaborated and perhaps institutionalized more.
The other question points out tåat the producer has a whole array of methods and tech-
niques he can use when developing a product. The question mentions function analysis,
in-house testing, consumer panels, field testing and analysis of service calls, and I
ca¡ add a few others that in my oplnion are just as indispensable. The question then is
what additional tnput in product development consumersr organizations can have. I
agree that, if a producer used consistently all the methods and tecbniques appropriate
to the development of a product, then perhaps comparative testing and consumer re-
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search would be superfluous. But I deny sirnply that most products are developed in
such a comprehensive way. Time and time again we have seen t¡at a product was de-
veloped ln an incomFlete way, sometimes without a clear idea of possible end uses and
so on. Then we need consumersr organizations who by their testing and publications
\ryatch over the quality of products put on the market, aud by their criticisms have an
important input in product development.

(Van Rijckeghem) The two previous questions came from Philips, aud so comes this
one. Clearly, they want to put you to the test. It says: 'rAn ofren heard criticism of or-
ganizations as yours ls that it consÍsts of a minority which pretends to speak on behalf
of the consumer. But the attitude of the consumer is different. Could you give your
comãent on this, in my view negativÇattitude, which in fact says: One who dóes not
complain is satisfied with the way thtngs are. rr In readlng it aloud, I get the impres-
sion that in reality there are two questions welded into one.

(Dlrken) Yes, there are two separate questlons, I think. The first is about the actual
representative nature of consumers' organizations, and I am not going to deny that it ls
a problematic one. In my paper I showed that the penetration of consumer magazines,
or membership, varies between 5 and 10 per cent. in the North Atlantic countries.
This is a considerable part of the population, but it is not the majorÍty. Also, I stated
in my paper, that to reach other parts of the population, we should try to use other
media than the printed word, such as TV, cable TV and so on.
The other point ls that, as far as I know, consumers' organizations do not just pretend
to speak in the name of the consumer, they try to do thfs in a fundamental way. It is
obvious that some e>rpertise on what different groups of consumers want, is being ac-
cumulated by these organizatÍons. Every year the bureauts of consumers' organiza-
tions receive thousands and thousands of telephone calls, letters and comFlaints. IJ
you compare these numbers with the samples used in marketing, it is clear that con-
sumersr organlzations really do lcrow something of the wants and wishes of consumers.
The second part of the question is about 'one who does not complain is satisfied with
the way tJrings are' and I am happy to note tl¡at ln the question this is seen as something
negative. We know that many people are dissatisfied with goods or services, but that
tJrey don't have the skill or the knowledge how and where to protest. This is very ftrn-
damental. If consumers are quiet, it does not mean that the product is a sucess. It
may be in an economic way, but it need not be in a ftmctional way. For instance, we
know that large groups of physically handicapped people who are dependent on aII kinds
of adjusted products, are in general very dissatisfied with the way these products fuac-
tion, but they don't have the courage, or the skill or both, to protest. I think that the
statement 'one who doesntt complain, is satlsfied with the way things aret ls untrue and
tl¡at the m¡rketeers in the audience know this.

(Van Rijckeghem) Thank you. The next batch of questions is addressed to Mr. Kok.
The first read as follows: "Can you explain in more detall the - in my opinion - idea-
Iistic role you are claiming ? Primarily you are responsible for the relationship
labour-capltal, and now you are clai-ing to rqrresent the consumerst interesttt.

(Kok) Luckily I'm not responsible for the relationship labour-capital, but I understand
perfectly what is meant. After having answered the question, I hope it wlll be clear
that we are not claimirg an idealistic role, hrt a reallstic one. Trade union members -
and here I am speaklng of the Dutch situation - are not prepared to be interested only in
the development of their private incomes, þ61¡r imnortant this may be. They think that
t"heir welfare and wellbeing are influenced not only þ their their private incomes, but
also by the whole framework of collective goods: social security, premiums and taxes
that have to be paid. A second point is that our members are not prepared to be in-
terested only into problems related to their being an employee in a factory or in an of-
fice. They are full-blooded citizens who are also consumers, who as citizens are con-
fronted rüith environmental problems and so on. We are indeed interested in the rela-
tionship between labour and capital and in how to effect imfrovements there, but on
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behalf of our members we are interested i:r quite a number of other questions in socle-
ty. For the trade union movement this is a challenge.
Before I etårt ansu¡erlng the second part of the question, let me polnt out that we do not
claim to represent The Consumer with a capital T and C, we donrt claim to be the only
organlzatlon that can represent the consumer. But in our positioû we tl¡ink it necessary
to parülcipate in one of the consumer organlzatlons in the Netherlands, and I gave you
the reason for that decision ln my paper. We carurot accept to be denied access to the
fteld of consumersr interests, because from our pol-nt of view there are so many con-
flicting issues, for instance between environmental effects and employment policy.
Professor Dlrken gave a number of er<amples in his paper, and onewaswhether shops
should be open on one evening every week. Clearly, here the ldeas of the trade union
movement and the ideas of the consumer organizatlons clash. In the trade u¡ion move-
ment .tre have had a very tough discussion about priorities. this has been, I thlnk, very
good. Employees ln factories, and their families of course, should not only see the
convenience of being able to buy things an evening a week, they should realise also that
thls has consequences for the employees in the shops. As there are so rnany points of
conflict that have to be dectded in a practical way, our role cannot be called idealistic,
but really is areallstic one.

(Van Rijckeghem) l1is is the ideal opportunity to start a dialogue between you and
your neighbour ln the panel. Professor Dirken, would you like to comment at this stage,
or rather later on?

(Dirken) I'11 do lt noÌv. Yes, there is a point of disagreement between my left neigh-
bour and me, and from his polnt of view I am to the right. I think that the protection of
the consumer ls being reco$r.ized generally now as a separate aspect of government
poltcy. It does not contrlh¡te to the transparancy of our democracy when a confusion
of roles takes place too early ln the decision process. Commerce and industry, and
government, have never neglected the interests of the consumer entirely, and I will be
the last to deny that tåe labour unions have done ard are doing much in this field, but
in my opinion, we have now reached a stage in social developrnent where the core, and
I emphasize the core, of consumer activities should be kept e>çlicitly in a separate or-
gaaization, or a combination of organizations, and should be seen as a sepârate aspect
of government policy. Comparative testing, giving information on goods and servlces,
standardizatlon, consumer leglslatÍon and consumer educatlon, should never be con-
fused and mixed wtth the defence of employment, wages and so on. It should be clear
to the cltizen that each of these lssues has an army of its own behind it, so to speak.
Actually it looks like a kind of product diversification and spreading of risks by the
trade union movement - and Mr. Kok has given me this impression to some degree -
if it would clalm in the future to be the main defender of consumersr interests. In my
opinlon the labour u¡Ions have another task, and a policy of defendi::g the consumer
too may seriously interfere with their m¡in task.
I dontt mean to say the trade tnions cannot support consumeis' organizations in their
own field, and I don't want to say that a national consumptlon policy does not belong to
the province of the labour unions, especially when it touches the distribution of income.
the gr.r.idance of production and consumptlon, and global problems such as energy and
the environment. And I think that in the decision process about these issues, consu-
merst orgalizations can only play a minor role, although their voice should be heard
and their ideas should be able to influence the ultimate declsion. In my opinion there
are i-u our economic system in our society, four different points of view: that of em-
ployers, of employees, of consumers and of the government, as an umbrella over the
other three. Our society needs negotiation, co-ordin¿tion and mutual support between
these four points of view. Only in this way the transparancy and clarity of our democ-
racy can be maintained.

(Van Rijckeghem) Unfortunately we don't have time to extend the dialogue much_longer.
'i1ere are Jtilt some other questions to Mr. Kok, and rnaybe, while answering these,
he can also try to answer Professor Dirken.
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The flrst question comes from Shell a¡rd showe some fear of the power of the trade
unions. It says: rrln our modern West-European soclety the trade urdons and their fede-
ratfons have gathered great power already. Consumer aspects are indeed a factor of
personal interest to trade union members. However, if thfs were to lead to trade
urlons seeking to defend the congumersr interests as well, the unions may acquire a
power which is uncontrollable þ society. Do you belleve that this should happen in a
democracy?rt

(Kok) I'm glad tùat the representative of Shell also has somethlng agalnst uncontroll-
able power in a democratic soclety. In this respect we are in complete agreement. But
to come to the point, I could give the easy answer and say that the trade unlon move-
ment is controlled democratically þ the membership, and I could say that we play arr
open role in soclet¡r. Wtthin and þ the trade union movement very little ie done whicb
ls not zupported or critlcised openly þ public opinion. But the maùr point - and this is
a link v¡ltlt the remarks of Professor Dirken - is that the trade union movement has a
mixed task, I could better say that they have still another taek. I am aorr?, tut we
decided among ourselves that we have this mJxed task, that we should not be active
only in the fíeld of lncomes snd sñFloyment, brt that we should also take into account
the consumer side. The question suggests that this may be damaging democratic con-
trol of society a¡d its problems. Let me state quite clearly that I do not understand
this point of view. I:r safeguarding the consumersr interests we work t]rrough one of
the Dutch consumers' organizations, which 1s çsmFletely indqendent. If this con-
sumersr orgânizatfon arrives at a concluslon, for example by comparative testing
aerosol caas, that the product is not up to standard, this could have important conse-
quences for the employment siüration in the Dutch metal industry. But we do not go to
the Metal Workers' Union saying that we have some adverse testing results that could
influence ¡|¡s smFloyment situation in their branch of industry and seeking advice on
the best way of changing or menupulating these test results. That would be against an
open and democratic approach. My view is that we are indeed trying to brlng consumer
aspects and consumer interests into our policy, but that this has nothing to do with
damaging the democratÍc control process.

(Van Rijckeghem) There is a last question to Mr. Kok. "You defend the right of the
labour movement to participate in the formulation of a consumers' policy. How would
you react if the consumer movement demanded to participate in the formulation of an
employment policy?r'

(Kok) Well, consumer organizations do influence employment, and ln my view it is
impossible to avoid that. By their reports, consumers' organizations, dlrectly or in-
directly, visibly or invislbly, are causlng modiflcations and changes. Consumers' or-
genl2¿f,lons are already lnfluencing employment, and in some cases the pattern of life.
So my anrswer to the question is tåat these organizations are indeed lnfluencfng employ-
ment and spending patterns, and that I don't have anytling against that.

(Van Rijckeghem) I think that all this may be a basls for discussions ln t¡e future.
However, we should go on, and Dr. Ficker has a large number of questioos, which I
will not read to the audience. I think that he would like to auswer all the qlrestions to-
gether.

(Ficker) Thank you, Irll try to do so. I'll be brief, as I do not waut to turn thls Con-
ference into a Conference on product lfabllity.
First questlon: r\Mill a manufacturer also be held liable for a defestive product when
such a defect is very unlikely to occur and could only be detected þ means of very ad-
vanced techniques which can only be applied on a laboratory basis and not ir m4ss-
production?'r The answer is a clear 'yest, because this is exactly what the dra-ft direc-
tive is providing for.
Second: rWill compliance with internatio¡rally accepted sta.ndards be sufficient go as to
prove according to Article 5 that an appliance was not defective when put into circula-
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tion?r' The answer is: No. St¿rdards only provide ¿¡ mini6¡¡p. for desfgn, a¡d neitber
the State nor the prlvate hstitutions take over the liability when laying down standards.
lhe producer, aûd in some cases the dealer, 1s liable.
Third question: rWould a pharmacist who replaces the orlginal manu.facturersr packag-
ing by his own box and label with the pharmacy's label on ft, be termed a 'producer' in
the sense of Artlcle 2 of the Draft Directive ?" If he presents himselJ as the producer,
the answer is: Yes. If he does not present himself as the producer, hrt only as the
dealer, he will not be held liable in most cases. The draft directlve encludee the dealer,
but when the producer cannot be named or carutoú be fowrd at all, the dealer is lÍable.
Dealers ehould be able to name their producers. If a producer or a dealer should take
advantage of low-wage countries and decides to produce there, then the customer with
a complaint should not be directed to such a country to try and find tbe producer.
The next question is to which extent the producer will be held l1able when userg repair
a product or when a product is repaired þ unskilled labour. In that case there is no
ltabtlity on the side of the producer, I think. The producer can expect that his products
are serviced either by his own employees or by a servicing organization that has been
well lnstructed ln servicing the produøt. If servicing is done þ someone without qrali-
fications, there ls in my opinion no liability.
The next questlon is more general: I'It has been st¿ted that insurance premiums for
'product liabllityr in the EC would be around 0.7 to 0.9 per thousand. Has there been
est¿blished a long-term forecast for this premium, which might, in the long nu, be-
come a burden as far as prices are concerned?t' The answer is negative, these pre-
miums reflect the present situation. We have not tried to forecast future trends as this
depends on too many u¡certaln factors.
The last questlon is the most general. 'Would the speaker give his view on the pros-
pects of the Product Liability directive being adopted in the near future ? Vthat are the
obstacles to its accqrtânce ?'t The only thing that I can say is that I have not any pre-
cise idea. We have asked the Economíc and Social Commifüee and the European Parlia-
ment for their advice. The former will consider tåe Draft Directive very soon. The
European Parliament will discuss it in a plenary session which may be held Ín the near
future. After that, work in the Council etarts. Ttrere we need u¡animous decisions, so
we will have to find compromises, not only between consumers and industry, but also
between the nine member states. France, Belgium and Luxembrrg wiII argue that the
directive does not go far enough; for these cou-rtries it will be a step backwards. Ilt
Great Britain the Law Commisslon says that Wssf,mlnsf,s¡ should enact a law about
personal injuries which introduces strict liabififf in this field a¡d puts no límitations
on the indemnification. Italy will be against the Directive probably, either because it
goes too far or because it does not go far enough. That depends on the politlcal sifuå-
tion. And i:r this country, the former Cablnet would have been more in favour of the
directlve tha¡ the present is. I ca¡not mâke any real prediction.

(Va:r Rijckeghem) Thank you. There have been many questions addressed to Professor
Weedon. I will not read them, but would Professor Weedon try to answer as many as
possible ?

(Weedon) The questÍons deal with entirely different parts of my paper, so I will have
to indicate what they are about.
The first asks why we allow any additives in beer, as some brewers can do without
them. As I pointed out in my paper, traditionally beer is brewed on a small scale for
local consumption within a short time. This is still done in many places, and presum-
ably also in the breweries which are mentioned in the question. Brewihg is a very
complex process iavolving many stages, and brewers have utilized for a long time cer-
tain substances which are not always called additives, but processing aids. These are
fairly commonly used, even in the traditional process. Examples are the addition of
yeast nutrients, or salts to adjust the mineral content of the water, a¡d alds to deal
with seasonal varÍations in the cereals. Quite a number of other aids are used, and the
reason is that brewers and consumers are very jealous of the individual characteristics
of different brews. To a large extent this depends on fine differences in the way in
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which the product is produced and the processing aids which are utilized. As I pointed
out in my PaPer, a change has taken place recently in a number of countries, including
my owl. Beer is often produced in bulk in large installations and this means that it has
to be transported. Rrrthermore, it is often retailed in cans contaùring large quantities.
For preservation, many brewers rely on pasteurization, but this is not entirely satis-
factory, as it can lead to off-flavours. Therefore, some cor¡ntries allow the use of
preservatives as an alternative to pasteurization.
The next question is quite short: '?What do you thi¡k about the Delaney Act in the IISA?il
It is actually a clause, not an Act. It is a¡ importarìt feature of American food law and
one that does not exist, as far as I am aware, in quite that form elsewhere. It requires
the barrning of any substance which is shown to produce cancer in animals, no mattei-
how the substance is administered and no matter in what quantity. It allows no room
for judgment by appropriate experts of the significance of the results for human health.
Personally, I think it is preferable to have an opportunity to take all relevant factors
into consideration, and this is what is done in most cotrntries.
The next question relates to the use of colours in foodstu.ffs: when are they acceptable
and when not. I said yesterday that the appearance of food is very important in deter-
mining its consumer acceptability. The pleasure we all derive - most of us at any
rate - from eating food is rather closely linked with the appearance as well as thè
taste. Now the question says: rrWhy colour green peas green, there is no point inthat?t'
Of course, I agree. However, I think you have to consider another possibility when the
processing of the food has destroyed some of or all of the natural colour, bui has not
adversely affected the nutritional quality of the food, merely its appearaace. The
customers want the food coloured, and so the supplier has to colour it. trs this accept-
able ? I think it is, provided the nutritional quality of the food is not affected, and pio-
vided, of course, that the colour has been very carefully tested ald its use repres-ents
no hazard to health; and I would add, provided the product is labelled, so that the
customer larows that a permitted colour has been used.
The next question deals with sulphur-dioxide, but I do not understand it fully. It says
that an acceptable daily intake, an ADr, has been set for sulphur-dioxide. ri is, there-
fore, important that national authorities should consider very carefully which foods
should be allowed to contaÍn sulphur-dioxide, so that they can be sureihat the consump-
tion by people in their country does not exceed the ADI. There is a very good reason
for this. It has been known for a long time that sulphur-dioxide destroys vitamin 81, so
you have to be careful that not too much vitamin 81 is destroyed. The questioner iJ ob-
viously a bit worried that some wines contain apprèciable amounts of tliis preservative,
a¡i that it is not required to declare its presence on the label. I am not going to discuss
this further, because personally I would favour labelling of all commoditles lo show
that a preservative has been added.
The last question again relates to ADIts and points out that they are related to single
chemicals. The effects of a combination of chemicals camot always be considered
separately. h cases like this it may be necessary to have a global limit imposed on
categories of substa¡ces. An example is the colours which aie converted in he Uoay
into vitamin A. People do not wish too much vitamin A introduced in this way. There-
fore,_ as-well 1s setting individual ADIts for the precursors of vitamin A, thêre is also
a global lÍmit for all of them that come within that particular category.
But I would point out here that you should never confuse the ADI witfriire level of use;
we _would al ways try to ensure that consumption is well below the ADI. We want to kéep
within that limit, and, therefore, some degree of additivity is easily accommodated
within that margin.
The question also raises the point about the interaction of additives. Again this must be
con-sidered carefully, because additives are often used in combination. Of course, we
could go beyond the point raised by the questioner. I mean that we would have to óon-sider the possible inter¿ction with drugs that some people mþht be consuming at the
same time. These are important issues, and in one of ihe bodies with which i"m 

"oo-nected, it is often said that there is a need for more testing of combinations of additi-ves. some of this has been done, but there is a need for a good deal more.



(van Rijckeghgm) thank you very much. Mr, Heurgren also received a number of
que_stions. With an eye on the clock I will give him the latitude to decide which ones hewill answer.

(Heurgren) The first one is: I'The Swedish Ombudsman has the power to prohibit the
marketing of defective products and products which may cause làrm to hèafth. Does
the Ombudsman also have the obligation to do this consistently ? If so, what steps have
been or are being taken or considered in connection with products being suspeci of
9a¡slng harm to a_ large number of people, such as for exã-Fle: alcohõlic bèverages,
tobacco wares and motorcars ?tt
The Ombudsman is not obllged to act consistently. Dangerous products such as alcohol,
tobacco and motorcars are accepted þ the Swedish public and-the Consumer Ombuds-
man carurot stop them. But when you want to advertise these products in sweden, you
have to be carefuI. It is not allowed to say in an advertisement, for ørample 'Otir-al-
99!o] is the best for your stomachr or 'Get the feeling of power bI¡ driving our car at
200 km an hourr, the last because the speed for cars is limited tó u0 km a¡ hour in
Sweden. Advertisements like these are not allowed.
The next question runs: rrThere is a discussion whether one should opt for legislation
or for voluntary codes of practices laid down by trade associations. 

-An 
e><a-iFle is the

Iegislation for after-sales service in Sweden. Dontt you tåink that there are fields in
consumer protection, in which more effective results can be obt¿ined for the consumer
by the way of codes of practice ?"
No, the Swedish legislators think that codes of practice laid down by trade associations
are not enough. The voice of the consumer should be heard when these codes are drawn
up, But please remember that negotiation is the normal way to get results in the
Swedish system. So the Consumer Ombudsman often discusses questions of good prac-
tice with trade assoclations, and in many cases \4re can come to an agreement that is
also acceptable to the consumer. But sometimes tÌ¡is is impossible. Then the Oonsu-
mer Ombudsm¡n brings a case before the Market Court to give the Court the oppor-
tunity to decide on the matter. The decision of the Court then has to be accepted and
followed by all firms in that field of activity. We have found, however, that negotiation
is the most flexible way to achieve results, a¡d that it is more flexible than special
Iegislation. But even in Sweden, special legislation is unavoidable in some cases.
l\¿ft'. Qþ¿i1'man, with an eye on the clock, I would like to leave it at that.

(Van Rijckeghem) Thank you, Mr. Heurgren. The last E)eaker who has a question is
Mr. Zegveld of the host organization. But as it ís time to conclude the panel discus-
sion, and as I understand that the question has been put to him by a countryman, I dare
to suggest tåat he would answer that question in private. Do you have anything against
that, Mr. Zegveld?

(Zegveld) No, Mr. Chairman, I will do so gladly.

(Van Rijckeghem) Then we should bring the panel dlscussion to a close. I promised the
chairman of the Conference, Professor Van der Kerk, to finish at three orclock, and
then I did not know how to aclÌieve Ít. But somehow we seem to have achieved it. First
of all I thank the members of the panel for their contribtrtion, and, second, I thank tbe
members of the audfence for posing so ñany good and interesting questions. I think it
is a pity that we did not have time to answer all of them. Thank you.
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